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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study was to compile, analyze, and annotate a diverse 

collection of Brazilian children‘s songs and games for use in the American general music 

classroom.  The data gathering process consisted of 47 days of fieldwork in several 

locations in Northeast, Southeast, and Central Brazil and ongoing conversations with 

informants.  Research employed participant observation, structured and semi-structured 

interviews, and content analysis. 

The raw data consisted of audio and video and field notes.  The following criteria 

for song selection were developed:  1) accessibility for the young voice, 2) accessibility 

of Portuguese for the English speaker, 3) aesthetic reasons (beauty, novelty, etc.) 4) 

diversity, 5) and the representation of Brazilian children‘s songs.  From these criteria, the 

collection was limited to 30 songs.  These were notated in standard notation and 

mastercopy format, translated, and pronunciation helps (IPA and phonetic) were 

included. 

The results of this study yield information about history/context, music elements, 

extramusical elements, specific to individual songs and the songs as a collection.  The 

historical and contextual background of the songs reveal subjects ranging from history,  

land, animals, cuisine, and social issues, to economy, work, relationships, religious, and 

military life.  In many cases, the songs reflect the demographics and social classes of 

Brazil.  The genres consist of: cirandas, playground rhymes and songs, action songs, 

singing games, nonsense songs, children‘s songs, holiday songs, courting songs, role 

playing songs, and love songs.  
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 The musical and textual features of the songs are:  anacruses, outlines of the tonic 

triad, melodic sequences, repeated note group fragments at the ends of phrases and 

motives, and descending pentachords at the final cadence.  The text often contains animal 

sounds, repeated syllables and vowel sounds, and parlendas (tongue twisters).  The time 

signatures are  and , with only one song in . The rhythmic content ranges in 

complexity from quarter notes to sixteenth-eighth-sixteenth notes and dotted sixteenths.   

Approximately two-thirds of the songs contain anacruses and two-thirds (20 of 30) of the 

songs contain semitones. The smallest range is a minor third, and the largest range is an 

octave.  With the exception of one song in the Aeolian mode, the tonality of the songs is 

either major or intervallic centered with a major feel. Formally, the songs are divided into 

two or four sections. Songs in this collection can be used at many levels of teaching and 

learning because of the variety between simple and complex musical material.   

 Trustworthiness is sought by using  triangulation in the form of multiple data 

sources, member checks, and the involvement of peers and dissertation committee 

members in reviewing material for authenticity and reliability; an extended period of 

fieldwork and communication with informants, and self reflection.  Recommendations 

and implications for further research are included. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Background 

Music educators face fast-paced changes in racial and cultural diversity.  

Population growth studies predict that people of European descent will soon be in the 

minority (Manning & Baruth, 2000).  In 1950, 87% of U.S. citizens identified themselves 

as white only.  By 2050, this number is projected to be at 53% (Population Reference 

Bureau, 2010).  In addition, the percentage of public school students who are racial/ethnic 

minorities increased from 22% in 1972 to 42% in 2003 (U.S. Department of Education, 

2005).    

Parallel to demographic changes, recent interest in world music has surged. 

Musical materials from many parts of the globe have made their way into the music 

classroom (Bohlman, 2002).  The American general music teacher is flooded with 

commercially developed materials of this nature.  However, these materials are not 

always based on original field recordings or primary sources (Volk, 2004).  Furthermore, 

these materials may not adequately represent the aesthetic of the culture from which they 

have been appropriated (Susan Brumfield, personal communication, September 15, 

2009). 

Justification 

Mandates for inclusion of multicultural materials have been repeatedly voiced by 

music education leaders.  The Tanglewood Declaration of 1967, the Yale Seminar of 

1963, and MENC National Standard Number 9 (understanding music in relation to 

history and culture) are three of the calls for inclusion of world music (Mark & Gary, 
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2007).   Why should teachers include world music? In ―Rationales for Teaching World 

Musics,‖ C. Victor Fung identifies three reasons: social, global, and musical (Fung, 

2005).  As a part of the social rationale, learners need to understand that music is a part of 

humanity, and is not exclusive to one‘s particular culture (Campbell, 2004).  A global 

rationale reflects the recent surge and popularity of world music (Campbell, 2004).  ―Few 

students know music with a capital ‗M,‘ for its global and cross-cultural manifestations‖ 

(Campbell, 2004, xvi).    Teachers and students can learn that other music learning 

methods exist apart from the European conservatory model (M. Goetze, personal 

communication, January 15, 2008).   

There are strictly musical reasons for the inclusion of world musics; perhaps the 

most important of these is to gain exposure to new sounds and styles. World musics can 

stretch the ears by providing new and different musical experiences.  Music educators 

should provide room for all the musics of the world:  classical, pop, and folk (Jorgensen, 

1997).  Patricia Campbell writes in Music in Cultural Context: Eight Views On 

Multicultural Education: “More than a few music educators are teaching the music of the 

Vietnamese cai luong (theatre), the Indian bharata natyam (dance), or the Ewe (Ghana) 

percussion ensemble sheerly [sic] for the beauty and intrigue of the music‖ (Campbell, 

1996, p. 1). 

The study of world music is an outgrowth of multicultural education.  A primary 

goal of multicultural education is to ―help students develop cross-cultural competency, 

which consists of the abilities, attitudes, and understandings students need to function 

effectively within the American national culture, within their own ethnic subsocieties, 

and within and across different ethnic subsocieties and cultures‖ (Banks, 2003, p. 10). 
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 Multicultural education is a relatively new term.  It replaced the term ethnic 

education when it became apparent that the study of a culture was much more than the 

study of one‘s ethnicity (Volk, 1993).   Cultural education includes the study of history, 

geography, language, demographics; family, social, political structure; daily living 

practices, and belief systems of a people group. 

Multicultural education is justified by several factors.  As previously noted, 

cultural diversity is a present reality.  According to educational legislation, teachers have 

a mandate to meet individual student needs and understand different cultures (U. S. 

Department of Education, 2010).  Acceptance and understanding may be incorporated 

into the curriculum through philosophy and practice and inclusion of materials that 

represent cultural diversity.  Another factor that justifies multicultural education is 

globalization, encapsulating the view that the world is becoming a seemingly smaller 

place. Globalization is a term frequently employed in various fields, and has recently 

been applied to world music (Bohlman, 2002).  A multicultural education prepares 

students to be productive citizens in a global environment (Kumaravadivelu, 2008).  A 

third factor justifying multicultural education is that educators seek to help students find 

their own identities and discover ―where they belong‖.  Merely encouraging all students 

to assimilate into a large Western culture while ignoring diverse cultural backgrounds is 

not a practical approach. The phrase, melting pot, was popular in early American 

immigrant ideology, but today, immigrant populations resist letting particular cultural 

characteristics melt away (Manning & Baruth, 2000).  

This melting pot philosophy can lead to ethnocentric practices that promote fear 

of diversity.  Ethnocentricity promotes stereotypes, common even in the most well 
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intentioned classrooms.  Education that lacks a strong focus on diversity can lead to 

unhealthy and unproductive generalizations (Moore, 1999). 

Finally, historical events have increased the need for multicultural classrooms.  

World War I and II and the resulting exchange of artists and scholars, the Federal Project 

One of the Works Progress Administration, and the emergence of folk festivals marked 

early attempts to include multicultural education (Volk, 1993).  The United States 

Congress passed the Immigration and Nationality Amendment of 1965 which brought a 

new influx of immigration to the U.S.  The Bilingual Act of 1968 established a direction 

for multicultural education and provided resources for English-as-a-second-language 

learners.  This act shaped multicultural education in the seventies and eighties (Volk, 

1993).  However, in 2002, No Child Left Behind expunged the term bilingual, signaling 

the instructional goal of English language acquisition (Crawford, 2008).  

Statement of Problem 

Cultural and racial demographics are producing quick changes in society, but 

change in the American classroom is slow.   Though education has seen great progress in 

the 20
th

 century, change in the classroom often falls behind society:  

The public school system and the society it reflects are now about twenty years 

apart.  Education in the classrooms of the nation is currently at just about the stage 

society reached during the 1970‘s with its heightened identification of ethnicity. 

(Volk, 1993, p. 193).  

American music teachers are in a difficult position when faced with such change 

because of the guiding principle to provide an ―initial grounding in the folk style of the 

culture‖ (Sinor, 1997, p. 37).  The Kodaly philosophy points to traditional folk music as 
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the foundation of music education (Trinka, 2001).  In Discovering Orff,  Jane Frazee 

(1987) notes that a tenet of Orff pedagogy is that ―the rhymes, word games, riddles, 

proverbs, and poems from the child's heritage offer unlimited possibilities for exploring 

musical elements‖ (p. 14).  Proponents of these established music education philosophies 

advocate cultural heritage as a source for musical material.  Delineating a single cultural 

heritage, however, is a daunting task. 

Theoretical Framework 

Pestalozzi and Mason 

 The ideas of music education in this study are guided by philosophy that can be 

traced to Johann Heinrich Pestalozzi (1746-1827), a Swiss pedagogue who dedicated his 

life to developing new and revolutionary educational ideas.  He believed that children 

learned best through self-discovery rather than by rote memorization.  He also believed 

that learning should be tailored to the individual, and that education should not be 

restricted to a privileged few (Choksy, 2001; Efland, 1983; Mark, 2002; Monroe, 1969). 

 Lowell Mason (1792-1872), the first supervisor of American public school music, 

employed the Pestalozzian principles as applied to music education by Michael Traugott 

Pfeiffer (1771-1849) and Hans-Georg Nägeli (1773 -1836) to music education in 

America.  Mason‘s ideas were to: 1) develop musically intelligent adults, not professional 

musicians; 2) use the highest quality music in schools; 3) allow the process to be more 

important than the product; 4) begin with the young child; 5) recognize and practice 

music as a discipline to develop the whole human being; 6) teach that work is necessary 

to achieve in music; 7) let experience precede theory and know that theory necessarily 
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flows from experience; 8) recognize music literacy as a goal for all (Choksy, 2001; Mark, 

2002; Mark & Gary, 2007).  

Zoltan Kodály 

 The analysis and annotation of the materials in this study are based on the model 

of Hungarian composer and educator Zoltan Kodály (1882-1967).  Kodály believed that 

no human was complete without music, and sought to raise the level of musicianship 

among his fellow Hungarians.  He is often noted, as is his colleague and friend, Bela 

Bartók (1881-1945) as a strong, nationalistic composer.  He was instrumental as a music 

education philosopher.  The methodology that has evolved from his goals and principles 

has become known as the Kodály approach.   

Kodály‘s philosophy, gleaned through his words and teaching, may be 

summarized as follows: 1) because all humans are musical, music should belong to 

everyone rather than a select few; 2) singing should be the basis of music education; 3) 

music should be perceived and understood aurally before symbols are presented; 4) music 

education should begin with the very young, and should be continued until the learner 

can understand and appreciate great music literature; and  5) music should be central in 

the school curriculum. Kodály believed in teaching a musical mother tongue, the songs of 

one‘s heritage.  After the folk songs of one‘s own culture had been exhausted, the next 

step was toward the songs of other similar cultures.  This was a reflection of the cultural 

and historical context in which he stated his goals. 

The tools of the Kodály approach, are hand signs, tonic solfa, and rhythm 

syllables, although they are not original to Kodály‘s work and were adopted from existing 

approaches.  Hand signs (see Appendix B) are used to kinesthetically and spatially 
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represent the pitches of the diatonic scale.  Tonic solfa (rather than fixed do) uses the 

syllables do, re, mi, fa, so, la, and ti (and others for chromatic alterations) to represent the 

seven pitches of the diatonic scale.  Do always represents the tonic in major (La is the 

tonic in minor). Re is a major second above tonic, and so forth through the seven pitches 

of the scale.    

Multicultural Perspectives 

 The premise of multicultural music education, upon which this study is based, is 

three pronged: 1) teach literature of a common cultural identity
1
; 2) teach literature from 

all the cultures represented in the learner‘s community; and 3) teach music from other 

cultures.  This perspective stems from Kodály‘s philosophy of teaching the ―musical 

mother tongue‖ (Eösze, 1962, p. 78) and using music from ―closely related cultures 

(Brumfield, 2006b; Houlahan & Tacka, 2008) while taking into account that a typical 

American classroom is often not ethnically homogenous. 

Performing multicultural music is music learning in itself.  By understanding the 

music of other cultures, we understand our own (Swanwick, 1999).  Music of other 

cultures teaches what is other in music. Students can learn what belongs to them by 

learning what belongs to others (Elliott, 2005). From a humanitarian perspective, 

multicultural music learning can be used as a tool of cross-cultural understanding.  It can 

help people understand one another, building relationships, and fostering unity (M. 

Goetze, personal communication, January 10, 2008). 

                                                 
1
 Though a shared cultural identity is difficult to identify, it has been suggested that it does exist (Banks, 

2003, p. 9) 
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Purpose of Study 

Music educators have been discussing multicultural music education as ―a 

recurring theme in both general education and music education in the United States for 

most of the twentieth century‖ (Volk, 2004, p. 15).  They are, however, often at a loss for 

materials that are both culturally and historically responsible and pedagogically sound.  

Despite the call for multicultural music education, opportunities for teacher training and 

access to scholarly materials are insufficient.  As demand for culture-specific materials 

for classroom music teaching increases, it is important to provide models of the repertoire 

which are truly representative of the people whose traditions are being transmitted.  The 

purpose of this study is to present one such model through the compilation, analysis, and 

annotation of a diverse collection of Brazilian children‘s songs and games for use in the 

American general music classroom.  To this end, the following research questions were 

developed: 

1.  What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

2.  Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

3.  What are the salient musical/textual features of the selected song? 

4.  What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

5.  What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

Assumptions 

 There are two general assumptions about humans and music in this study.  These 

exist a priori, and the research in this study extends from these assumptions.  First, all 

humans are musical.  Music has existed in every human culture, and is universal 

(Blacking, 1973; Radocy & Boyle, 2003).  Furthermore, there are musical elements 
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which are universally present such as:  a central tone, sometimes called the tonal center; a 

beginning and ending; and a unique pattern, syntax, and signals (McAlester, 1971). 

Music may be a biological function and a product of complex, biological adaptation 

(Radocy & Boyle, 2003).  There are many psychological and physiological structures that 

one must possess to process music. 

 Secondly, music is beneficial to every person.  This assumption can seem 

apparent, but to this day, enjoyment of and experience in music is often seen as frivolous 

and for a chosen few.  Music builds aesthetic appreciation, self-esteem, group relations, 

innovation, creativity, self expression, and sense of community.  It can be used to 

integrate the individual to society, to entertain, prompt a physical response, and stabilize 

culture.  Music has been in the public schools of America since 1838, and it is continually 

mandated that each student study music to complete their education. 

Limitations 

 The traditional songs and games of Brazil serve as a representative example of 

Latin American music.  A single collection of Latin American songs would be too broad 

to serve the larger purposes of multicultural education.  As such, it would not be 

comprehensive enough to adequately represent any individual culture and it would 

violate the principles of respectful multicultural scholarship by grouping the traditions of 

an individual culture with other distinct cultures.  Furthermore, this collection is not a 

complete portrait of children‘s music throughout Brazil; it represents only the locations 

visited and the songs collected in those locations.  

 This study will focus on songs and games that are applicable to students in an 

American elementary general music classroom.  Songs and games that are deemed as 
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developmentally inappropriate or pedagogically unsound will be eliminated from 

consideration for the purposes of this study.  The songs will be presented in a written 

format.  This undoubtedly leaves information about the song, the performance, and the 

context in question.  A full examination and inclusion of the aural and visual elements of 

the performance are beyond the scope of the present study; however, this study will 

address many of the ethnographic and musical questions in written form.   

 Though the items examined in this study are Brazilian, they have been selected 

and analyzed with the needs of the American music student in mind.  Discussion of grade 

level and age appropriateness has been omitted, because application to a specific context 

is better left to individual music specialists.  In Brazil, for example, the songs of the 

young often include semitones and complex rhythmic patterns (Avila, 2000).  The 

presence of these music elements suggests a different sequence for music literacy than is 

typical in American classrooms. 

 This material is viewed primarily through a Kodály-based perspective.  This 

approach emphasizes unaccompanied singing; therefore, instrumental approaches such as 

the Suzuki method will not be explored.  Although ideas for song analysis are borrowed 

from the Orff, Dalcroze, and Gordon approaches, a Kodaly-inspired approach is primarily 

employed, due to its emphasis on song analysis and sequenced teaching. 

 This research examines the use of the Portuguese language in a specific context:  

the researcher is neither a native Portuguese speaker nor a formal student of the 

Portuguese language.  It is beyond the scope of this study to give a full explanation of the 

Portuguese language in regard to translation or pronunciation.  The phonetic and 

International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) pronunciation aids are provided only as aids to 
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understanding the text.  Only serious study of the Portuguese language can ensure correct 

pronunciation and understanding.      

Definition of Key Terms 

  

 Following is a list of commonly used terms with brief definitions.  The terms 

chosen for this list are those that are uncommon and not specifically explained in this 

paper: 

Audiation.  The process of mentally hearing and understanding music in the 

absence of physical sound.  The term was coined by music educator Edwin Gordon. 

Curwen Hand Signs. The use of a hand signal to teach solmization for each note 

of the western diatonic scale.  The hand signals were put into use by John Curwen (1816-

1880) in nineteenth century England.  Curwen sought to find the most effective method 

of sight singing, and after borrowing information from Sarah Glover (1786-1867), an 

English teacher, began teaching sight singing by employing tonic solfa and later adding 

hand signals as an aid (Rainbow, 2010). An illustration of common hand signals can be 

found in Appendix B.  

Dalcroze Eurythmics.  A music education approach developed by Swiss music 

educator Emile-Jacques Dalcroze (1865-1950) in which music is taught through three 

strands: eurythmics, solfa, and improvisation.  The basis of the approach is in the rhythms 

as experienced in the human body (Abramson, 1973; Choksy, 2001; Findley, 1971; 

Hackett & Lindeman, 2007)  

Ethnomusicology.  A field of study within musicology dedicated to the study of 

comparative music within a culture and the music of oral tradition.  Ethnomusicology 

may also be referred to as ―comparative musicology.‖ (Blacking, 1973; Campbell, 2003; 
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Hood, 1971; Krueger, 1987; Merriam, 1964; Nettl, 1983; The Society for 

Ethnomusicology, 2001; Titon, 2001) 

Master Copy.  A format of musical transcription that developed in the late 1960‘s 

and early 1970‘s allowing music teachers to share songs from various sources in a unified 

manner.  The master copy format can facilitate folk song analysis, quicken aural musical 

transcription, and represent the music of aural tradition. The master copy employs a tonic 

solfa system with a moveable do as tonic in major and a la tonic in minor.  The master 

copy melody is then represented by the first consonant of the solmization syllable (i.e., 

d=do, r=re, etc.). Headless stems are used to represent rhythms unless the rhythm is 

expressed using an empty notehead (i.e., , , etc.).   Phrases are notated line by line, 

and beats and barlines are aligned vertically.  Information regarding tone set, starting 

pitch, tempo, performance suggestion, and genre are located at the top of the song 

(Trinka, 1987). 

Movable Do.  As opposed to ―fixed do‖  in which definite pitches receive a 

syllable name ―do, re, mi, fa, so, la,‖ or ―ti‖ (and others for chromatic alterations) to 

represent the seven pitches of every diatonic scale.  ―Do‖ is used to represent the tonic of 

every key, re the supertonic, and similar.  In the fixed do system, C to C1 is called do to 

do.  D to D is called re to re, etc.  Additionally, this relative approach (rather than 

parallel) employs la as the tonic in minor. 

Multiculturalism.  Both a concept and a deliberate process designed to:  1) teach 

learners to recognize, accept, and appreciate differences in culture, ethnicity, social class, 

sexual orientation, religion, ability/disability, and gender;  2) instill in learners during 

their crucial developmental years a sense of responsibility and a commitment to work 
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toward the democratic ideals of justice, equality, and democracy (Manning & Baruth, 

2000). 

Orff Approach.  A music education approach developed by German composer 

Carl Orff (1895-1982) that relies on the elemental structures of music, movement, beat, 

and creating and making music (Campbell & Scott-Kassner, 1995; Choksy, 2001; Frazee 

& Kreuter, 1987). 

Pedagogical Sequence.  In the context of this study, a sequence of musical 

concepts and elements taught in order from simple to complex and according to age 

appropriateness. 

Semitone. In Western Music, the distance from one pitch to the closest adjacent 

pitch.  The octave is divided into twelve different semitones, represented on the piano 

keyboard by neighboring keys, whether white or black. 

Target Pattern.  A short motive, phrase, or musical idea that contains the musical 

element or concept to be taught.  One criteria for song selection in music education is the 

location and presentation of a target pattern. 

Tonic Solfa.  A method of sight singing and its accompanying notation employed 

for the purpose of teaching accurate singing.  (See movable do above). 

Whole Tone.  In Western music, the distance between a combination of two 

semitones in a scale.  
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CHAPTER TWO 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The purpose of this study was to compile, analyze, and annotate a diverse 

collection of Brazilian children‘s songs and games for use in the American general music 

classroom. The literature reviewed in preparation for this study falls into four broad 

categories: 1) philosophical, 2) historical, 3) ethnomusicological, and 4) repertoire and 

musical materials.  

Multicultural Music Education Philosophy 

The use of multicultural materials in the music classroom should be examined 

from a philosophical perspective.  Bennett Reimer, David Elliott, Estel Jorgensen, 

Anthony J. Palmer, and Keith Swanwick have directed attention to multicultural music in 

music education by positing philosophical questions and presenting responses.  In A 

Philosophy of Music Education: Advancing the Vision (2003, p. 179)  Bennett Reimer 

asks a fundamental question: ―is it all valid in the first place?‖  Reimer points to two 

contrasting views: contextual and universal.  The first is the contextual view, the belief 

that music from a culture can only truly be experienced by the people of that culture.  The 

second view is universal. It is expressed in the belief that music is universal and can be 

experienced by everyone.  For the purposes of this study, a limited universal view 

(accepting that music can be experienced to a limited degree outside the culture) has been 

adopted.  

Answers to intriguing questions about multicultural music education are difficult 

to define.  Leaders in this area often only address the issues, rather than providing 

conclusive answers.  The questions raised are further addressed in Reimer‘s World 
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Musics and Music Education: Facing the Issues (Reimer, 2002).  Possible answers to the 

question of validity are addressed in more specific ways, such as: authenticity
2
, teaching 

in culturally grounded ways, teacher education and availability of materials, and use of 

community resources.  This book is a collection of writings from some of the most noted 

scholars in the field, such as Teresa M. Volk, Anthony J. Palmer, Anthony Seeger, Bryan 

Burton, C. Victor Fung, Rita Klinger, and Patrician Shehan Campbell. It is a seminal 

work in the field.   

A different view of the validity of multicultural music education is presented in 

Swanwick‘s Teaching Music Musically (1999).  Swanwick proposes that multicultural 

music education is valid because:  ―exposure to other cultures helps us understand 

something of our own‖ (p. 22).  Along with a language accent, people also have a 

musical accent that is reflective of their own culture.  Because all music is rooted in its 

own culture (p. 27), questions are often raised about the transfer of music across cultures.  

Can music be authentically realized outside the culture from which it came?  Swanwick 

argues that in the same way one learns another language, one can learn the music of 

another culture.       

 Multicultural music education‘s validity as a way of understanding music is 

further explored by David Elliot.  A further justification for multicultural music education 

is that it is a way of knowing.  In Music Matters, David Elliot notes that because of its 

very nature, music provides clues and guides for acquiring knowledge about other 

cultures.  Music education is multicultural ―in essence‖ (1995).  Because music exists in 

                                                 
2
 Authenticity is a term that carries different implications and definitions across disciplines.  In this study, 

authenticity refers to ―the belief that teachers must be knowledgeable as performers and historians 

regarding music of other cultures and capable of rendering such performances or playing recordings of 

artists from the culture being studied (Gonzo, 1993, p. 52). 
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all cultures, music is naturally multicultural.  If music is multicultural, then it follows that 

music education must also be approached in multicultural ways (Elliot, 2005).  Diverse 

musics foster creativity, notes C. K. Szego  in Praxial Music Education (2005), Elliot‘s 

companion volume to Music Matters.  In this view, multicultural music education is valid 

because it spurs creativity.   

Recent literature sheds light on music learning in a much broader context than the 

Western European model.  Mary Goetze‘s work in clinics, lectures, and workshops as 

well as her Global Voices DVD series (Goetze & Fern, 1999) influences current thinking 

about the field of multicultural music.  Goetze feels strongly that the most pressing issue 

for world today is ―helping people get along.‖    She says: ―I asked myself about 

everything I spoke and everything I did in the classroom.  Is this really helping that 

problem?‖  Goetze‘s work promotes ―doing their music their way‖ for the purpose of 

bridging gaps between cultures.  She points out the misunderstandings that can occur 

because of exclusivity in music education (M. Goetze, personal communication, January 

2008).   

The validity of multicultural music education as a tool of cross-cultural 

understanding is often heard.  Anthony J. Palmer echoes Goetze‘s views in World Musics 

and Music Education: Facing the Issues (2002). Palmer suggests a culturally-sensitive, 

anthropologically based framework for the study of world musics.   He stresses the need 

for adopting the culture‘s method of transmission and learning world music through 

active engagement in music making rather than propositional learning about world music 

(e.g. facts about geography, dates, factual information).  
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Multicultural Music Education History 

Multicultural music education history is a subcategory of music education history; 

therefore, it is difficult to understand the progress of multicultural music education 

history without a general understanding of music education history.  Two sources that are 

important to music education history are Mark & Gary‘s A History of American Music 

Education (2007) and Edward Bailey Birge‘s History of Public School Music in the 

United States (1937).  

Writings about the history of multicultural music education are limited because 

the growth of multiculturalism as a field of study is a relatively recent phenomenon.  

Terese Volk has contributed to this scholarship in A History of Multicultural Music 

Education in the Public Schools of the United States, 1900-1990 (1993), and Music, 

Education, and Multiculturalism (2004).  There are several histories of multicultural 

education as a whole but other sources particular to multicultural music education history 

have not been found to this date (Banks, 2003; Banks & Banks, 2004; Gay, 2003).     

Challenges to Multicultural Music Education 

There are daunting challenges to the inclusion of multicultural materials in the 

general music classroom.  The most important challenges may be philosophical: the 

tensions between teaching music through culture versus teaching culture through music.  

That is, should music teachers include multicultural materials at the expense of curricular 

objectives, perhaps neglecting music materials used to socialize and acculturate students 

(e.g. nationalistic music) in the process?  Perhaps the second major challenge is the 

difficulty of learning a language.  Other challenges are logistical: access to materials and 

information to properly transmit the material to students.  Fung‘s (1994) study of world 
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music preference suggests that foreign language, unfamiliar vocal productions, and 

tessitura play a large role in the barriers to preference.  The language barrier is further 

explored in Shen‘s (1998)  study on music preference.  Norman's (1999) study of music 

educators found that they expressed frustration because:   

The music faculty don‘t have an adequate training in it, there isn‘t room in the 

curriculum, the people of the culture are abandoning it anyway, children dislike 

the music, there is a difficulty of singing in foreign languages, there is too much 

emphasis on non-musical goals, there is a focus on differences between people, it 

lacks depth, and [it poses] a threat to Western art traditions.  (pp. 45-46) 

Klinger‘s (1996) ethnographic study of multicultural music inclusion points to 

problems of transmission and availability of materials.  Multiculturalism and the 

Representation of Culture in the 1995 Elementary Music Series Textbooks: A Discourse 

Analysis (Schmidt, 1999), is a study of multicultural music lessons in three basal series 

textbooks.  Schmidt‘s study echoes Klinger‘s acknowledgement of the lack of 

multicultural materials. Others point to sensitivity for learners of other cultural 

backgrounds in the classroom.  Musgrove (1982) states that teaching about a child‘s 

culture may be a ―profound embarrassment‖ to the child, and actually may ―increase 

racial tension‖ (p. 29).  Others counter that teaching about a child‘s culture actually 

validates the child (Eva Midobuche, personal communication, October 19, 2010). 

One possible solution to these challenges can be found in Abril‘s study of 

multicultural music integration (2003).  It suggests that multicultural music education 

increases a student‘s preference for that music.  This argument is bolstered by Stellaccio 
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in an ethnographic case study which examined multicultural music in the elementary 

curriculum (1995).  

An important consideration in the inclusion of multicultural music materials is the 

process of translation from native language.  Engle conducted a study that emphasized 

musical and cultural translations, specifically, when materials are translated by natives as 

opposed to those outside the culture (1994).  The recommendation of this study is that a 

culture-bearing representative should be consulted for accuracy of translation and proper 

transmission of meaning in the original culture.   

Ethnomusicology 

 It is imperative to define the very term ―music‖ when studying music of another 

culture.  In ―Some Thoughts on the Universality of Music‖ (1971), McAllester lists 

factors that he describes as ―universals‖ (things that are common to almost all music).   

His list of what is truly "universal" in almost all music is: 1) a sense of the tonal center 

[or the strong evidence that the music is atonal]; 2) the sense that all music seems to be 

going somewhere; 3) all musics have their own pattern, syntax, and signals; and 4) music 

transforms experience. 

Musicality is a human condition, and it exists everywhere, in child and adult 

cultures.  John Blacking‘s How Musical is Man (1973) considers fundamental questions 

of musicality and music making.   Blacking notes in the Preface that: ―this is not a 

scholarly study of human musicality, so much as an attempt to reconcile my experiences‖  

(Blacking, 1973).  His specific experiences among the Venda tribe are transferred to 

assumptions about the nature and functions of music as a human phenomenon.  
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Alan P. Merriam‘s The Anthropology of Music (1964) is an attempt to ―provide a 

theoretical framework for the study of music as human behavior‖ (p. viii).  Merriam‘s 

work provides a descriptive list of the uses and functions of music.  It is applicable to this 

study because of a need to classify songs according to their societal function.  Another 

seminal work in the field of ethnomusicology is Bruno Nett‘s The Study of 

Ethnomusicology (1983).  Further examination of the study of music as human 

phenomenon leads to a variety of philosophical and practical issues that have a direct 

bearing on this study, such as fieldwork, transcription, translation, and application.  

Before ethnomusicological study can be effectively employed, one needs an awareness of 

the philosophical, historical, and methodology issues of the discipline. 

Ethnomusicology and Fieldwork Literature 

Mantle Hood‘s Ethnomusicology (1971) includes several chapters on practical 

matters the ethnomusicologist will encounter, and chapters four and five apply 

particularly to the methods and materials of the ethnomusicologists‘ work.  Many of the 

practical considerations and methodologies are found in an anthropology text, Research 

Methods in Cultural Anthropology (Bernard, 1990).  The work of the ethnomusicologist 

is discussed in areas such as: recording, field work and notes, and questions of 

researching human behavior.  Other practical works include Bruce Jackson‘s Fieldwork 

(1987), Rosalie Wax‘s Fieldwork: Warnings and Advice (1985), and Titon‘s Worlds of 

Music (2001). 

Ethnography. 

 The present study employs ethnographic tools to gather multicultural materials. 

Music Transmission and Learning (Colwell & Richardson, 2002)  is a survey of 
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ethnographic research in music education.  It examines the methods of ethnography, how 

ethnographic research can be used in music education, and some of its limits.  Klinger‘s 

previously mentioned article ―From Glockenspiel to Mbira: An Ethnography of 

Multicultural Practice in Music Education‖ (1996)  is a prime example of the 

ethnographic study mentioned in Colwell and Richardson‘s book.  Songs in Their Heads 

(Campbell, 1998) is an ethnographic study on the importance of music in the lives of 

children, and serves as an important work on the intersection of ethnomusicology and 

music education. ―Ethnographic Research Methodology in Music Education‖  (Krueger, 

1987)  is a concise explanation of this type of qualitative research.  Ethnographic research 

in general education is not a new field, but as an intersection between ethnomusicology 

and music education, it is largely unexplored. 

Pedagogy and ethnomusicology. 

It is important to study the ways in which ethnomusicology and music education 

have crossed paths in recent literature, in that the present study takes into account the use 

of multiculturalism in music education.  Patricia S. Campbell, though primarily a music 

educator, has produced several works that have contributed to this field.  Her works 

include the most recent texts for the study of the music of world cultures.  The series, 

Teaching Music Globally: Experiencing Music, Expressing Culture (2004),  is a set of 

volumes for this purpose, and each volume includes an audio CD.  Multicultural 

Perspectives in Music Education (1989), compiled by William M. Anderson,  is a guiding 

text on the application of multicultural music education.  Instead of independent volumes, 

this book includes chapters from leading scholars on different world musics.  Each 

chapter includes lesson plans for learning about particular musical cultures.  
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―Ethnomusicology and Music Education: Crossroads for Knowing Music, Education, and 

Culture‖ (2003), is an examination of the divergence of these two scholarly fields and 

focuses on how the two seemingly distinct fields meet, mutually benefitting each other.      

Music Education Curricular Methods and Materials 

 Innumerable texts pertaining to the beginnings of music learning and cognition 

exist.  A review of all the literature on music learning is far beyond the scope of this 

paper; however, a selected number deemed particularly relevant are included. The 

foundations of music education are philosophical, historical, aesthetic, sociological, 

psychological, and cognitive.  Beyond the foundations of music education are the 

pressing concerns of curriculum, assessment, research, and teacher education (Abeles, 

Hoffer & Klotman, 1994).  Literature that sheds light on the individual processes of 

music learning is in a constant state of expansion.  An important source for the summary 

of these changing processes, including learning theories, music development, and music 

education research and practice is The Musical Lives of Young Children (Flohr, 2005).  

John Flohr‘s website (2008) contains a list of references and additional materials for the 

previously named text such as songs, indices, tables, and figures.  

Curricular materials that include surveys of various music education approaches 

were useful for gaining a broad pedagogical perspective.  Teaching Music in the Twenty 

First Century (2001) is a survey of the Kodály, Orff,  Dalcroze, and Comprehensive 

Musicianship approaches to music education.   Campbell and Scott-Kassner‘s Music in 

Childhood (1995) also provides an overview of current practices and theories.  Music In 

the Elementary School (Nye & Nye, 1992) is a general music text pertaining to the 

teaching and learning of music in the elementary school. 
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International Music Education 

 Music education, in its broadest sense, takes many forms.  It is impossible to gain 

an understanding of music education when it is viewed only as taking place in music 

classrooms.  Music learning is examined from a global perspective in Music Development 

and Learning: The International Perspective (Hargreaves & North, 2001).  Patricia S. 

Campbell has explored different methods of music learning in Lessons from the World 

and ―Music Learning by Ear and Eye‖ in Musician & Teacher: An Orientation to Music 

Education (Campbell, 1991; Campbell, Demorest, & Morrison, 2008). 

Musical Materials and Repertoire 

Children’s Songs 

 Scholarly anthologies of multicultural children‘s music are increasing in number.  

John Blacking‘s Venda Children’s Songs (1995) is a guiding work in the analysis and 

ethnography of children‘s songs.  Susan Brumfield‘s Hot Peas & Barley-O (2006a)  

and Over the Garden Wall (2009) are pedagogical collections of children‘s songs and 

games that are used as a model for this collection.  Jill Trinka‘s Folk Songs, Singing  

Games, and Play Parties (1987) in four volumes contains notes on song history, 

ethnography, and pedagogical applications.  

Miriam Factora‘s dissertation, ―A Model for Sequential Music Teaching Utilizing 

Philippine Vocal Materials‖ (2005), Chung‘s ―A Music Program for Grade One Based 

On the New Music Curriculum Standards in Taiwan‖ (2003), and Montarroyos‘ ―Music 

Education in Brazilian Public Elementary Schools: A Proposed Curriculum For Children 

Of Ages Seven Through Ten‖ (1988) serve as models for the inclusion of traditional 

music into a general music sequence. 
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Children’s Games   

Iona and Peter Opie (1960) noted that ―the scraps of lore which children learn 

from each other are at once more real, more immediately serviceable, and more vastly 

entertaining to them than anything which they learn from grown-ups‖ (p. 1).  The Opies 

were among the first collectors of children‘s folklore, and are recognized as seminal 

scholars in the field (Opie, 1960, 1994; Opie & Opie, 1973, 1988). Their Lore and 

Language of School Children (1960) is a comprehensive collection of children‘s lore 

from England, and contains notes on the origin and development of the songs.  The 

researcher collected the ―scraps of lore‖ in this collection with several of these sources in 

mind.    

Other notable books in the field of children‘s games are William Wells Newell‘s 

Games and Songs of American Children (1963) and Brian Sutton-Smith‘s The Folkgames 

of Children (1972). Play Today In the Primary School Playground (Bishop & Curtis, 

2001) contains essays on different aspects of play: Of what does it consist?  Who does the 

play?  Where does it take place?  How does this benefit the players?  The authors note 

that: ―childlore spreads like the flu across social, political, linguistic, and geographic 

barriers‖ (Bishop & Curtis, 2001, p. 130).  Some sources of the worldwide presence of 

childlore are international collections of games (Duckert & Ortiz, 1993; Erlbach & Holm, 

1997; Hunt & Cain, 1950; Vinton & D'Amato, 1970).  In addition,  The Counting-Out 

Rhymes of Children by Henry C. Bolton is a study of the many international varieties of 

counting-out or choosing rhymes (1969).  
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Brazilian General Music Materials in English 

Few English language materials address the topic of Brazilian music education 

(Manso, 1985; Montarroyos, 1988; A. J. Oliveira, 1986).   Brazilian music education 

leaders such as Villa-Lobos, Mario de Andrade, Antonio Sa Pereira, Gomes Junior, and 

Liddy Mignone have received little attention for their music education philosophies and 

methods in English materials, though literature in the English language about Villa-

Lobos‘s music education efforts is widely available (Appleby, 1983; Béhague, 1971, 

1994; Hargreaves & North, 2001; Manso, 1985; Montarroyos, 1988; Vassberg, 1975).   

Although the sounds and styles of Brazilian music have been exported, music 

education materials are largely unavailable.  However, materials for inclusion in the 

higher education system have recently improved.  Collections such as Teaching Music 

Globally: Experiencing Music, Expressing Culture (Campbell, 2004) include a volume 

called Music in Brazil with an audio CD enclosed (Murphy, 2006).  The Garland 

Handbook of Latin American Music and the Garland Encyclopedia of World Music: 

South America, Mexico, Central America, and the Caribbean are extensive scholarly 

works on the music of these regions  (Olsen & Sheehy, 1998; Olsen & Sheehy, 2008).   

Brazilian materials for the elementary general music curriculum consist primarily 

of single selections in collections under titles like ―Latin America‖ or ―South America‖ 

(Campbell, Frega, & International Society for Music Education, 2001).  There are a 

limited number of guides to world music drumming that contain Latin and Brazilian 

rhythms (Campbell, 2008; Eduardo, 2007; Putumayo, 2001, 2002, 2007; Sabanovich & 

Cirone, 1994; Schmid, 1998) The most recent elementary music textbooks from 
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Macmillan/McGraw Hill and Silver Burdett collectively contain sixteen Portuguese 

language songs (Macmillan/McGraw Hill; Silver Burdett, 2006). 

Brazilian General Music Materials in Portuguese 

Brazilian music educators have been greatly influenced by European models 

(Hargreaves & North, 2001) and the influence of British music educators in Brazil has 

been documented (Hentschke & Martinez, 2004).  However, Brazilian music is strongly 

nationalistic (Béhague, 1971; 2008) and Brazilian music educators are increasingly 

turning to national leaders for direction in music education (Oliveira, 2005).  

Many of the songs in this collection can be found in printed sources (Araújo & 

Júnior, 1957; Hortélio, 2003; Jangada Brasil, 2003; Melo, 1985; Monteiro, 2008; Novaes, 

1960; Paz, 1989; Sucessos da Música Infantil: Atirei O Pau No Gato, 2001; Villa-Lobos, 

1941).  500 Cancões Brasileiras (Paz, 1989) is a collection that is classified by mode and 

key.  Juntos Cantemos (Jannibelle, 1974) is a sequenced music text with traditional and 

composed Brazilian and European selections.  The noted Brazilian musicologist Mario 

Andrade includes several children‘s songs in Ensaio Sobre a Música Brasileira 

(Andrade, 1962).   

Brazilian Music 

This study, while focusing on Brazilian children‘s songs and games, was viewed 

in the larger context of Brazilian music.  There are many scholarly sources on the various 

aspects of Brazilian music (Appleby, 1983; Béhague, 2008; Béhague, 1971, 1994; 

Bohlman, 2002; Murphy, 2006; Olsen, Sheehy, & Perrone, 1986; Olsen & Sheehy, 1998; 

Olsen & Sheehy, 2008; Shaw, 1999; Titon, 2001).  Brazilian writers have provided 

context and historical information for this study (Andrade, 1962; Drummond, 1988; 
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Mônica, 1976; Pedreira, 1978; Pimentel & Pimentel, 2003; Vale, 1978).  Distinct from 

the Brazilian musical culture is the Brazilian culture at large.  Sources with general 

information: maps, demographics, history, and economy are plentiful and were often 

employed in this study (Central Intelligence Agency, 2009; Fausto, 1999; Meade, 2003; 

Shaw, 1999). 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

METHODOLOGY 

 

The purpose of this study was to compile, analyze, and annotate a diverse 

collection of Brazilian children‘s songs and games for use in the American general music 

classroom. The following research questions were developed for this study: 

1.  What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

2.  Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

3.  What are the salient musical/textual features of the selected song? 

4.  What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

5.  What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

The intent of this chapter is to explain the methodology employed in this study.  

The chapter is organized in the following manner: the first major area of this chapter 

presents the methodology for data collection, including the strengths and weaknesses of 

the data, an account of the fieldwork, and methods of data collection.  The second area of 

this chapter presents the methodology of the data analysis.  This includes the criteria for 

song selection, transcription methods, translation issues, and musical analysis.  This 

chapter uses a first-person narrative to convey a rich description of the context of this 

study in the attempt to create a lived experience for the reader. This personal rich 

description is given so that the reader might identify various points of comparison from 

which to determine how transferable and applicable the findings might be to his or her 

own situation (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). 
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Statement of Researcher Bias 

 

As a research, I have attempted to remain conscious of any bias that might cloud 

my interpretation so as to achieve objective-subjectivity, by acknowledging my original 

subjective analysis of the research setting (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The first step towards 

objective-subjectivity was the identification of my own interest and entry into this subject 

area.  My interest in a collection of Brazilian songs and games for the American general 

music class developed over a number of years.  This interest began when I met my wife, 

a Brazilian immigrant to the United States.  She sang songs from her childhood which I 

found engaging and beautiful.   Her parents often hosted social events where I was 

exposed to traditional cuisine, music, mannerisms, and customs.  

Personal interest in this topic grew over six years of teaching in the general music 

class.  I wished to present musical material that represented the background and heritage 

of the students that I taught and that represented the diversity of the American 

population.  I was frustrated to discover that many of the materials for teachers were 

stereotypical, homogenous and ethnocentric.  When an opportunity to visit Brazil arose, I 

was able to observe selected musical settings first hand.  This trip provided me with the 

opportunity to gain direct access to materials that might meet the needs of American 

music teachers. 

Many of the ―gatekeepers,‖ contacts and informants on this trip are evangelical 

Christians and local ministers.  This factor can affect the willingness of informants to 

share (or not), and the content of the material.  For example, an informant who is of one 

denomination may choose not to share information with someone from another 

denomination.  Though there was no intentional religious bias, the mere insertion of 
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religion can alter the data in unintended and unknown ways.  This creates a paradigm that 

must be noted in the spirit of full disclosure. 

Research Design 

Rationale 

This study in the ethnographic tradition employs participant observation, 

structured and semi-structured interviews, and content analysis to answer the research 

questions.  Participant observation occurs when the researcher participates in the culture 

while still maintaining the status of an observer (Creswell, 1998).  This approach allows 

the researcher access to the informant‘s culture while still maintaining objectivity.  

Structured and semi-structured interviews were used to gather information specific to this 

study.  Audio and video recordings became a permanent, unvarying artifact that could be 

examined over time and from a variety of perspectives. 

Strengths and Weaknesses of Research Strategy 

 The ethnographic research strategy employing fieldwork and content analysis has 

both strengths and weaknesses.  The research tools employed allowed direct access to the 

required information.  However, it is important to note that the research tools revealed 

only the content that participants chose to share at the time of fieldwork.  Comparison 

with a larger population is not possible in this type of research design, so the results are 

limited to the findings gleaned from this investigation.  The results of the present study 

are not intended to represent the body of Brazilian children‘s songs.  Instead, these songs 

represent only the locations visited (Creswell, 1998; Merriam, 1998). 
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Trustworthiness and Transferability 

In regard to trustworthiness, qualitative research necessarily calls for different 

methods than those required in a quantitative inquiry.  This study employs qualitative 

research in the ethnographic tradition;  specifically, the tools of participant-observation, 

unstructured and semi-structured interviews, oral and written history, and content 

analysis to yield results (Creswell, 1998; Merriam, 1998).  This naturalistic paradigm 

does not achieve trustworthiness through internal validity between isolated variables.  

Rather, the internal validity in a qualitative study depends on ―how much the research 

findings match reality‖ (Merriam, 1998, p. 201). 

Lecompt and Preisle (1992) list four ways to support internal validity in 

ethnographic research.  First, extended periods of living among participants and 

collecting data validate the study.  Field work in this study consisted of 47 days in Brazil, 

and numerous and on-going data checks with informants in Brazil and the United States.  

Second, informant interviews are ―phrased in the empirical categories of participants‖    

(p 342).  Using the exact phrasing of the participants in this study inherently involves 

translation issues (which will be discussed further in this chapter).  Approximately 45 

structured and semi-structured interviews were conducted.  Every effort has been made to 

provide both the participant‘s intent and the literal translation.  A third way to validate 

qualitative research is through participant observation.   

This researcher used audio and video recording, more than thirty written and 

recorded sources in the Portuguese language, and detailed field notes to transcribe 

pertinent musical and textual data.  Fourth, ―researcher reflection, introspection, and self-

monitoring‖ help to establish validity (Lecompt & Preisle, 1992, p. 342).  This self-
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monitoring is attempted by full disclosure of research methodology, rich description, and 

a statement of researcher bias.  Data was triangulated using multiple data sources, 

member checks, and the involvement of peers and dissertation committee members in 

reviewing material for authenticity and reliability (Denzin & Lincoln, 2008).  

Transferability is the process of gleaning research results, determining that there 

are enough points of similarity between the context of the research study and personal 

context, and then assuming that the results can be replicated in a different context.  

Lincoln and Guba (1985) maintained that external validity – the extent to which one can 

generalize inferences obtained from a sample population to a target population – could 

not be applied to qualitative studies.  Some qualitative researchers take the position that 

generalization in qualitative study can only occur by recognizing the assumptions that 

underlie qualitative inquiry (Creswell, 1998; LeCompte & Preissle, 1992; Merriam, 

1998)   In Qualitative Research and Case Study Applications in Education (Merriam, 

1998), Cronbach (1975) suggests that generalization is not a supposition in either 

qualitative or quantitative research: 

Instead of making generalization the ruling consideration in our research, I 

suggest that we reverse our priorities.  An observer collecting data in one 

particular situation is in a position to appraise a practice or proposition in 

that setting, observing effects in context. .As he goes from situation to 

situation, his first task is to describe and interpret the effect anew in each 

locale, perhaps taking into account factors unique to that locale or series of 

events . . . Generalization comes late. . . When we give proper weight to 
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local conditions, any generalization is a working hypothesis, not a 

conclusion. (pp. 124-125) 

Oral History Research/IRB 

 

 This study involved collecting, analyzing, and annotating Brazilian children‘s 

songs.  There was no research, experimental or otherwise, affecting human subjects.  

Many of the songs were collected through oral history interviews.  The following 

statement was issued concerning oral histories and research involving human subjects: 

The U.S. Office for Human Research Protection (OHRP), part of the 

Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), working in conjunction 

with the American Historical Association and the Oral History 

Association, has determined that oral history interviewing projects in 

general do not involve the type of research defined by HHS regulations 

and are therefore excluded from Institutional Review Board 

oversight. (The Office for Human Research Protections, 2003)  

It is important for the discipline of folksong collection and research that future 

scholars are able to ―retrace the steps‖ of the researcher (Susan Brumfield, personal 

communication, February 25, 2008).  Anonymity was not a goal but rather an enemy of 

documenting the evidence of this study.  The Oral History Association has noted:  

…historians neither keep to themselves nor destroy evidence but rather are 

enjoined by their own disciplinary ethics to provide open access to 

sources, so that others can evaluate and build upon their scholarship. Oral 

history is fundamentally an archival practice, defined by the assumption 
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that interviews are conducted for the permanent record and are to be made 

publicly available. (Shopes, n.d.) 

In every instance where an informant is identified, permission was given.  In the 

case of child informants, a parent‘s permission was obtained.  A sample permission form 

is found in Appendix D. 

Data Collection 

  

 The end goal of fieldwork was to collect a diverse body of Brazilian children‘s 

songs.  To this end, the fieldwork process included structured and semi-structured 

interviews, participant observation, and content analysis.  The data consisted of audio and 

visual recordings and printed material.  The study took place in several stages: the 

proposal, the fieldwork, the analysis, and the writing.  The bulk of the raw data was 

collected using a traditional fieldwork strategy as described in Wax (1985), Jackson 

(1987), and Bernard (1990).  This section of the chapter is an accounting of fieldwork, 

and therefore contains instances of personal reflection.  This disclosure (made in order to 

maintain transparency) enables the reader to more accurately consider the transferability 

of this data (Denzen & Lincoln, 2008). 

Account of Fieldwork 

 

 When I began discussing Brazilian children‘s songs with colleagues and family, it 

became clear that a period of fieldwork would be necessary. Through these 

conversations, I was reminded of extended family contacts throughout Brazil.  Brazilian 

contacts in America were eager about my interest in the subject. Brazilian family 

members in America inquired about my research goals, and began contacting relatives 

throughout Brazil.  My wife, who speaks fluent Portuguese, would serve as a translator. 
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 Once initial locations were decided upon, I purchased plane tickets.  I began 

emailing contacts with the help of my wife‘s translations.  I read as much related 

literature as possible in preparation.  I also obtained a Tascam DR-1 digital recorder, a 

journal for field notes and jottings, and a Sony Handycam Video Recorder.  My wife and 

I departed from Dallas, Texas, on May 16, 2008.  I spent 47 days in Brazil interviewing, 

recording, observing, and learning as much as possible.  Table 3.1 lists fieldwork 

locations and dates while figure 3.1 provides a map of these locations. 

Table 3.1:  Fieldwork locations and dates 

 

 

 

 

 

City Arrival Departure 

Dallas, TX  Thursday, May 15, 5 P.M. 

Fortaleza, Ceará Saturday, May 17, 10 P.M. Monday, May 26, 4 P.M. 

São Paulo, São Paulo Tuesday, May 27, 4:20 A.M. 
Sunday, June 1, 7 A.M. 

 

Vila Velha, Espírito Santo 
Saturday, June 1, 9:15 A. 

 

Saturday, June 14, 9:45 A.M. 

 

São Paulo, São Paulo Saturday, June 14, 12:30 P.M. Sunday, June 15, 11:30 A.M. 

São José dos Campos, 

São Paulo 
Sunday, June 15, 1:00 P.M. Sunday, June 15, 9:00 P.M. 

São Paulo, São Paulo 

 
Sunday, June 15, 12:30 Monday, June 16, 8:00 

Sorocaba, São Paulo Monday, June 16, 10:00 P.M. Friday, June 20, 8:00 A.M. 

São José dos Campos, 

São Paulo 
Friday, June 20, 11:30  P.M. Monday, June 23, 1:00 P.M. 

Goiâna, Goiás Monday, June 23, 7:20 p.m. Monday, June 30, 11 a.m. 

Dallas, TX Tuesday, July 1, 9:45 a.m.  
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Figure 3.1 Map of Brazil with locations of fieldwork 

 

 

 Fieldwork population. 

Demographic history is an important part of understanding Brazilian children‘s 

songs because it reveals cultural information.  Brazil primarily consists of three people 

groups, and Brazil‘s music may best be understood by categorizing it using these groups: 

European; Amerindians, natives of the land; and Afro-Brazilians, either descendents of 

slaves or immigrant labor (Béhague, 2008; Meade, 2003; Stigberg, 2003).    

However, these categories are hardly distinct.  It is almost impossible to find a 

pure racial group in urban areas because immigrants have been intermarrying from the 

beginning of Brazil‘s existence (Meade, 2003).  Many Brazilian citizens are immigrants 
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or direct descendents of immigrants. Slavery and immigrant labor is arguably one of the 

largest factors in the Brazilian economy.  The concept of a servant class versus a being-

served class was observed in every location visited (Beato, 2004; Green, 2008; Souza, 

1980).  This over-arching idea emerged by observing maids, favelas (slums), and public 

institutions such as schools and hospitals.   

For centuries, Europeans have brought households, servants, and slave immigrant 

labor to Brazil.  Although the twentieth century world wars brought a new influx of 

Swiss, Germans, Portuguese, Italians, Japanese, and people of Arabic descent who 

changed the cultural identity (Meade, 2003).  This on-going cultural change is not 

without strife—sometimes violent.  The following example, taken from research field 

notes, encapsulates the tension: 

The television was on the evening news.  The program was called Hoje em 

Dia.  Lucy [my wife and a Brazilian citizen] says it‘s similar to U.S.‘s 

Today Show.  I became engaged in the program during an interaction 

between a group of engineers and an indigenous Amazonian tribe.  The 

Amazonian Indians were disturbed about plans by the government to dam 

a river.  The dam would not be on the reserve, but it would bring traffic 

that could encroach on this tribe‘s territory.  The footage showed the 

engineer declaring something.  He had his hand raised with a pointed 

finger.  I wonder what that meant.  A traditionally painted Amazonian 

woman entered the room.  She was chanting something in a high pitch that 

sounded like a war cry.  There were many from the tribe who then entered 

the paved and covered outdoor area.  They were carrying spears and 
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machetes and were dressed and painted traditionally.  The next scenes 

showed the engineer being surrounded by the tribe members.  They were 

pushing him down and tearing his clothes off with the machetes.  He was, 

of course, cut deeply on the upper arm.  The footage showed the cut many 

times. (Green, 2008) 

This excerpt displays my unfamiliarity with the culture, a fact that rendered my 

contacts invaluable to the process.  These individuals opened the doors to many of the 

interviews.  As cultural insiders, they knew who were considered ―ideal‖ contacts.  

However, I viewed every individual I met as a potential research expert.  Each structured 

interview was pre-arranged by local contacts.  Before each recording, the purpose of my 

research was explained and permission to record was obtained.  A translated permission 

form was read and signed.  Each informant that was eager to share was also eager to be 

recorded.  In some cases, informants were initially timid, but began to share and appeared 

to enjoy sharing their history.  In most cases, informants were compensated with a small 

gift (a Texas keychain or similar item).   

While in Brazil, I met a wide gamut of people: individual children (mostly 

relatives of my in-laws), groups of children, classroom music teachers, private music 

teachers, higher education music teachers, regular classroom teachers, composers, college 

students, nursing home residents, and people of various other ages and occupations.  I 

visited schools, taught music classes, led a choral clinic, and played the piano in several 

church services.  Table 3.2 lists dates, informants, songs collected and a brief description 

of the setting. 
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Table 3.2 Dates, locations, informants, settings and songs 

 
Date Location Informant Setting Song (s) 

5-18-08 Fortaleza, CE 
Victor Monteiro, 

9 years old 

Office of informant‘s father  

in the upper middle class 

home. 

―Peixe Vivo‖ 

―Passa, Passa, 

Gavião‖ 

―Um, Dois, Feijão 

com Arroz‖ 

5-19-08 Fortaleza, CE 

Marcos, Dora & 

Victor Monteiro 

Early 40s and  9 

years old 

Living room of the 

Informant‘s upper middle 

class home.  Marcos played 

guitar and sang, Dora and 

Victor sat by him and sang 

along. 

―Atirei o Pau no 

Gato‖ 

―Marcha Soldado‖ 

―Eu Perdi o Dó‖ 

―Alecrim do 

Campo‖ 

―Lá no Pântano‖ 

5-20-08 Fortaleza, CE 
Nininha Militão 

Late 60s 

Large, tiled classroom at the 

Primeira Igreja Batista de 

Fortaleza 

―Pai Francisco‖ 

5-22-08 Fortaleza, CE 
Elvira Drummond 

Late 50s 

Living room of Informant‘s 

penthouse apartment 

overlooking the Parque do 

Cocó 

―Sapo Jururu‖ 

5-28-08 São Paulo, SP 
Lucilene Silva 

Early 30s 

Living room of informant‘s 

home behind a large gate.  

The taxi driver was in the 

room for the entire interview. 

―A-do-lê-ta‖ 

―Ai Ona Ona Ê‖ 

―Dom, Dom, Beibe‖ 

 

5-28-08 São Paulo, SP 

A group of 

unidentified school 

children from 

Escola Municipal 

de Educação 

Infantil Tom Jobim 

9-11 years old 

Aboard a São Paulo city bus. 

―Fulana Roubou 

Pão‖ 

―Hoje É Domingo‖ 

5-28-08 São Paulo, SP 

Pedro Lopez 

7 years old 

João Lopez 

10 years old 

Dining table in Informant‘s 

small, thirteenth-floor 

apartment. 

―Cai, Cai Balão‖ 

6-10-08 Vila Velha, ES 

Andrea Barreto da 

Rocha and Loide 

da Silva Lima 

Late 50s-Early 60s 

Small classroom in a building 

next to the Igreja Batista Praia 

da Costa 

―A Canoa Virou‖ 

6-10-08 Vila Velha, ES 
Lucinea Pereira 

Late 40s 

Small classroom in a building 

next to the Igreja Batista Praia 

da Costa 

―Teresinha de Jesus‖ 
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Table 3.2. Continued. 

Date Location Informant Setting Song (s) 

5-28-08 São Paulo, SP 
Lucilene Silva 

Early 30s 

Living room of informant‘s 

home behind a large gate.  

The taxi driver was in the 

room for the entire interview. 

―A-do-lê-ta‖ 

―Ai Ona Ona Ê‖ 

―Dom, Dom, Beibe‖ 

 

5-28-08 São Paulo, SP 

A group of 

unidentified school 

children from 

Escola Municipal 

de Educação 

Infantil Tom Jobim 

9-11 years old 

Aboard a São Paulo city bus. 

―Fulana Roubou 

Pão‖ 

―Hoje É Domingo‖ 

5-28-08 São Paulo, SP 

Pedro Lopez 

7 years old 

João Lopez 

10 years old 

Dining table in Informant‘s 

small, thirteenth-floor 

apartment. 

―Cai, Cai Balão‖ 

6-10-08 Vila Velha, ES 

Andrea Barreto da 

Rocha and Loide 

da Silva Lima 

Late 50s-Early 60s 

Small classroom in a building 

next to the Igreja Batista Praia 

da Costa 

―A Canoa Virou‖ 

6-10-08 Vila Velha, ES 
Lucinea Pereira 

Late 40s 

Small classroom in a building 

next to the Igreja Batista Praia 

da Costa 

―Teresinha de Jesus‖ 

 

Data Analysis 

The amount of raw data collected (3 full DVD's of video, 3 full CD‘s of audio 

recording, 7 commercial CD‘s, 12 collections of Brazilian song) was overwhelming and 

Brazilian family contacts continued to send more.  Most of these materials were excluded 

in an attempt to limit the data.   Miriam Factora notes that ―field research is perpetual.  

There has to be a deciding point to suspend research so that enough time is spent for the 

other phases of the study‖ (Factora, 2005, p. 104). Thus, bounding the study became the 

biggest challenge of the process.  Bounding began with hundreds of Brazilian songs 

collected in the form of aural and written sources.  From this data, the songs were fed 
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through a list of criteria.  Based on these criteria, thirty songs were finally selected for use 

in this study.   

Criteria for Selection 

 

 The criteria for song selection was considered before the fieldwork process, but 

was finalized only after fieldwork ended.  The criteria for selection of the songs were: 1) 

accessibility for the young voice; 2) accessibility of the Portuguese for the English 

speaker; 3) aesthetic reasons (beauty, novelty, etc.) 4) diversity, 5) and the representation 

of Brazilian children‘s songs.  Perceived accessibility of the song for the young voice was 

the first criterion by which songs were selected.   Some of the songs collected during 

fieldwork were avoided because of the wide vocal range that was employed.  Other songs 

contained frequent chromaticism, complex rhythmic patterns, and uncommon harmonic 

or modal features. 

 The accessibility of Brazilian Portuguese was another major consideration in the 

selection of the selected songs.  Not surprisingly, the difficulty of a foreign language is 

often cited as a complaint against multicultural materials (Goetze, 2000; Norman, 1999).  

This researcher, after countless experiences with Brazilian Portuguese, recalls the 

―otherness‖ and awkwardness when pronouncing the vowels, consonants, diphthongs, 

and tones not found in the English language.  

The third criterion for the selection of a song was aesthetic.  Some of the songs in 

the collection were haunting, others beautiful, and many were chosen simply because 

they were fun.  An attempt was made to include songs that were valued because of a 

perceived Brazilian aesthetic.  The researcher relied on informants to determine the 

aesthetic value of a song in Brazilian culture.  Songs that existed long enough to survive 
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generational changes, changes in variants, and changes in location were deemed valuable 

in this regard.  Also, the joy of recounting the song or singing and playing the game was a 

factor in determining aesthetic value. 

 Diversity was the fourth criterion by which songs were chosen.  Diversity, in this 

study, meant a variety of genres, musical materials, age appropriateness, and novelty in 

the American general music class.  Though similar songs were collected in each genre, a 

redundancy of similar materials was avoided to allow for a diversity of song and game 

types.  The fifth criterion for inclusion was the perceived ability of the song to accurately 

represent Brazilian children‘s songs as a whole.  This criterion is by nature subjective, as 

one researcher cannot objectively judge a song‘s reflection of Brazilian children‘s song as 

a whole.  Rather, the intent is that selected songs will accurately represent both the 

included and omitted songs collected during field work. 

Transcription Methods 

 

 Transcription of the songs has been the driving passion behind this study.  With 

the transcription comes a flood of questions, for transcription is much more than a mere 

representation of diatonic pitches in black and white on a five line staff.  The words of 

Bruno Nettl (1983) accurately describe the river of information unleashed during 

transcription: 

You return from the ―field,‖ and … you look at a rather vast pile of little 

boxes, make a quick count, and find that you have some 60 hours of 

music, some 500 separate songs and pieces, and it dawns on you 

dramatically, perhaps for the first time, that one of your jobs will be to say 

in words and with symbols just what this music is like. (p. 82)  
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 Description of all transcription methods that have been developed and employed 

throughout history is beyond the scope of this paper.  Even so, examining these methods 

has been helpful in deciding upon the method used here to bring these songs to American 

general music classes (Erdei & Komlos, 1974; Keller, 1984; Nettl, 1983; Polansky & 

Tick, 2001; Trinka, 1996).   

Prescriptive notation, which simplifies the notation to a ―sketch‖ of the song, was 

selected rather than a more descriptive transcription style in which more details of the 

actual performance is notated.  Transcription, whether prescriptive or descriptive, omits 

any information about the performance that is not recorded on the written page.  Ruth 

Crawford Seeger (1901-1953) noted: 

…what a small part of the original song and its manner of singing is 

represented to the reader in customary notation.  In the most elaborate of 

these, notation with a view to readability and singability often strips the 

song of many of most of the finer subtleties of its particular style of 

performance, and leaves not much more than a skeleton of the original 

singing. (Polansky & Tick, 2001, p. 11) 

With this in consideration, the songs herein are presented in two formats: standard 

Western five-line notation3, and mastercopy format.   Standard Western notation was 

chosen for use in Chapter Four for the initial presentation of the songs.  The mastercopy 

format was used for the appendices when it is useful for the reader to view the songs in 

an easily analyzable format. 

                                                 
3
 A five line staff transcription carries implications across fields.  In this study, the five line staff was 

primarily chosen because of its wide acceptance. 
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Mastercopy notation  developed in the 1960s among music teachers as a tool for 

standardized and systemized collection and sharing of material (Trinka, 1996).  There are 

two advantages to the mastercopy format: 1) ease of analysis, and 2) use as a type of 

musical shorthand.  Mastercopy format eases the transcription of the single melody line 

because only skeletal information is notated with a speed that is suited to handwriting.  

Mastercopy format leaves space for jotting down vocal gestures, slight rhythmic 

anticipations and augmentations, stops and starts, and scoops and slides.   

 The mastercopy format employed in this study simplifies the process of folk song 

analysis.  Pitches are notated on one horizontal plane, and staff lines are omitted.  Pitches 

are reduced to a single letter: d=do, r=re, m=mi, f=fa, s=so, l=la, t=ti, d‘=high do.  All 

letters above do‘ are marked with an upper tick mark ( ‗ ) to show the octave above, and 

all letters below do are marked with a lower tick mark ( , ) to show the octave below.  

Also known as stick notation, the heads of all notes are omitted, and only the sticks, flags, 

and dots remain (except for half and whole notes).  In this notation scheme, phrase and 

motive structure is governed by the text.   The phrases are notated line by line, and any 

anacrusis is indicated by notating it with its corresponding phrase. Bar lines are vertically 

aligned and extend from above the stems to below the text, allowing the reader to 

immediately see phrase length, anacrusis, and rhythmic and melodic similarities and 

differences. 

 Additional information is provided in a template at the top of the mastercopy.  At 

the upper left is the source starting pitch (s.s.p.), the recommended starting pitch (r.s.p.), a 

metronome marking, and an occasional performance descriptor (e.g. happily, playfully).  

The source starting pitch is the absolute letter name in which the piece was originally 
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performed.  The recommended starting pitch is the absolute pitch at which a child can 

comfortably sing the pitch.  The metronome marking is an approximation of the tempo at 

which the piece is performed unless the performance tempo is deemed inappropriate.  In 

the upper right corner, the genre and the tone set are indicated.  The genre classification 

in this study is determined by the function and content of the song (Brown, 2001).  

Standard genre classifications have been used, except in the case of uniquely Brazilian 

genres such as ―ciranda‖ and ―parlenda‖ (described in Chapter Four).  Tone set is the 

ordering of the pitches that appear in the song from lowest to highest, with the final pitch 

underlined and in bold font.  For example, notation of song number one: ―A Canoa 

Virou,‖ indicates: m  f s  l  t d’ as its tone set.  The pitches are spaced so that semitones 

are closer together and spaces are left for diatonic pitches that do not occur within the 

song. 

Translation 

 

 The purpose of the examination of the songs in this collection is the consideration 

of their use in American general music classrooms.  Hence, the translation of the text 

from Brazilian Portuguese to American English is integral to the study.  The translation 

methods employed involved assistance from a variety of fluent individuals, examination 

of texts and song collections in Portuguese, the use of Portuguese and English 

dictionaries, and online translation tools.  The translations are intended to relay the 

message of the original text.  Figurative meanings are avoided; a more word-for-word 

method is used.  The cultural context of the figurative language is then explained in 

response to Research Question Number One. 
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Phonetic pronunciation is given below the Portuguese text.  The differences 

between Portuguese and English are important considerations in the phonetic 

pronunciation.  There are differences in vowel tones, elisions, and syllabic stresses.  

Furthermore, there is a difference between spoken and sung Portuguese; in most 

Brazilian songs, melodic and rhythmic patterns change syllabic emphasis.  For example, 

the word ―ela‖ in song one, when spoken, receives its emphasis on the first syllable, ―e-

la.‖  In the song, however, the rhythmic placement gives a sung emphasis to the second 

syllable, making the pronunciation ―e-la‖ (A. Bernardes, personal communication, June 

19, 2008).   

Elisions connect the ending vowel to the next vowel (e.g.‖puxa- o,‖ pronounced 

―poo-shoh”).  When ―puxa‖ is spoken alone, it is pronounced ―poo-shah.‖  When it is 

followed by a vowel, the first vowel sound is omitted and the second vowel is 

pronounced, making ―puxa-o,‖ ―poo-shoh.‖  Notation of Portuguese language employs 

diacritical marks for vowels and consonants.  Among these are ç (pronounced ―ss‖ and 

used before the vowels ―a, o,‖ and ―u,‖) ―ó‖ as in ―Boston,‖ or ―ão‖ as in a very nasal 

―found.  The IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) symbols, an international standard 

for pronunciation for linguists, is also used to facilitate pronunciation.  A legend for 

reading the IPA symbols is found in Appendix B.   

Musical Analysis 

 

 A chief purpose of this study was to analyze a collection of Brazilian children‘s 

songs.  The following categories were used as subsections within the musical analysis: 

general information, performance description, rhythmic features, melodic features, formal 

features, and harmonic content.  These categories are borrowed in large part from an 
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analysis form used by music educator and American Kodály pioneer, Jill Trinka.  It has 

also been adapted from Kodály-based folk music studies offered through the University 

of North Texas and the West Texas Kodály Initiative.  Many of the analysis decisions 

were derived from analysis by Finnish musicologist Ilmari Krohn (1867-1960) and used  

the classification of Hungarian folk songs by Kodály and Bartok (Factora, 2005, p. 179).  

The system was employed by Lásló Vikár and the Hungarian Academy of Arts and 

Sciences, transported to the United States, and adapted for American classroom teachers 

(Jill Trinka, personal communication, June 2009). Other scholarly sources were used for 

variations and adaptations of folk song analysis (Epstein & Rappaport, 2000; Houlahan & 

Tacka, 2008; Randel, 2003).  Adaptations were made to include performance elements 

and information from foreign language source materials.   

General Information 

 Included in this category are the translated title, the name of the informant(s), the 

location and geographic region, the genre, the formal type, the game formation, and the 

game type.  The translated title, as discussed in the section on translation, is intended to 

be as close as possible to a word-for-word translation.  The informant‘s name was 

recorded as it was written during the interview.  The informants either wrote their name 

themselves or checked that the researcher had written it correctly.  The location refers to 

the city of the recording rather than the specific setting, although that information is 

given in chapter IV.  The designation of the broad geographic region includes descriptive 

words such as ―north, south, east, west,‖ or ―central.‖  The genre classification in this 

study is determined by the function and content of each song (Brown, 2001).  Standard 

genre classification has been used except in the case of uniquely Brazilian genres such as 
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the ―ciranda‖ and ―parlenda‖ (described in chapter IV.)  A list of frequently found genres 

is available in appendix F.  The formal type is a description of the structure of the song 

(Brown, 2001; Trinka, 1996).  A list of frequently found genres is found in appendix F.  

A list of common game formations is found in appendix F.  The game type describes the 

interest or action of the game (Brown, 2001; Trinka, 1996).   A list of common game 

types can be found in appendix F. 

Performance Characteristics  

 The subcategories included in the performance characteristics box are: 

informant(s), setting, tone description, societal function, and expressive characteristics.  

The informant(s) subcategory includes a brief description of the informant‘s approximate 

age, sex, nationality, and sometimes occupation when applicable.  A brief setting 

description that includes the immediate surroundings (e.g. ―a small room‖) is included to 

give the reader a sense of the recording conditions.  More information on the informant 

and the setting may be found in chapter IV.  The tone description is derived from Alan 

Lomax‘s Cantometrics (1976) and includes terms such as: informal, formal, nasal, open, 

free, etc. to describe vocal tone. 

The societal function subcategory is derived from Alan P. Merriam‘s influential 

Anthropology of Music (1964). This list was included to give an explanation of the social 

function of the song.  A complete list of societal functions is found in Appendix F.   The 

expressive characteristics subcategory is a description of the tempo, style, accents, and 

dynamics of the performance.    
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Rhythmic Features 

 Analysis of the rhythmic features section contains the following subcategories:  

time signature, meter, rhythmic content and extractable rhythm patterns.  Meter and time 

signature both refer to the organization of stressed and unstressed beats in music.  The 

major difference is that meter is represented by words and time signatures are represented 

by numbers.  Meter pertains to both poetry and music, while time signature pertains to 

music notation only.  The terminology to describe meter in this study is distinct from the 

terminology used to describe poetry.  A complete metric index can be found in Appendix 

E. 

The rhythmic content is listed in order of conceptual complexity from simple to 

complex, based on a sample pedagogical sequence that can be found in appendix E.  The 

extractable rhythm patterns were chosen because they were teachable, extractable (a 

phrase or complete idea of text), and four to eight beats in length.  For a patter to be 

deemed teachable, it should contain only one unknown rhythmic element—the element 

being taught.  The extractability of the patterns was based on the perceived usability of 

the patterns in the general music class.  These patterns are listed in order of difficulty 

(Brumfield, 2006a, 2009; Trinka, 1996). 

Melodic Features 

The melodic features of the analysis form feature the subcategories of tone set, 

appropriate keys, range, scale/mode, tonality, motivic and phrases cadences, and 

extractable melodic intervals, motives, and patterns. The tone set classification is the 

ordering of the pitches that appear in the song from lowest to highest with the final pitch 

underlined and in bold font.  For example, song number one, ―A Canoa Virou,‖ has as its 
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tone set: m  f s  l  t d‘.  The appropriate keys subsection refers to the keys that are 

suggested for singing of the song and is based on individual vocal range.  Keys are 

appropriate or inappropriate based upon the suitability for the child voice.  ―Key‖ refers 

to the relationship of pitches that suggest a tonal center.  Based on the location of the 

tonal center, each song falls within certain frequencies of the voice.   

Range, closely related to appropriate keys, refers to the lowest to highest pitches 

within the song.   The final pitch is assigned the number ―1‖ (whether or not it is do).  

The pitches below do are then assigned Roman numerals descending from ―1.‖  For 

example, if do is ―1,‖ the pitches: s,- l,- t,- d  would be written:  V-VI-VII-1), and the 

pitches above do are assigned Arabic numbers (e.g., if do is ―1,‖ then d r m f s would be 1 

2 3 4 5).  Each note in the scale receives a number, even if it is not found in the tone set. 

For the purpose of this study, scale defines the set of pitches in a song and is 

derived from the melody construction and the intervallic relationships.  In Western music, 

scales are commonly called either major or minor diatonic (i.e., seven pitches that are 

adjacent in the circle of fifths), one of the eight modes, or have a different name for a 

scale of fewer than seven pitches.  There are many other scales, but the descriptions 

herein are those most commonly found in folk songs. 

 A complete discussion of modes is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but a 

brief description is useful in folk song analysis because modes can be used when defining 

scale type.   There are eight modes employed in folk songs: Ionian, Dorian, Phrygian, 

Lydian, Mixolydian, Aeolian, and Locrian.  These are defined by the intervallic 

relationship of the other pitches to the final pitch (Randel, 2003).  The semitones in the 

Ionian mode are between the third and fourth and seventh and eighth scale degree.  In the 
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Dorian mode the half steps are between the second and third and sixth and seventh scale 

degrees.  In the Phrygian mode the half steps are between the first and second and fifth 

and sixth scale degrees.  In the Lydian mode, the half steps are between the fourth and 

fifth and seventh and eighth degrees.  In the Mixolydian mode, the half steps are between 

the third and fourth scale and sixth and seventh scale degrees.  In the Aeolian mode, the 

half steps are between the second and third and fifth and sixth scale degrees. 

Scale description in folk song analysis consists of three descriptors:  1) term(s) 

that describes scale range, usually authentic4, incomplete, or extended; 2) the solfege of 

the final, and 3) the number of pitches and scale construction.  The scale range is 

―authentic‖ if the final pitch is at the bottom of the tone set, and ―plagal‖ if it reaches a 

fourth below the final.  If the pitch at the bottom of the tone set lies further than an 

interval of a fourth below the final pitch, the scale range is ―extended plagal.‖  If the scale 

range extends below the final, but does not extend to a fourth, it is called ―incomplete 

plagal.‖  After scale range, the solfege (e.g. do, re, mi, fa, etc.) is identified.   

Finally, the number of pitches (bi=2, tri=3, tetra=4, penta=5, hexa=6) and scale 

construction (―chord‖ or ―tone‖) are combined to make one word.  The scale construction 

is ―chord‖ if semitones are present, and ―tone‖ if semitones are not present.  For example, 

a song with the tone set: ―d r m  s l‖ is an ―authentic do pentatone‖ because the lowest 

note is the final pitch, the final pitch is ―do,‖ and there are five pitches and no semitones.  

Alternatively, a song with the tone set:  ―s     d  r  mf ‖ is a ―plagal do pentachord‖ 

because the lowest pitch in the tone set extends a fourth below the final, ―do‖ is the final, 

and there are five pitches in the song with a semitone present.  One common exception is 

                                                 
4
 authentic in the folk song musical analysis is not related to the use of the term in ethnomusicology. 
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a song with the tone set: ―m s‖ and ―m  s l,‖ which is commonly known as a childhood 

chant. 

 ―Tonality‖ is a subcategory that describes the relationships to the tonal center or 

the frequent intervals of a song.  The tonality is either a major or minor if the harmony 

indicates a definite tonal center.  If functional harmony is not definite but only implied, 

the tonality is either of a major or minor character.   If a song is centered around an 

interval or pattern, such as m2, M2, m3, M3, P4, and major or minor triads, the tonality 

is: ―interval + centered‖ (e.g. ―m3 centered‖).  If the pentatonic scale is present, the 

tonality is either ―major pentatonic‖ or ―minor pentatonic.‖  The name of the mode is the 

tonality when a mode is defined and no functional triadic harmony is present.  The 

motivic and phrasic cadences subcategory uses the same numbering system used for 

―range.‖  Each cadence is listed by number (e.g. 5-1-5-1). 

The ―extractable melodic intervals, motives, and patterns were chosen because 

they were ―teachable,‖ truly extractable (a phrase or complete idea of text), and within 

four and eight beats.  Similar to a teachable rhythmic pattern, a melodic pattern should 

contain only one unknown melodic element—the element being taught.  The 

extractability of the patterns was based on the perceived usability of the patterns in the 

general music class.  These patterns are listed in order of cognitive complexity 

(Brumfield, 2006a, 2009; Trinka, 1996). 

Formal Features 

 

 The ―formal features‖ section contains the following subcategories: overall form, 

rhythmic form, melodic form, unit of formal analysis, motivic measures per unit, and 

phrasic measures per unit.  The unit of analysis, sometimes phrasic and sometimes 
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motivic, determines the smallest unit that can be formally analyzed.  In some cases, 

motives and phrases are present in the song.  The first unit is called ―a,‖ and subsequent 

identical phrases are also ―a.‖  Following variations on ―a‖ are either called ―av‖ or ―a’‖.  

The superscript is used when the variation occurs at the beginning of the motive or 

phrase.  The subscript ―v‖ is used if the variation is at the beginning of the motive or 

phrase.   

A melodic sequence is shown with a superscript or a subscript in the following 

example: the first phrase would be ―a,‖ a subsequent phrase with a melodic sequence up a 

major second would be ―a2‖ and down a major second down would be marked ―a2.‖  

Units that follow ―a‖ and are completely separate are called ―b,‖ then ―c,‖ and so on.   

Two small letters combine to form a larger unit, identified by a capital letter.  Two 

motives usually combine to make a phrase.  Two phrases usually combine to form a 

period.  The ―overall form‖ subcategory is a description that combines the rhythmic and 

melodic form.  The decision to choose one or the other (rhythmic or melodic) is based 

upon the form that most distinguishes the formal characteristics of the piece. 

Harmonic Features 

 The ―harmonic features‖ category contains two subcategories: ―content‖ and 

―progressions.‖  The ―harmonic content‖ subcategory contains all the obvious or implied 

harmonies contained in a song in standard Roman numerals.  The ―progressions‖ 

subcategory lists the harmonic progression of a song with standard Roman numerals, beat 

marks, and bar lines. 
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Terminology/Vocabulary 

 The ―terminology/vocabulary‖ category contains music theory terms that are 

suggested by the song.  

Summary 

This study was designed using a qualitative methodology: ethnography.  This 

methodology was used to compile, analyze, and annotate a diverse collection of Brazilian 

children‘s songs and games for use in the American general music classroom.  

Observations, structured and semi-structured interviews and researcher field notes were 

used to collect data so as to inform the research questions.  Of the large amount of data 

collected, thirty songs were ultimately selected for their accessibility for the young voice; 

accessibility of the Portuguese for the English speaker; aesthetic appeal; diversity and 

general representation of Brazilian children‘s songs. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

SONG ANALYSIS RESULTS  

The purpose of this study was to compile, analyze, and annotate a diverse 

collection of Brazilian children‘s songs and games for use in the American general music 

classroom.  The study focused on the following research questions: 

1.  What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

2.  Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

3.  What are the salient musical/textual features of the selected song? 

4.  What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

5.  What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

The songs in this chapter were selected according to the following criteria:  1) singability/ 

speakability; 2) ease of Portuguese for non-native speakers; 3) aesthetic reasons;            

4) variety; and 5) representative of the culture.  Chapter Four presents results in the form 

of individually selected songs in musical notation with phonetic pronunciation and the 

responses that inform research questions.  Songs notated in mastercopy format, along 

with additional verses, IPA symbols, game directions, and detailed notes on musical 

analysis can be found in Appendix A. 
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Research Question 1  

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 ―A Canoa Virou‖ is a singing game in which players, one by one, pretend to fall 

to the bottom of the ocean.  Water is a recurring theme in Brazilian culture.  Most of the 

population lives near the coast, the Amazon river-the largest river in the world -or one of 

its tributaries (Central Intelligence Agency, 2009). This ciranda is classified as a ―roda 

simples‖ (simple circle) and a cantiga de roda satírica (satirical circle song) by Verissimo 

de Melo (1985).  Perhaps this ciranda is so pervasive throughout Brazil because it is 

included in the educational curriculum proposed by Villa-Lobos that was mandatory in 

Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo, and soon became popular in other parts of the country 

(Menezes, 1954; Vassberg, 1975).  In this collection, the song was found on the 
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Southeastern coast ( Melo, 1985; Menezes, 1954; Novaes, 1960).  Barca (barge) is 

sometimes used in the title instead of canoa (Melo, 1985).  

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 This song was collected from Mrs. Arrith Berreto da Rocha and Loyde da Silva 

Lima, both senior adult women, in Vila Velha, Espírito Santo, Brazil on June 10, 2008.  

They were at the church because the elderly women from the Igreja Batista da Praia da 

Costa met regularly on weekday afternoons.  The recording took place in a building 

adjoining the church.  ―A Canoa Virou‖ was a song that the informants recalled from 

childhood.  The two began singing this song, and realized that they were unsure of the 

words.  After some discussion about the phrase deixou ela, they began the song again.  

They did not perform the game, but explained the directions. 

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  The two 

eighth note anacruses and the contrast between the quarter note/eighth notes are notable 

characteristics of the rhythm.  Melodically, the opening descending melodic pattern, s-f-m 

occurs in the final pattern.  The s-f-m pattern also occurs in immediate melodic sequence 

as a descending d’-t-l, t-l-s, and r’-d’-t.  
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Research Question 4 

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings?  

This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 22 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

The field notes included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations as a 

participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and details 

regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes indicate 

that recording took place on Tuesday, June 10, 2010 and two senior adult women were 

interviewed.  They talked at length, and were very happy to share their memories.  Arrith 

Berreto da Rocha was a school teacher, and she explained that she often used music in 

her classroom.   
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Research Question 1  

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song?   

 This choosing rhyme was collected on a school playground in Vila Velha, 

Espírito Santo.  It shares rhythmic vitality with other playground rhymes, and the 

intensity builds until a player is eliminated on the last beat.  Coffee with chocolate is 

mentioned, as is an armadillo, a common animal in Brazil.  The players of this rhyme 

have borrowed the word Nescafé from a popular brand name of instant coffee.  Tatú 

(armadillo) is hunted in rural regions of Brazil, and the animal is pulled out of its hole by 

the tail, as this rhyme suggests (E. Santos, personal communication, June 25, 2010). 

Several informants remember playing this rhyme in their childhood, but at the time of 

writing it was not located in print or recorded sources before 2001.  It is sometimes titled 

―A-do-tê-ca,‖ with ―tomá‖ substituted for ―cola ‖ (Sucessos da Música Infantil: Atirei o 

Pau No Gato, 2001). 

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 ―A-do-lê-ta‖ was performed by Lucilene Silva, an adult female approximately 30 

years of age.  Lucilene is a music teacher, song collector, and teacher of traditional songs 

and play.  In 2003, Lucilene was the assistant director on Abra a Roda, Tin Dô-Lê-Lê 

(2003), a project through which songs and games were collected throughout the country.  

―A-do-lê-ta‖ was performed on May 28, 2008, and was recorded in the home of the 

informant.  Lucilene shared the song after a discussion of the presence of semitones in 

many Brazilian children‘s songs.  She also shared the game instructions during her 

performance. 
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Research Question 3  

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  A notable 

characteristic is that the opening and closing motives consist of even quarter note 

rhythms.  The rhythmic simplicity is maintained throughout, using only: .  

Textually, the word ―A-do-lê-ta‖ contains a syllable per beat for the first measure.  This 

makes the song easily identifiable. 

Research Question 4  

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 17 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5 

 What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The field notes included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations as a 

participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and details 

regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes indicate 

that recording took place on Wednesday, May 28, 2010 in the living room of the 

informant, Lucilene Silva.  Lucilene reiterated a request that her name be used and that 

she be credited for any information provided. 
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Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

   ―Ai Ona, Ona Ê‖ is a clapping game full of nonsense syllables, repeated 

consonants and vowels.   It was collected in Salvador, Bahia in 2008, but was not located 

in any earlier sources at this time (Hortélio, 2003).  This suggests that the song has 

recently found its way back into the vocabulary of play.  Macarrão (spaghetti) is the only 

intelligible word, and it is topped with tutifá, another nonsense word.  Papagá-iá-á is 

almost intelligible, similar to the Portuguese word papagaio (parrot).  Often in children‘s 

songs and games, the richness of the sounds in the rhyme is the most important aspect of 

the play.  Iona Opie noted that much of the appeal of rhymes has to do as much with the 

―sound of the verse as the subject matter‖ (Bishop & Curtis, 2001).   
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Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

Lucilene Silva, music professor, lecturer, and collector of traditional Brazilian 

children‘s songs, shared this song, collected in Salvador, Bahia. Lucilene is a music 

teacher, song collector, and teacher of traditional songs and play.  In 2003, Lucilene was 

the assistant director on Abra a Roda, Tin Dô-Lê-Lê (2003), a project through which 

songs and games throughout the country were collected.  ―Ai Ona, Ona Ê‖ was 

performed on May 28, 2008, and was recorded in the home of the informant.  She 

introduced the game instructions while singing. 

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  

Rhythmically, this song contains simple rhythmic patterns, ( ) and a one beat 

anacrusis to begin each motive.  Melodically, it contains only two pitches, so and mi.  

The repetition of ending syllables of the words, (e.g. papa-gá-iá-á, se-pe, se-pe, se-pe) is 

an interesting characteristic of the text. 

Research Question 4  

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 18 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 
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Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The field notes included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations as a 

participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and details 

regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes indicate 

that recording took place on May 28, 2008, in the home of Lucilene Silva.  This song was 

performed during a discussion of clapping games.  She suggested that the motions for 

clapping games were universal. 

 

Research Question 1  

 What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 The ciranda, ―Alecrim Do Campo,‖ is a children‘s song performed for children by 

children.  It was often performed for courting and romance.  It was traditionally sung 
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after dinner, as the children and teenagers went in the yard to play and flirt.  The adults 

brought chairs to the front of the house to visit with one another as the older children 

sang and danced.  Cirandas such as ―Alecrim do Campo‖ have ―historically belonged to 

children at a time when the entertainment primarily consisted of street play‖ (E. Santos, 

personal communication, June 25, 2010).  Alecrim (rosemary flower) is a common field 

wildflower in Brazil.  Its use in this song implies the flower is accessible and abundant.   

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 This melancholy song was collected on May 19, 2008 from Marcos and Dora 

Monteiro.  They are a middle-aged husband and wife in Fortaleza, Ceará.  The song was 

shared in the informants‘ living room late on a weeknight.  Dora is a well known music 

teacher in Fortaleza, a beautiful coastal city in Northeast Brazil.  She has taught at local 

schools and churches, including the Universidade Federal de Fortaleza.  Marcos is the 

senior pastor of Primeira Igreja Batista de Fortaleza. 

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  A notable 

musical characteristic is the phrase length.  A notable rhythmic feature is the opening 

dotted quarter-eight note pattern.  Melodically, this piece creates interest through its long 

phrases and melodic sequence.   
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Research Question 4 

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 44 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5  

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations as a participant-

observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and details regarding 

expenses, and methodology.  During the recording, Marcos sat in a chair playing his 

guitar and recalling traditional songs from his youth.  His wife, Dora, sat next to him, and 

their son, Victor, was running in and out of the room, joining in the singing when he 

wished.   

 

Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 This ciranda is ubiquitous throughout Brazil.  It can easily be found in recent and 

older collections alike.  It is often classified as a roda infantil (Novaes, 1960).  The 
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popularity of this song is due, in part, to its level of simplicity which allows all children 

to play simultaneously (Araújo & Júnior, 1957).  It is a humorous song played by young 

children who fall at the end as they yell ―meow!‖  It can, however, be played as a formula 

of choice or selection (Melo, 1985).  Dona, in Dona Chica is a surname similar to the 

English title of Mrs.  Chica is a nickname for Francisca.  Some versions of this song have 

used sanitized words that attempt to teach children not to harm animals (Ana Maria 

Militão, personal communication, May 28, 2008).  This attempt at making the words 

more acceptable, however, went unnoticed by the many children who performed the song 

for this researcher.    

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 Although I heard this song throughout Brazil, the informants that I recorded were 

João and Pedro Lopez, seven and ten-year-old brothers from São Paulo, São Paulo.  They 

shared this song with me at the table in the living room of their high-rise apartment after 

a conversation about the research. They explained the game in the manner that it is 

usually played.  

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  A unique 

feature of this piece is the descending four note melodic sequence throughout.  

Rhythmically, each motive contains a one beat external anacrusis before each motive.  

The repetition of the syllables that end each word (i.e. ga-to-to) is an interesting feature 

of the text. 
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Research Question 4  

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 21 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The field notes included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations as a 

participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and details 

regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes indicate 

that recording took place on May 28, 2008, in the living room of the informants, João and 

Pedro Lopez. 
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Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 ―Borboletinha‖ is a humorous action song that is performed primarily by 

preschool children.  The song is about a small butterfly, and the actions of the song guide 

players in performing motions for each motive of text.  The subject matter makes no 

logical sense.  The humor, though, makes perfect sense as players sing about a ―wooden 

leg, glass eye, and the nose of a woodpecker‖ while performing the comical motions that 

accompany the song. 

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 ―Borboletinha‖ was performed by a group of unidentified preschool children at 

the Paroquia São João, in Goiânia, Goiás on Friday, June 27, 2008.  The children 

performed the song while playing on a concrete, playground floor.   

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  A unique 

rhythmic feature of ―Borboletinha‖ is its use of the   rhythm in each motive.  

Melodically, the song ascends by skip to d’ and t.  Textually, the interest in the song lies 

in the ―inha‖ (een-yah) and ―ate‖ (ah-chee) that ends most of the phrases with a repeated 

stress. 
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Research Question 4   

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings?  

This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 32 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The field notes included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations as a 

participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and details 

regarding expenses, and methodology.  The field recording is from a group of 

unidentified young preschool children at the Paroquia São João, in Goiânia, Goiás on 

Friday, June 27, 2008.  The school music teacher took us from room to room, and the 

visit ended with the preschoolers on the playground.  The children knew the words, 

melody, and actions to accompany the song.  The motions of the song were the most 

important aspect to these children.  They flapped their arms for the butterfly and did their 

best to perform the rest of the motions correctly. 
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Research Question 1  

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 ―Cai, Cai, Balão‖ is a popular holiday song associated with Festa Junina.  Festa 

Junina is a Catholic holiday celebrated in the month of June.  It is celebrated in worship 

of São João and marks the beginning of winter in Brazil.  As Brazil is a largely Catholic 

nation, Catholic holidays are celebrated all over the country (Meade, 2003).  Festa Junina 

festivities traditionally include quadrillas – similar to a contra or square dance – and 

costumes in which the men wear overalls and straw hats and the women wear checkered 

country dresses.  The subject of the song, the Festa Junina balloon, is a traditional part of 

the festivities.  A three dimensional tissue paper diamond that floats in the air because of 

the hot air from a candle attached to the bottom.  The song suggests that the balloon 

might land on Soap Street, Rua do Sabão.  Soap making is a popular cottage industry in 
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many cities and towns.  Villa-Lobos suggests that the song may be of Spanish or Italian 

origin (Appleby, 1983, p. 98). 

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

Although this song was heard throughout Brazil, the informants recorded were 

João and Pedro Lopez, seven and ten-year-old brothers from São Paulo, São Paulo.  They 

shared this song at the table in the living room of their high-rise apartment following a 

conversation about the research project.   

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  A notable 

rhythmic characteristic of this piece is the  in the opening rhythm.  Melodically, 

the descending pentachord in the final cadence is a defining feature of this song.  This 

pentachord is a melodic sequence from another descending melodic pattern at the end of 

the second phrase.  Textually, the song‘s interest is in the ão sound that repeats 

throughout. 

Research Question 4  

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 10 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 
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Research Question 5  

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes 

indicate that recording took place on May 28, 2008, in the informant‘s living room. 

 

Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected songs? 

 ―Choco-Milk‖ combines several game elements: elimination, competition, and 

passing.  It is usually played by middle elementary and older children because the game 

can be cognitively challenging.  The rhyme is about quality of milk, implying the first 

quality of milk is better than the second.  The translation is misleading, though, because 

the difference between the first, second, third, etc., qualities of milk is not good, better, 

best but in the fat content of the milk (C. Santos, personal communication, June 12, 
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2008).  Primeira qualidade, segunda qualidade, (first quality, second quality) is similar 

to the American whole, 2%, and skim labels.   The quality that is named determines the 

number of steps that the player who is ―it‖ can take when trying to eliminate other 

players.   

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 This song was recorded on Wednesday, June 11, 2008, on the playground of the 

Colégio Batista Americano in Vila Velha, Espírito Santo.  It was performed by a group of 

third and fourth grade children during their recess break.   

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  

Rhythmically, this song is the only one in this collection that contains a steady quarter 

note rhythm throughout its entirety. 

Research Question 4  

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 2:23 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes 
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indicate that recording took place on Wednesday, June 11, 2008 at the Colégio Batista 

Americano.  Children indicated that they like this game for the joy in the play.  The notes 

describe competition as an important component of play in elementary school, in that 

children played this game often.  Both boys and girls were involved in the play. 

 

Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected songs? 

 ―Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí‖ is a strophic ciranda in which the singers 

complain about a ―cursed flea‖ who bites the elbow.  In each verse, the singer is involved 

in a different activity when the flea appears and begins biting.  In the chorus after each 

strophe, the mood changes, and the singer laughs: ―ha, ha, ha, hee, hee, hee; oh how good 

it is to be here.‖  The dichotomy between the frustrations of life in the tropics and the joy 

of living in a paraíso tropical (tropical paradise) is a recurring theme in Brazilian culture.  
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In the first verse the character in the song is ―bordando pano velho‖ (embroidering an old 

cloth).  Embroidery is an important means for making money and a representation of 

local artistry.  To this day, local embroidery can be purchased readily in the state of 

Paraíba, Northeast Brazil, where this song was collected.  In the second verse, the 

character in the song is ―sentada junto do chafariz‖ (sitting next to a garden fountain).  In 

the Northeast fountains and other water features are numerous.  In addition to the beauty 

that garden fountains provided, fountains in public parks served as lavandeiras públicas, 

or public washing stations. 

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 This song is from a collection of field recordings by Mario de Andrade, Missão de 

Pesquisas Folclóricas (Mário de Andrade [song collector/researcher], 2006).  This 

particular recording was collected on April 7, 1938 from unidentified children on a farm 

in São José, Santa Luzia Patos, Paraíba. 

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.   The skip 

in the melody from so to high mi in the chorus is a memorable melodic feature.  

Rhythmically, the song contains simple rhythms with an anacrusis beginning each phrase.  

Textually, the song mimics the sounds of the frog: ―Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí.‖ 
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Research Question 4 

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

The researcher did not collect this field recording.  It is an archival recording 

accessed from an audio CD at the Centro Cultural de São Paulo. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The field notes for this song were collected on April 7, 1938, by Mario de 

Andrade on the Missão de Pesquisas de Folclóricas, under the auspices of the São Paulo 

Department of Culture.  The notes are now under the control of the Secretaría Municipal 

da Cultura in the Centro Cultural de São Paulo.  At the time of this writing, there were no 

notes found that were unique to this song.  
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Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected songs? 

 ―Dom, Dom, Beibe‖ makes no literal sense in Portuguese.  The title, though, is 

almost identical to the American jump-rope rhyme usually called ―Rollercoaster.‖5  The 

text of one line of the English version is almost identical: ―down, down, baby, down by 

the rollercoaster.‖   The similarities continue as the English version repeats the ―sh‖ 

sound: ―shimmy, shimmy, cocoa pop,‖ while the above version ends each line with 

―shake.‖  The line ―bade, bade‖ sounds like the English word ―body.‖  ―Body, body, 

shake‖ makes sense in English, but no sense in Portuguese – another indication that this 

rhyme is influenced by the American rhyme.   

Like other countries with large immigrant populations, Brazilian culture includes 

traditional children‘s songs that are cross-culturally influenced.  The multi-ethnic 

influence on the development of song literature has been previously noted and studied in 

other countries (Bishop & Curtis, 2001; Opie, 1960).  Brazil received large numbers of 

immigrants of several nationalities for decades.  In 1949, over 4.4 million immigrants 

moved to Brazil and each of these countries brought their own childlore (Meade, 2003).  

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

―Dom, Dom, Beibe‖ was performed by Lucilene Silva in São Paulo, SP on May 

28, 2008.  Lucilene is a music teacher, song collector, and teacher of traditional songs 

and play.  In 2003, Lucilene was the assistant director on Abra a Roda, Tin Dô-Lê-Lê 

                                                 
5
 A scholarly source for this song has not been found at the time of this writing, but an internet search 

yielded a variety of results. 
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(2003), a project through which songs and games were collected throughout the country.  

―Dom, Dom, Beibe‖ was performed on May 28, 2008, and was recorded in the home of 

the informant.   

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  ―Dom, 

Dom, Beibe‖ contains a syncopated quarter note that is tied across the second measure of 

each phrase.  The first three phrases are exact repetitions: d- d- l,- s,- d- d- d- m. 

Textually, the song borrows from the American clapping game, ―Rollercoaster.‖ 

Research Question 4  

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 30 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes 

indicate that recording took place on Wednesday, May 28, 2010, in the living room of the 

informant, Lucilene Silva.  She shared this song during a discussion of the universal 

similarities of children‘s song.  She noted that this song ―sounds like an American 

clapping game‖.  
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Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected songs? 

 The fun in this rhyme is in extending the solfa syllables of the major scale in each 

verse to form a word: ―do/dormir, re/remar, mi/mingáu, fa/família, so/sonhar, la/lavar, 

si/silêncio.‖  Text substitution and changing vowel sounds in verses is common in 

Brazilian children‘s songs.  This song is unique in that the note names become part of 
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new words.  The fixed do solmization system is apparently more common in Brazil than 

the ―movable do‖ system.  Fixed do is a system of solmization that uses the solfa letters 

of do, re, mi, fa, so, la, and ti to name absolute pitches.  This is contrasted with the 

movable do system of solmization, in which the solfa names (do, re, etc.) can be placed 

on different pitches.   This song was collected in the Northeast, but other songs that 

include the solfa syllables have been located in Minas Gerais and Rio de Janeiro (Novaes, 

1960). 

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 ―Eu Perdi o Dó‖ was collected on May 19, 2008 from Marcos and Dora Monteiro.  

They are an adult husband and wife in Fortaleza, Ceará.  This song was shared in the 

informant‘s living room late on weeknight.  Dora is a well known music teacher in 

Fortaleza, a beautiful coastal city in Northeast Brazil.  She has taught at local schools and 

churches, including the Universidade Federal de Fortaleza.  Marcos is the senior pastor of 

Primeira Igreja Batista de Fortaleza.  

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  A notable 

melodic characteristic of this piece is the opening ascending triad.  Rhythmically, the 

piece is structurally memorable: the third and fourth phrases contain longer rhythms, 

contrasted by the last two phrases that contain short rhythms.  Textually, the do, re, mi, 

fa, so, la, si and the words that build upon these are apparently unique to this song. 
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Research Question 4  

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 1:55 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5  

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes 

indicate that recording took place on May 19, 2008.  Marcos sat in a chair playing his 

guitar and recalling traditional songs from his youth.  His wife, Dora, sat next to him, and 

their son, Victor, ran in and out of the room, joining in the singing when he wished. 
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Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected songs?   

―Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica‖ is a singing game that is known throughout the 

country, and has maintained the same melodic structure and text as the collections from 

the earlier part of the century (Melo, 1985; Pimentel & Pimentel, 2003; Villa-Lobos, 

1941).  The subject of wealth and poverty is universal, and contributes to the popularity 

of this song. The gap between the rich and poor in Brazil is a leading factor that limits 

progress.  Brazil has an 83% literacy rate, compared with the 95% literacy rate of its 

neighbor, Argentina, and 99% in the United States.  31% of the country lives below the 

poverty line, and 66% of workers are in the service industry (Meade, 2003).   
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 The song may be relevant in Brazil due to these factors, but it has an even longer 

European history.  Melo (1985) indicates that the song was collected by a Professor L. 

Labeneré in France with the following text: ―Je suis pauvre, pauvre, pauvre, je mourraise, 

mourraise, mourraise.  Je suis pauvre, pauvre, pauvre je mourraise ici.‖  Melo (1985) 

classifies the song as an amorosa because in the original game a man was looking for a 

wife. 

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 ―Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica‖ was performed by a group of unidentified children at 

the Igreja Batista Maysa in Trindade, Goiás, on Sunday, June 29, 2008.  The researcher 

viewed their playing during the children‘s classes on that morning.  There were 

approximately a dozen children ranging in age from three to twelve years old, and three 

or four adults.  The children and adults performed the game, and all seemed to have 

experience at playing it. 

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  A notable 

melodic and textual feature of this piece is the ascending major triad in the opening of 

each phrase, followed by the repeated words: rica, rica, rica, or pobre, pobre, pobre.  

This song, like others in this collection, begins with a one beat anacrusis. 
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Research Question 4  

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 1:38 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  There are no specific field notes to 

accompany this recording.  However, video footage taken by the researcher‘s spouse 

shows that the researcher was involved with learning and playing the game associated 

with the game – to the great amusement of the Brazilians involved. 

 

Research Question 1  

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 This clapping game has variants throughout the world, as anything from China is 

deemed exotic.  Iona Opie notes that ―there is a lingering feeling, among British children 
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anyway, that anything Chinese, being unfamiliar, is funny (Bishop & Curtis, 2001, p. xii).  

In this rhyme, China is not only exotic, but chique (fancy, high maintenance).   

 After going to China, the players go to haus, which sounds like the English word 

house.  Then the players go to clips, of which there is no exact translation other than 

video clip, which is pronounced: clipee.  Finally, the players go to cha-cha-cha.  On the 

words, cha-cha-cha, players improvise a jig with hands placed on their hips.  

Research Question 2  

Who was the informant and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 The performer of ―Fui a China‖ was Carla Santos, a young girl about eight years 

old.  She is the researcher‘s first cousin by marriage.  The song was recorded in her 

apartment on Thursday, June 12, 2008.  She was quite facile at performing all the 

motions at a quick tempo.  Carla lives about two blocks from the coast, a public beach 

that stretches for miles.  The beach is the market and meeting place for swimmers, bands, 

beach volleyball, vendors, dancing couples, walkers, and runners.  Like most elementary 

age girls, Carla is a repository of childlore.  She was happy to teach the game. 

Research Question 3  

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  

Melodically, the interest lies in the movement of each phrase as it ascends from s, to d or 

t,.  Rhythmically, the song contains only  rhythms.  Textually, the interest lies in 

the storyline: fui a China (I went to China). 
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Research Question 4  

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 41 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher.   

Research Question 5  

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes 

indicate that recording took place on Friday, June 13, 2008.  In addition to this item, 

Carla sang numerous songs and games, all of which can be found in the researcher‘s 

fieldwork data.   
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Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 ―Fulana Robou Pão‖ is a choosing rhyme in which the group calls out a player 

who must respond by exclaiming: eu não (not me)! and then naming another person.  

Fulana and Maria are the default names chosen for girls in a song such as this, similar to 

Sally or Mary in America.  The traditional American rhyme, ―Who Stole the Cookies 

from the Cookie Jar?‖ is very similar in game type, rhythmic structure, and formal 

structure.   

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 This choosing song was performed on a city bus in São Paulo, SP, by an 

unidentified group of school children from the Escola Municipal de Educação Infantil 

Tom Jobim.  The children, music students from this school, were travelling to a choral 

festival in the city.  Since they were out of school together, they began to sing songs on 

the bus.  In this game, they called everyone‘s name and wanted every bus rider to 

participate. 

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  Rhythmic 

features of this song that are notable include the tied eighth note across the bar line to the 

downbeat in the first two measures, creating syncopation.  Melodically, the interest lies in 

the melodic contour of the first two phrases as they rise and fall:     s,- d- r- m       r d l, s,.  

The textual interest lies in the dialogue in the last line: Foi você?  Eu não. . . 
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Research Question 4 

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 1:13 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher.   

Research Question 5  

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this song, the field notes 

indicate that recording took place on Friday, May 30 on a bus in São Paulo.  The students 

on the bus sang several songs, one of which was translated discreetly by the researcher‘s 

spouse (she said that it pertained to a whore or prostitute).  Other songs collected on this 

day (but not included in this study) were ―Pomba Branca,‖ ―Pato Pateta,‖ and ―Dona 

Aranha.‖ 
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Research Question 1  

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 ―Hoje É Domingo‖ is a nonsense rhyme; one of the many parlendas (tongue 

twisters) in Brazil appropriate for small children and adults.  The joy in these parlendas is 

the rhyme and sound of the words.  Sunday, often a day of rest and relaxation, is also a 

day on which many men smoke.  Thus the first line, hoje é domingo, pede cachimbo 

(today is Sunday, ask for a pipe) makes sense.  The remaining text is nonsense, just for 

rhyming fun.  The last phrase, though, (vai trabalhar, seu vagabundo!) commands the 

listener to get to work, you vagabond!   
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Research Question 2 

Who was the informant and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 This parlenda was performed on a city bus in São Paulo, SP, by an unidentified 

group of school children from the Escola Municipal de Educação Infantil Tom Jobim.  

The children, music students from this school, were travelling to a choral festival in the 

city.  Since they were out of school together, they sang several songs on the bus.  They 

found great amusement in the speaking of this rhyme, and performed it loudly, almost 

yelling. 

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  The 

rhythm of this song contains even rhythmic figures: , so the interest in this piece 

lies in the text: a parlenda (tongue twister). 

Research Question 4 

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 21 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes 

indicate that recording took place on Friday, May 30, on a bus in São Paulo.  The term 
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vagabundo, although literally translated as vagabond, is actually a derogatory term and 

only used when one wants to provoke or de-humanize another.  The teacher admonished 

students to not chant the last line when repeating the song.   
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Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected songs? 

 The main character of ―Lá No Pântano‖ is a swamp-dwelling frog.  The quickly 

repeated syllables during the chorus mimic the frog‘s call.  The frog has a long history as 

a folklore subject in the life of Brazil.  Béhague (2008) traces the frog as a central figure 

in religious song back to the late 16th century Jesuit missionaries. In this collection alone, 

there are three songs that have the frog as a subject.  The frog‘s popularity may be due to 

the geographical prominence of oceans, rivers, and swamps in Brazil. 

Research Question 2  

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 This song was collected on May 19, 2008 from Marcos and Dora Monteiro.  They 

are an adult husband and wife in Fortaleza, Ceará.  This song was shared in the 

informant‘s living room late one evening during an impromptu time of group singing.  

Dora is a well known music teacher in Fortaleza, a beautiful coastal city in Northeast 

Brazil.  She has taught at local schools and churches, including the Universidade Federal 

de Fortaleza.  Marcos is the senior pastor of Primeira Igreja Batista de Fortaleza. 

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  

Melodically, the notable features of this piece are the ascending tonic triad in the first six 

motives and the descending melodic line in the last two phrases.  Textually, the interest 

of the piece is in the sound of the singing frog: cuari cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí. . . 
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Research Question 4  

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 35 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5  

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes 

indicate that recording took place on May 19, 2008.  When performing this song, Marcos 

sat in a chair playing his guitar and recalling traditional songs from his youth.  His wife, 

Dora, sat next to him, while their son, Victor, was running in and out of the room. He 

immediately joined in the singing when he heard this song.   
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Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected songs? 

―Lenga la Lenga‖ is a clapping and action game that allows partners to practice 

counting and quick thinking.  The name of the song is a twist on the Portuguese word 

Lengalenga (rigamarole).  Rigamarole, a complicated goose-chase, is a perfect 

description for the play of this game.  The lyrics continue to describe the nonsense: 

lagosta em nhe-nhe (lobster in nhe-nhe).  Often in children‘s songs and games, the 

richness of the sounds in the rhyme is the most important aspect of the play.  Iona Opie 

noted that much of the appeal of rhymes has to do as much with the ―sound of the verse 

as the subject matter‖ (Bishop & Curtis, 2001).  
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Research Question 2  

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

―Lenga la Lenga‖ was recorded on Wednesday, June 11, 2008, on the playground 

of the Colégio Batista Americano in Vila Velha, Espírito Santo.  It was performed by a 

group of third and fourth grade children during their recess break.  They shared this game 

because of the joy in the play.  This clapping game was usually played by the girls, but 

the boys sometimes joined in the play. 

Research Question 3  

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  

Rhythmically, this song contrasts the quarter note with two eighth notes.  The single 

eighth note anacrusis is another notable rhythmic feature.  Textually, the interest is in the 

nonsense of the words. 

Research question 4   

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 21 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5  

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes 
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indicate that recording took place on Wednesday, June 11, 2008.  The researcher‘s spouse 

recalled this song from her childhood and joined in to play. 

 

Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 ―Marcha Soldado‖ is an action/role playing song that allows singers to pretend to 

be soldiers while marching.  There are two primary reasons why children would sing 

about soldiers in Brazil: obligatory military service and the military dictatorship.  Brazil 

has an obligatory military service period for males at the age of eighteen, so most 

children have an older sibling or close relative enrolled in the military.  Also, Brazil was 

under military dictatorship from 1964 to 1984, cementing the ideal of the soldier as a 

power figure.  This military rule was not ―personalist,‖ (Meade, 2003, p. 171) using the 

military as a means for one man to maintain power; instead, it was supported across a 
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large strata of the population and seen as a departure from the oppressive and corrupt 

administration of João Goulart.    

The nationalist movement is deeply engrained in Brazilian culture and the motto 

on the Brazilian flag ―ordem e progresso‖ (order and progress) is one of many symbols of 

strong national pride.  This is evidenced in the singing of Brasil! at the end of this song.  

However, ―Marcha Soldado‖ is sung in other Latin and South American countries, so the 

origin of this song is ambiguous. It is not surprising to find similar tunes and texts in 

other South American and Latin American countries, due to a parallel historical 

relationship with the old world European colonizers, Portugal and Spain.  

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 ―Marcha Soldado‖ was collected on May 19, 2008 from Marcos and Dora 

Monteiro.  Late one evening in their home, an impromptu time of singing erupted.  They 

are an adult husband and wife, parents of three children, living in Fortaleza, Ceará.  This 

song was shared in the informant‘s living room.  Dora is a well known music teacher in 

Fortaleza, a beautiful coastal city in Northeast Brazil.  She has taught at local schools and 

churches, including the Universidade Federal de Fortaleza.  Marcos is the senior pastor of 

Primeira Igreja Batista de Fortaleza.  

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  

Rhythmically, this song contrasts the quarter note against two eighth notes within the 
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melodic context of the ascending and descending triad.  Textually, the interest lies in the 

subject matter of military pride. 

Research Question 4 

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 20 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes 

indicate that recording took place on May 19, 2008.  When this song was collected, 

Marcos sat in a chair playing his guitar and recalling traditional songs from his youth.  

His wife, Dora, sat next to him, and their son, Victor, was running in and out of the room 

and joining in the singing when he wished.   
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Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 ―Nana Banana‖ is a competitive action rhyme where players shout splash at the 

end while freezing in a pose.  In the collected version, players spread their feet further 

apart on each splash until they lose their balance and fall.  It is almost identical to another 

collected rhyme, ―Ana Maria,‖ but the informant‘s game in ―Ana Maria‖ had players 

freezing in a chosen position on vixe!.  Though splash has meaning in English, it has no 

translation to Portuguese and is simply a nonsense term.  Fruit is varied and plentiful in 

Brazil.  It is a major agricultural product and a mainstay of the diet (Meade, 2003).  The 

banana, of which there are many varieties, is cooked and prepared in many different 

ways.  This rhyme, like many others in this collection, is nonsense, and relies on the 

textual rhyme and alliteration for its appeal. 

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 ―Nana Banana‖ was performed by Carla Santos, a young girl about eight years 

old.  She is the researcher‘s first cousin by marriage.  This song was recorded in her 

apartment on Thursday, June 12, 2008.  Carla lives about two blocks from the coast, a 

public beach that stretches for miles.  The beach is the market and meeting place for 

swimmers, bands, beach volleyball, vendors, dancing couples, walkers, and runners.  

Like most elementary age girls, Carla is a repository of childlore.  She was happy to teach 

the game. 
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Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  The 

musical interest in this piece is in the rhythm; it contains the elements: .  Textual 

interest lies in the splash at the end of the piece. 

Research Question 4  

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 9 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes 

indicate that recording took place on Friday, June 13, 2008.  In addition to this item, 

Carla sang numerous songs and games, all of which can be found in the researcher‘s 

fieldwork data.  Notes also indicate that Carla is the xodó (the youngest, and the darling 

of the family) and that she has many friends at school.   
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Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected songs? 

 ―O Sapo Não Lava o Pé‖ is a humorous song about a frog who does not want to 

wash his feet.  Along with other animals such as the snake, rooster, and bull, the frog is a 

popular folklore subject in Northeast Brazil.  This song may be a commentary by the 

upper class on the lower class, often viewed as unsanitary (Meade, 2003).  Near the end 

of the 1800‘s, Rio de Janeiro underwent large scale government public health campaigns.  

They were met with public hostility, largely because they were seen as an attempt to 

―make the downtown pretty for foreign observers‖ (Meade, 2003, p. 129).  These 

campaigns resulted in the development of areas now commonly referred to as favelas or 

slums.  

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 This song was performed by a class of unidentified first and second grade 

children at the Paroquia São João, in Goiânia, Goiás on Friday, June 27, 2008.  The song 
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was performed in their classroom as the children were seated, with legs crossed, on the 

floor.  The school music teacher and the classroom teacher were present. 

Research Question 3  

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  Melodic 

interest in this piece lies in the ascending s to d’.  Rhythmically, this piece uses the 

figure:  throughout, giving the piece a strong syncopation.  Textually, the interest is 

at the end of the piece, when mas que chulé! is spoken. 

Research Question 4  

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 18 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5 

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  There were no specific field notes related 

to this song. 
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Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 ―Pai Francisco‖ is an action ciranda in which one player is chosen to be Pai 

Francisco (Father Francisco).  Pai Francisco enters the circle and plays his guitar.  The 

players mockingly imitate the Catholic priest and walk ―as a drunken person‖ (Ana Maria 

―Nininha‖ Militão, personal communication, May 20, 2008).  Estimates place the number 

of Catholics in Brazil at 70% or above (Central Intelligence Agency, 2009; Meade, 
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2003).   As a result, the Catholic Church, priests, and Catholic holidays (Festa Junina, 

Lent celebrations such as Carnival) play an integral role in the cultural life of Brazil. 

Research Question 2  

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 This song was collected on May 20, 2008, from Ana Maria ―Nininha‖ Militão in a 

classroom at the Primeira Igreja Batista de Fortaleza, Ceará.  Nininha, a woman in her 

late sixties, was a long time music teacher in Fortaleza who gained renown throughout 

Brazil for her work with choirs consisting of very poor children from the rural villages of 

Ceará.   

 Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  A notable 

melodic characteristic is the descending pentachord and the melodic fragments that are 

sequenced in the last phrase.  Textual features of the piece are the repeated ão and the 

repeated a-do sounds.   

Research Question 4  

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 56 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 
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details regarding expenses, and methodology.  This song was collected during a two-hour 

interview in which the informant shared her biography and her philosophy of using music 

education as a means of social change.  Throughout the morning interview, she stood to 

play games while singing.  ―Pai Francisco‖ was one of the action songs that Nininha 

wanted to play while she sang. 

 

Research Question 1  

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected songs? 

 ―Passa, Passa, Gavião‖ is an action song in which players depict the action of a 

particular job.  It is called ―Lá Na Ponte de Vinhaca‖ in Hector Villa-Lobos‘ Guia 
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Prático.  The gavião is a hawk, perhaps describing the roadside hawk common in Latin 

and South America.  The opening text commands the hawk ―not to bother anyone‖ (M. 

Santos, personal communication, June 28, 2010).   

The chorus of the song describes popular occupations such as sapateiros, 

carpenteiros, lavandeiras, and costureiras (cobblers, carpenters, washerwomen, and 

seamstresses).  These service industries are common in each village in Brazil; they are 

much more common than in the United States (M. Santos, personal communication, June 

28, 2010).  A lavandeira pública is a feature of most public parks, and are used by 

washerwomen (D. Monteiro, personal communication, May 19, 2008).   

Research Question 2  

Who was the informant and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 Victor Monteiro was approximately eight years old during the time of this 

performance.  ―Passa, Passa, Gaviaõ‖ was performed on May 18, 2008 at Victor‘s home 

in Fortaleza, Ceará.  His tempo varied as he demonstrated some of the actions and 

remembered the words of various parts of the song.  Intermittent visits with Victor 

occurred throughout the researcher‘s time in Ceará.  He shared new material upon each 

visit. 

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  A notable 

characteristic of this piece is the descending  f-m-r-d at the end of each phrase.  The text 

that repeats assim, assim is a memorable feature. 
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Research Question 4 

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 31 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Victor performed each song with 

excitement and energy; as if he were giving a gift and waiting with eagerness for the 

recipient to open it.   
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Research Question 1 

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected songs? 

 ―Peixe Vivo‖ is a courting ciranda, sung in rodas by older children engaged in 

flirting.  Interestingly enough, it is also sung at the death of Brazilian dignitaries (E. 

Santos, personal communication, April 17, 2010).  The song compares the desperation of 

the fish out of water with the desperation of a lover without his/her love.  In Elementos 

De Folclóre Musical Brasileiro, ―Peixe Vivo‖ is classified as a coreto, a song that is sung 

at parties (Vale, 1978). 
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Research Question 2  

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 Victor Monteiro was approximately eight years old at the time of this 

performance.  Each song that he shared was performed with excitement and energy.  

―Peixe Vivo‖ was performed on May 18, 2008 at Victor‘s home in Fortaleza, Ceará 

during an impromptu group singing session.  His father, Marcos, accompanied him on 

guitar.  Intermittent visits with Victor occurred throughout the researcher‘s time in Ceará.  

He shared new material upon each visit. 

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  ―Peixe 

Vivo‖ is distinct because of the amount of melodic sequencing and repetition.  

Rhythmically, the song consists almost primarily of repeated eighth notes.  Textual 

interest is heightened during the b section: Como poderei viver? 

Research Question 4  

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 54 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5  

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 
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details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes 

indicate that recording took place on May 19, 2008.   

 

Research Question 1 

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 ―Pirulito‖ is an action ciranda.  It may be the song in this collection with the 

earliest recordable date.  In Esquindô Lê-Lê (Pimentel & Pimentel, 2003, p. 219), 

Veríssimo de Melo notes that this song dates back to 1850, when it was used by 

European nobility as a method of reading in the primary school.  It was also collected in 

1947 in the Northeast (Jangada Brasil, 2003), and is listed in the Folclóre Musical da 

Bahia  as a cantiga de roda (Pedreira, 1978).  This researcher observed ―Pirulito‖ 

performed in a roda as described above.  The text, ―lollipop that hits, hits (or knocks, 

knocks) is mostly nonsense.  In the context of the second line, though, (the one who likes 

me is her, the one who likes her is me) it may imply a lollipop that is given to a 

sweetheart, or is shared with a loved one. 
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Research Question 2  

Who was the informant and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 Gabriel Bastos, a fourteen year old boy from Goiânia, Goiás, performed this song 

on June 24, 2008 at the apartment of his great-aunt, Elvia Barros.  The researcher 

witnessed the game played several times, and Gabriel explained that he played it the 

same way (in a roda, dropping down at the end – on the word morreu). 

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  A notable 

musical characteristic of this piece is the frequent use of the  rhythm.  The complete 

descending diatonic scale at the final cadence is also notable.  Textually, the interest lies 

in the accented bate, bate. 

Research Question 4 

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 19 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes 

indicate that recording took place on June 24, 2008, at the home of Elvia Barros, the 

informant‘s great-aunt.  Gabriel treasured the songs that he learned, and had a special 
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talent for remembering the words, games, and contexts from which they came.  His 

mother brought Gabriel to his aunt‘s home on this occasion specifically to share songs 

from his childhood.   

 

Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 ―Rebola Xuxu,‖ a dancing ciranda, literally means ―dance, cutie.‖  Xuxu can also 

refer to squash.  The use of xuxu as ―cutie‖ rather than ―squash‖ may be because of the 

feminine shape of some squash (M. Santos, personal communication, June 28, 2010).  

Quebra o galho (break the branch) is a slang phrase used in Brazilian Portuguese that 

means ―to help someone.‖  In this song, the rain quebra o galho and helps the lettuce to 

sprout.  Unlike the many formal folk dances of Brazil (such as the fandango, quadrilha, 
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lundu, fongo, batuque, côco, baiâna, carimbó, corta-jaca, and the samba), ―Rebola Xuxu‖ 

is an improvised ciranda dance (Béhague, 2008). 

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 This song was recorded on Wednesday, June 11, 2008, on the playground of the 

Colégio Batista Americano in Vila Velha, Espírito Santo.  It was performed by a group of 

first and second grade children during their recess from class.   

Research Question 3  

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  This song 

is distinct because of the beginning leading tone pitch, and the  rhythm 

patterns.  Rebola, xuxu is the most notable feature of the text. 

Research Question 4 

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 28 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes 

indicate that recording took place on Wednesday, June 11, 2008, at the Colégio Batista 

Americano.  The children shared this game because of the joy in play.  Several of the 
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children took great pleasure in being the best dancers in their group.  The children 

wiggled their hips back and forth with their arms outstretched by their sides. 

 

Research Question 1  

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

―Samba Lê Lê‖ is perhaps the most widely known (outside of Brazil) children‘s 

song from this collection because of the association of samba music style and dance with 

the Carnival celebrations each year and its inclusion in a Disney animated movie, Saludos 

Amigos (Time, 1943).  The song may refer to a slave boy, because of the reference to 

whippings he receives when he complains of being sick.  Murphy (2006) notes that 

samba‘s origin is closely related to the oppressed Afro-Brazilian slave.  In this song, 

Samba Lê-Lê flirts with the pretty brown-skinned girl who lives by the beach where the 
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little fish court.  The text of ―courting fish‖ is a subject that is explored in another song in 

this collection: ―Peixe Vivo.‖ 

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 Gabriel Bastos, a fourteen year old boy from Goiânia, Goiás, performed this song 

on June 24, 2008 at the apartment of his great-aunt Elvia Barros.  He played the game as 

a roda and performed an improvised samba step on the chorus.  The additional game 

instructions come from written sources (Novaes, 1960). 

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  This piece 

is interesting melodically because of the outline of the tonic triad that is immediately 

sequenced to a partial outline of the dominant seventh chord.  The   

rhythm pattern appears several times.  Textually, this song is fascinating because of the 

syncopation. 

Research Question 4  

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 31 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5  

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 
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details regarding expenses, and methodology and research thoughts.  Specific to this 

interview, the field notes indicate that recording took place on June 24, 2008, at the home 

of Elvia Barros, the informant‘s great-aunt.  Gabriel treasured the songs that he learned, 

and had a special talent for remembering the words, games, and contexts from which they 

came.  His mother brought Gabriel to his aunt‘s home on this occasion specifically to 

share songs from his childhood.  

 

Research Question 1  

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected songs? 

 ―Sapo Jururu‖ is a humorous ciranda about a singing frog.  Sapo Jururu 

(sometimes cururu) is found in most collections of Brazilian folk songs (Novaes, 1960; 

Paz, 1989; Pedreira, 1978; Villa-Lobos, 1941).  This sapo (frog) has a long history as a 
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subject of Brazilian folklore. Béhague (2008) traces the frog as a central figure in 

religious song back to the late 16th century Jesuit missionaries. In this collection alone, 

there are three songs that have the frog as a subject. Most of Brazil has a temperate 

climate, so it must be only moderately cold when the sapo in this song goes inside in the 

second verse.  She is getting married, and is making lace for her upcoming wedding.  

Making lace, embroidery, and fine linen has a long history as an art and cottage industry 

in rural Brazil and Northeast Brazil in particular. 

Research Question 2  

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 ―Sapo Jururu‖ was performed in the apartment living room of Elvira Drummond 

on Wednesday, May 21, 2010.  Elvira Drummond is one of the foremost writers and 

composers of materials for music education in Brazil, and author of more than 100 books 

used all over the country.  Many of the music teachers observed in Fortaleza used her 

materials and spoke highly of her.  She had just completed a fictional story about a sapo 

(frog) who falls in love.  The story included the notation of ―Sapo Jururu.‖  She gave a 

copy of the book to the researcher, and she sang the song while she presented it.    

Research Question 3 

 What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  This piece 

is memorable melodically because of the resolution to the mediant, mi.  The ascending 

skip to the stable quarter note rhythms of the high d’ are also a distinct feature. 
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Research Question 4 

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 45 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes 

indicate that recording took place on Wednesday, May 21, 2008, in the informant‘s high-

rise apartment.  Another music teacher in Fortaleza said, ―Elvira Drummond drinks in the 

substance of folklore.‖  Mrs. Drummond placed a great emphasis on the learning of 

Brazilian music.  She explained, however, that this music must be adapted for use when 

teaching children due to its complexity.  She advocated a dual approach of combining 

Brazilian and European music (Green, 2008).   
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Research Question 1  

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 ―Si, Si, Guerro‖ makes no literal sense in Portuguese.  Olê, olá is roughly 

translated as a slang ―hello,‖ but in this case is used much more for the fun of the sound.  

The emphasis in this clapping game is on the shared joy of rhythmic clapping and the 

over-laid sound of the rhyme.  ―Si, Si Guerro‖ shares nonsense text with ―Dom, Dom 

Beibe,‖ and ―mi-ni, mi-ni.‖  The ati (in a minute) may imply a mini-second: mini, mini, 

ati. 

Research Question 2  

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 The song was performed by Carla Santos, a young girl about eight years old.  She 

is the researcher‘s first cousin by marriage.  This song was recorded in her apartment on 
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Thursday, June 12, 2008.  Carla lives about two blocks from the coast, a public beach that 

stretches for miles.  The beach is the market and meeting place for swimmers, bands, 

beach volleyball, vendors, dancing couples, walkers, and runners.  Like most elementary 

age girls, Carla is a repository of childlore.  She was happy to teach the game.   

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  The 

syncopation of the rhythm and the contrast of the quarter/eighth note rhythms are 

characteristic features.  The repeated d-d-l,-s, melodic motive is another characteristic 

feature.  Textually, the ô pa-pa repetition gives the piece textual interest. 

Research Question 4 

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

  This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 20 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5 

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this interview, the field notes 

indicate that recording took place on Friday, June 13, 2008 in the informant‘s dining 

room.  The field notes on this day include the following personal remarks: ―Carla sang 

many songs and games.  I can‘t wait to transcribe these songs and compare them to 

others. . . Lucy [my wife] told me that she notices more English and English substitutions 
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of words in the children‘s songs here.  She thinks this is a by-product of globalization in 

large, urban areas‖ (Green, 2008). 

 

Research Question 1   

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 ―Teresinha De Jesus‖ is a strophic role playing love song.  It is most likely a 

modinha of Iberian origin (Béhague, 2008).  This song shares musical and textual traits 

with Iberian romances: 1) usually in minor mode; 2) in triple simple meter; 3) with 

phrases of equal length; 4) and stories of romance, tragedy, and lost love.  Most 

children‘s songs in Brazil are in simple meter, but the Dutch population from Minas 

Gerais brought many songs in triple meter (Lucilene Silva, personal communication, May 

28, 2008).  Several versions of this song, with textual variations, have been collected 

throughout Brazil (Pimentel & Pimentel, 2003).  In the song, three men give Teresinha 

their hand: her father, brother, and the lover (the one to whom Teresinha gave her hand).  

The third verse expresses broken heartedness; supposedly after Teresinha fell to the floor 

in verse one.  There is no explanation of why she fell to the floor, or why in verse two ―. . 
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blood has been spilled within my heart.‖  This suggests that this ballad contains verses 

that were omitted. 

The significance of fruit in Brazilian life is pervasive. The subject of fruit, 

specifically oranges and limes, is used to signify the love of Teresinha in the phrase:  

―How many ripe oranges!  How many limes on the floor!  How much blood has been 

spilled within my heart!‖  The singer, or the observer, in the last verse continues: ―Of the 

orange I want a slice, of the lime I want a piece, of the most beautiful girl, I want a kiss 

and a hug.‖  

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

 This song was collected from Lucinea Pereira, an adult woman, in Vila Velha, 

Espirito Santo, Brazil on June 10, 2008.  She was at a church because the elderly women 

from the Igreja Batista da Praia da Costa met regularly on weekday afternoons.  The 

recording took place in a building adjoining the church.  ―Teresinha de Jesus‖ was a song 

that the informant shared from her childhood.  She did not perform the game, but 

explained how it could be played. 

Research Question 3  

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  This is the 

only song in this collection in an Aeloian minor mode.  Like many songs in this 

collection, the anacrusis is present in each phrase.  The textual interest lies in the vowels 

that fall on the downbeat of each phrase: Teresinha, queda, and so on. 
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Research Question 4 

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 45 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology and research thoughts.  Specific to this 

interview, the field notes indicate that recording took place on Tuesday, June 10, 2008.  

Lucinea appeared reserved during the beginning of the interview, but after she began 

singing, she relaxed and performed quite confidently with a warm, rich vocal tone.   
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Research Question 1  

What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

 ―Um, Does, Feijão com Arroz‖ is a counting song that describes everyday objects.  

An equivalent would be the American ―One, Two, Tie my Shoe.‖  ―Feijão Com Arroz‖ 

(beans with rice) is a staple of Brazilian cuisine.  This dish is often served cooked in cast 

iron pots and uses various meats and fats for seasoning (P. Baklizky, personal 

communication, May 29, 2010).  This style of cooking has been copied in chain 

restaurants throughout the country.  ―Feijão com Arroz‖ is particularly famous in Minas 

Gerais, a large state between Bahia and São Paulo.  Minas Gerais is noted for its cuisine, 
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and for remaining ―more Brazilian‖ than its more cosmopolitan neighbors of São Paulo 

and Rio de Janeiro (M. Monteiro, personal communication, May 20, 2010).   

Falar Inglês (to speak English) is the next phrase in the rhyme.  English is a part 

of the elementary and high school curriculum in most Brazilian schools; many Brazilians 

can read and understand the language.  Comer biscoito (to eat cookies) and comer pasteis 

(to eat pastries) mention common foods.  Pasteis are pastries of many varieties, and 

several locations are famous for their own unique recipes.  They are filled with meats, 

cheeses, or a sweet such as custard or chocolate. 

Research Question 2   

Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

Victor Monteiro was approximately eight years old during the time of this 

performance.  Each song that he shared was performed with excitement and energy.  

―Um, Dois, Feijão com Arroz‖ was performed on May 22, 2008 in his parents‘ vehicle.  

It was also performed in other rooms of the house and in the car and was the first 

children‘s song noted by the researcher in Brazil.   

Research Question 3   

What are the salient musical and textual features of the selected song? 

 A detailed musical analysis of this piece can be found in Appendix B.  This rhyme 

is rhythmically interesting because of the dotted rhythms that evenly place the numbers 

(um, dois, and so on) in each motive. 
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Research Question 4 

What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

 This song was recorded using a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder.  The field 

recording is 21 seconds long.  It was recorded by the researcher. 

Research Question 5   

What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

 The notes that were taken included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations 

as a participant-observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and 

details regarding expenses, and methodology.  Specific to this informant, the field notes 

indicate that recording took place on May 22, 2008 in the suburban home of the 

Monteiros.  They described the pasteis as being made with sweet, thin, layered bread.  

The personal field notes state ―I can‘t remember the name of this type of bread.  It‘s the 

same kind used to make the Greek pastry with almonds‖ (Green, 2008). 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS 

The purpose of this study was to compile, analyze, and annotate a diverse 

collection of Brazilian children‘s songs and games for use in the American general music 

classroom.  The study focused on the following research questions: 

1.  What is the historical/contextual background of the selected song? 

2.  Who was the informant, and under what circumstances was the song collected? 

3.  What are the salient musical/textual features of the selected song? 

4.  What technical considerations exist regarding the actual field recordings? 

5.  What field notes exist, and what is the nature of their content? 

Data was collected over a period of 47 days in the summer of 2008, using 

ethnographic fieldwork methodology as described in Chapter Three.  The study employed 

participant observation, structured and semi-structured interviews, and content analysis to 

address the research questions.  From the data collected during field work, thirty songs 

were selected using the following criteria:  1) accessibility for the young voice; 2) 

accessibility of Portuguese for the English speaker; 3) aesthetic reasons (beauty, novelty, 

etc.); 4) diversity; 5) and varied representation of Brazilian children‘s songs.   

Historical/ Contextual Background 

 The songs in this collection contain rich information about Brazil.  This research 

details historical/contextual information regarding translation and cultural meaning of the 

texts, the informants, locations and geographic regions where songs were collected, song 

genres, formal types, and related games.  The texts engage with a broad range of subjects.  

Though these are songs from the lives and the world of children, the subject matter is 
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much broader than what adults might consider child-friendly.  It covers topics such as 

history, land, animals, cuisine, social issues, economy, work, relationships, religious and 

military life.  Furthermore, these subjects are addressed in terms that the young mind can 

understand.  The songs and games place the subject matter in a palpable context which 

enables children to conceptualize the subjects as they grow into an adult world. 

  Songs were collected in the geographic regions of Northeast and Southeast 

Brazil, near exterior urban coastal regions.  These regions were further narrowed to four 

metropolitan locations (as well as smaller surrounding villages): Fortaleza, Ceará; 

Goiâna, Goiás; São Paulo, São Paulo; and Vila Velha, Espírito Santo.  The genres consist 

of: cirandas, playground rhymes and songs (clapping games, choosing rhymes, and 

counting rhymes) humorous songs, action songs, singing games, nonsense songs, 

children‘s songs, holiday songs, courting songs, role playing songs, and love songs.   

The formal type of exactly half (15 of 30) of the collected songs consist of a single 

strophe.  One of the songs is a verse-refrain and one is a dialogue.  The remaining songs 

are almost evenly divided, with four songs of the strophic formal type, four verse-chorus 

formal types, and five motivic songs.  

 The formation for the games is also almost evenly divided (14 of 30).  Five of the 

songs begin the game with scattered partners, three of the games can be in any desired 

pattern, and one game begins with facing line.  However, the type of game in each song 

varies widely. Ten are performed using a ciranda dance step, six are clapping games, five 

games depict the text with action, four games dramatize the text, three games choose the 

next to follow, three are elimination or ―out‖ games, two are marching games, and one is 

a dance game. 
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Informants 

  All the interviews and musical material were collected during the defined period 

of fieldwork, May 27 to July 1, 2008.  The informants ranged in age from eight to senior 

adult.   All were native Brazilian.  The musical experience of the informants was also 

varied: some were professional musicians and music teachers, while some were children 

at play.  The data collected is not sufficient to make any statement about the nature of 

informants‘ class, economic status, or education.   The recordings were collected in a 

variety of locations and settings, from a room designated for interviews to a city bus. 

 The informants were willing to share for several reasons.  Perhaps the main 

reason (as perceived by the researcher) was that the sharing of this information seemed to 

generate feelings of importance in the informants.  They were the experts on the topic of 

their memories, and they could tell it as they wished.  Several informants commented 

upon their pleasure at outsider from another country taking an interest in their fond 

memories (Green, 2008).  Another reason that the informants may have felt comfortable 

sharing with the researcher is that they had relationships with the researcher‘s contacts.  

These contacts obtained interviews that would have taken months for the researcher to 

schedule independently; they also vouched for the credibility of the researcher, 

confirming an American‘s genuine interest in Brazilian children‘s songs. 

 The tone descriptions and expressive characteristics varied widely.  The 

performances of the musical material were primarily informal.  In the cases of untrained 

adults, the tone tended toward nasality and pitch discrepancy.  Most of the songs were 

performed at the lower part of the vocal range with very little vibrato or ornamentation.  
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Many of the performances, especially those of children, were performed freely, spirited, 

happily, and playfully.  The songs ranged in tempo from adagio to allegro. 

 Most of the songs serve to integrate individuals into the culture. In this context, 

songs and games are performed so that players can learn the accepted rules and customs 

of society.  As children sing songs and play games with other children, they became part 

of a social group.  The songs also serve entertainment purposes as they are performed for 

play.  Aesthetic experience and emotional expression are among key societal reasons for 

the performance of some of the more meaningful and beautiful songs. 

Musical and Textual Features 

 A complete musical analysis of each song can be found in Appendix E and 

complete musical indices can be found in appendices A-F.  The songs in this collection 

commonly contain the following musical and textual features:  external anacruses, 

outlines of the tonic triad, melodic sequences, repeated note group fragments at the ends 

of phrases and motives, and descending pentachords at the final cadences.  The text often 

contains animal sounds, repeated syllables and vowel sounds, and parlendas (tongue 

twisters). 

The time signatures are  and , with only one song in .  The majority (20 

of 30) of the songs are in a simple duple  meter, while nine of the songs are in simple 

quadruple meter.  One song (―Teresinha de Jesus‖) is in simple triple  meter.   A 

complete metric index is found in Appendix E.  

 The rhythmic content ranges in complexity from quarter notes to sixteenth-eighth-

sixteenth notes and dotted sixteenths.   Two-thirds of the songs contain anacrusis.  The 
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extractable rhythm patterns are evenly divided between simple patterns such as 

 to rhythmically complex ones such as: .      

A complete index of the extractable rhythm patterns can be found in Appendix E.   

 Only one song in this collection contains the traditional bi-tonal childhood chant 

of so-mi: ―Ai Ona, Ona Ê.‖  Four of the songs contain all the pitches in the scale except 

ti. One of those, however, contains a low so, and the other contains a high do.  Four of the 

songs contain the diatonic scale, with the exception of one song that is missing a re. 

Seventeen of the songs contain either do or high do as a final.  A complete tone set index 

can be found in Appendix E. 

 Two-thirds (20 of 30) of the songs contain semitones.  This research suggests that 

there might indeed be difficulty in implementing a pedagogical sequence centered around 

the pentatonic scale in Brazil (Avila, 2000).  It is difficult because many children‘s songs, 

even those of the very young, contain semitones.  A Brazilian pedagogical sequence, not 

found at the time of this writing, must take into consideration the semitones in the 

literature of its children‘s music.  The songs contain singing ranges between a minor third 

and an octave.  Therefore, recommended appropriate keys for singing these songs are 

between A’ and D’.  

 Eleven of the songs are major or a slight variation (i.e., without re, or without ti).  

Six of the songs are plagal, and one of the songs is in the Aeolian mode.  One song is 

bitonic, two are tetratonic, three contain a tetrachord, one is pentatonic, one contains a 

pentachord, and four contain a hexachord.  With the exception of the one song in the 

Aeolian mode and the spoken rhymes, the tonality of the songs is either major or 
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intervallic centered with a major feel (a complete scale index can be found in Appendix 

E).  A majority of the extractable melodic patterns contain semitones. Eight of the songs 

contain fa in a stepwise ascending and descending pattern, and eight contain fa in the s-f-

m context.  Five of the songs contain the extractable pattern: t-l-s, five in the s-f-m-r-d 

pattern, and five in the d-m-s pattern.  Eleven of the songs contain melodic sequences. A 

complete index of extractable melodic patterns can be found in Appendix E.  

 Formally, the songs are divided into two or four sections.  One third of the songs 

have two sections and one third has four sections.  Three of the songs have no sections 

because they are motivic only and contain a string of connected motives.  Three of the 

songs have three sections, and four have more than five or more sections.  Fourteen of the 

songs in this collection are motivic.  Ten are phrasic, and the other six contain both 

motives and phrases (a complete formal index can be found in Appendix E). 

Technical Consideration 

 All the songs, excluding one, were recorded on a Tascam DR-1 Digital Recorder 

by the researcher.  The times of the recordings range in length from nine seconds to two 

minutes and twenty-three seconds.  ―Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí‖ was recorded in 1937 

by Mario Andrade (1893-1945), founder and first director of the Department of Culture 

of São Paulo. 

Field Notes 

 The notes included the researcher‘s perceptions and observations as a participant-

observer, the planned schedule, the actual schedule, expenditures and details, and 

methodology.  Music was often transcribed in a shorthand mastercopy format (as 

described in Chapter Three).  The raw notes were recorded in a blank journal and 
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consisted of jottings, quick abbreviations, and scratches that are decipherable only by the 

researcher.  The typed field notes were constructed from the raw notes at the end of each 

day of fieldwork. 

Implications for Practitioners  

Portuguese, as with any other unknown language, can be challenging to a non-

native speaker.  The Portuguese in these songs should be taught little by little, piece by 

piece.  Though each new edition of the basal music series makes strides in the area of 

multicultural material, there is still much room for improvement.   

Readiness 

Songs in this collection may be used at many levels of teaching and learning 

music, due to the range in simple to complex musical material.  The readiness skills most 

often recommended for practice are the comparatives: high/low, fast/slow, loud/soft, 

same/different, and short/long.  Almost all the songs may be used to practice steady beat, 

and some are useful for introducing this concept.  A small number of the songs contain 

sung and spoken sections.  This lends the songs to effective comparison between the 

singing voice and the speaking voice.   

Vocal Development 

   All the songs in this collection may be used for singing and vocal development. 

Because so many of them contain semitones, ascending and descending scales, they are 

particularly useful for practicing in-tune singing.  The pure vowels of the Portuguese 

language render the songs useful for effective practice of diction, pure vowel singing, and 

tone placement.  Vocal development, expansion of range, and breath control may be 

practiced in the singing of many of the songs.  Expressive elements such as dynamics, 
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tempo, accents, and phrasing may also be practiced.  Repeated syllables, animal sounds, 

and tongue twisters are present throughout the repertoire. 

Rhythmic Elements 

The songs in this collection contain great rhythmic variety. Many of the songs 

contain anacrusis and may be used in the teaching of that element.  The anacrusis is 

pervasive in even simple rhythmic material, so a rhythmic pattern that otherwise might be 

used to teach simple rhythmic patterns must be excluded if the anacrusis is taught at a 

point in one‘s pedagogical sequence.  A complete index of rhythmic elements, listed from 

simple to more advanced, may be found in Appendix E.    

Other rhythmic activities this material might be useful in teaching are: conducting 

strong and weak beats and determining the time signature, tapping the macrobeat on the 

head and microbeat on the shoulders while singing a song, practicing the song rhythms 

by guiding the students to chant rhythm syllables after the teacher speaks a pattern or 

phrase on words or a neutral syllable, guiding students to write beats below the song 

rhythms, practicing speaking the rhythms from flashcards, singing or speaking the correct 

rhythm while keeping the beat, inner hearing known rhythms and speaking rhythm 

syllables newly learned rhythms, writing song rhythms on board with errors and allowing 

students to detect errors, performing rhythms from the song in canon, using rhythms as 

ostinato to other known songs, guiding students to improvise a new rhythmic ending, and 

guiding students to compose a new two, four, or eight beat pattern with newly introduced 

rhythms. 

Melodic Development 
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 Melodic development pertains to elements that can be gleaned from the song to 

develop the ability to sing, perform, listen to, move to, read, write, improvise, compose, 

evaluate, and describe rhythmic patterns and figures.  The sequence of melodic elements, 

listed from simple to more advanced, may be found in Appendix E.  The melodic 

material presented that may be used for teaching because of its frequency includes the 

descending pentachord, the triad, melodic sequences, and repeated melodic fragments.  

Semitones are present in a large number of these songs.  Despite initial appearances, the 

material is accessible and appealing to the youngest learners.   

Listening 

Listening skills are gleaned from songs to develop the ability to evaluate and 

describe with standard terminology, move to, and analyze music in regard to style, form, 

and appropriate historical and cultural identifiers.  Suggestions for listening activities 

include art music listening, listening for comparative concepts, listening for one sound on 

a beat/two sounds on a beat, and listening for certain pitches, patterns, intervals, or 

groups. Melodic features may be emphasized through listening by aurally identifying 

melodic features such as high and low phrases, melodic contour, sequences, patterns, 

intervals, and pitches.   

Instrumental Skills 

The songs in this collection lend themselves to use for developing age-appropriate 

instrumental skills.  Activities derived from this material include playing specific 

intervals on barred instruments, recorder, and other age appropriate instruments, playing 

created melodic sequences on barred instruments. playing chord roots, playing patterns 

from notation, and creating ostinatos on pitched instruments and classroom percussion 
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instruments.  Other applications for using instruments with the songs in this collection 

include: using classroom percussion instruments to keep the beat of a song or chant, 

using classroom percussion instruments to keep the beat of a song on one instrument and 

the rhythm of the song on an instrument of another timbre, using classroom percussion 

instruments to play a rhythmic ostinati to accompany a song, using melodic instruments 

to play a rhythmic or melodic ostinati to accompany a song, and using recorders to play 

melodies and accompany singing after absolute note names are learned. 

Finally, the subjects of the song can be useful when planning a performance or 

finding song literature for a specific theme.  The criteria for song selection used in this 

study may be easily applied to the review and the selection of multicultural materials for 

the general music classroom.  There are many additional pedagogical applications for this 

material; however a comprehensive pedagogical analysis is beyond the scope of this 

study. 

Implications for Further Research 

This study was approached from the perspective of the American general music 

class, so American music education needs were of primary consideration.  In addition, a 

thorough pedagogical review of this material was not included in this study.  Therefore, 

future research should focus on a detailed approach to pedagogy with Brazilian materials, 

and how these materials might be introduced.  Further research should also address the 

implications in the use of this material within the scope and sequence of Brazilian music 

education.  Additionally, since the styles in this music are viewed in an American 

context, study regarding the stylistic differences between Brazilian and American 

children‘s songs is needed.  Other lines of research may explore the musical and 
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pedagogical analyses of this collection in relation to the larger body of Brazilian 

children‘s songs.  Researchers may consider whether or not a complete body of Brazilian 

children‘s songs is even possible. 

This study comprises only the beginning of a largely unexplored area, that of the 

history of Brazilian children‘s music.  Further research into the cultural/historical 

background of these songs would add to the body of literature on Brazilian cultural 

contributions.  A practical concern for this collection is the process of bringing its music 

into the American general music class with a visual and audio element.  Text can only 

describe so much; often learning exclusively from a written text is laborious for both the 

writer and the reader.   

From a multicultural perspective, this study raises several implications for further 

research.  For instance, what is the affective response of singing in Spanish versus 

Portuguese?  What is the affective response of singing in any non-English language as 

opposed to, specifically, Portuguese?  Do children‘s attitudes about cultural differences 

change after exposure to these songs?  How much of another culture do children need to 

experience before attitudes shift?  In terms of multicultural materials, is song material 

adequate, or is a discussion, world map, video, or other manipulative needed to aid in 

attitude shifts?  A pressing question for the general music classroom is: how much 

multicultural material should be used?  How much is too much?  Is a singable translation 

ethical, or does it do an injustice to the song? 
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Conclusion 

As with any text, this written work is but a small representation of the fieldwork 

experience and the crazy mishmash of rhythm, vegetation, and characters that make up 

Brazil.  The most striking things about Brazil were the sounds.  The multi-colored, 

abrasive, sensual, rhythmic, spastic, irreverent, violent sounds were overwhelming and 

visceral; and Brazilian language and music are the modes in which these were most often 

expressed.  This study was designed using qualitative ethnography.  This methodology 

was used to compile, analyze, and annotate the resulting collection of Brazilian children‘s 

songs and games for use in the American general music classroom.  Of the large amount 

of data collected, thirty songs were ultimately selected for their accessibility for the 

young voice; accessibility of the Portuguese for the English speaker; aesthetic appeal; and 

diversity and general representation of Brazilian children‘s songs.  May the reader ―drink 

in the substance of Brazilian folklore‖ through his or her exploration of these songs. 
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Discography 

New Recordings 

 Fortaleza, CE, BR. 

Victor Monteiro. Monteiro home, Fortaleza, CE, BR. [digital audio] Recorded by Bradley 

L. Green, May 18, 2008. "Passa, Passa, Gaviao," "Peixe Vivo," "Um, Dois, Feijão 

com Arroz" 

 

Marcos, D. & Victor Monteiro. Monteiro home. Fortaleza, CE, BR. [digital audio] 

Recorded by Bradley L. Green, May 19, 2008. "Alecrim do Campo," "Atirei O 

Pau no Gato," "Eu Perdi O Dó," "Lá no Pântano," "Marcha Soldado"   

 

Ana Maria "Ninhinha" Militão. Primeira Igreja Batista de Fortaleza. [digital audio] 

Recorded by Bradley L. Green, May 20, 2008. "Pai Francisco" 
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Elvia Drummond. Drummond apartment, Fortaleza, CE, BR. [field recording] Recorded 

by Bradley L. Green, May 22, 2008. "Sapo Jururu" 

  

 São Paulo, SP, BR. 

 

Lucilene Silva. Silva home, São Paulo, SP, BR. [digital audio] Recorded by Bradley L. 

Green, May 28, 2008. "A-do-lê-ta," "Ai Ona, Ona Ê," "Dom, Dom, Beibe" 

 

Unidentified upper elementary school children. São Paulo city bus, São Paulo, SP, BR. 

[digital audio] Recorded by Bradley L. Green, May 28, 2008. "Fulana Roubou 

Pão," "Hoje é Domingo" 

 

Pedro Lopez. Lopez/Minkov apartment, São Paulo, SP, BR. [digital audio] Recorded by 

Bradley L. Green, May 28, 2008. "Cai, Cai, Balão" 

 

Vila Velha, ES, BR. 

 

Carla Santos. Informant's apartment, Vila Velha, ES, BR. [digital audio] Recorded by 

Bradley L. Green, June 12, 2008. "Fui A China," "Nana Banana," "Si, Si, Guerro" 

 

Andrea Barreto da Rocha, & Loide da Silva Lima. Igreja Batista Praia da Costa, Vila 

Velha, ES, BR. [digital audio] Recorded by Bradley L. Green, June 10, 2008. "A 

Canoa Virou" 

 

Lucinea Pereira. Igreja Batista Praia da Costa, Vila Velha, ES, BR. [digital audio] 

Recorded by Bradley L. Green, June 10, 2008. "Teresinha de Jesus" 

 

Unidentified elementary school children. Outdoor playground, Colégio Batista 

Americano. Vila Velha, ES, BR. [digital audio] Recorded by Bradley L. Green, 

June 12, 2008. "Choco-Milk," "Lenga la Lenga," "Rebola Xuxu" 

  

Goiânia, GO, BR. 

 

Gabriel Bastos. Home of informant's great aunt, Goiânia, GO, BR. [digital audio] 

Recorded by Bradley L. Green, June 24, 2008. "Pirulito," "Samba Lê Lê" 

 

Group of unidentified preschool children. Outdoor school playground, Paroquia São 

João, Goiânia, GO, BR. [digital audio] Recorded by Bradley L. Green, June 27, 

2008. "Borboletinha," "O Sapo Não Lava o Pé" 

 

 Trindade, GO, BR. 

 

Group of unidentified children. Education room of rural church building, Igreja Batista 

Maysa, Trindade, Go, BR. [digital audio] Recorded by Bradley L. Green. "Eu Sou 

Rica, Rica, Rica" 
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Archival Field Recordings 

 

Mário de Andrade. São Paulo. Centro Cultural São Paulo, Secretaria Municipal da 

Cultura, Serviço Social de Comércio, São Paulo, SP, Brazil. "Cuá Cuá Cuá, Cuí 

Cuí Cuí," on Missão de Pesquisas Folcóricas, 2: Paraíba, Brazil. 
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APPENDIX A 

Musical Transcriptions in Mastercopy Format with Musical Analysis 

 

1. A Canoa Virou 

2. A-do-lê-ta 

3. Ai Ona Ona Ê 

4. Alecrim do Campo 

5. Atirei o Pau no Gato 

6. Borboletinha 

7. Cai, Cai Balão 

8. Choco-Milk 

9. Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí 

10. Dom, Dom Beibe 

11. Eu Perdi o Dó 

12. Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica 

13. Fui a China 

14. Fulana Robou Pão 

15. Hoje É Domingo 

16. Lá no Pântano 

17. Lenga La Lenga 

18. Marcha Soldado 

19. Nana Banana 

20. O Sapo Não Lava o Pé 

21. Pai Fransisco 

22. Passa, Passa Gavião 

23. Peixe Vivo 

24. Pirulito 

25. Rebola Xuxu 

26. Samba Lê Lê 

27. Sapo Jururu 

28. Si Si Guerro 

29. Teresinha de Jesus 

30. Um, Dois, Feijão com Arroz 
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A ca-noa vi-rou; Quem dei-xou e-la vi-rar? 

Ah kah-noh-ah vee-roh kane day-shoh eh-lah vee-rahr? 

 a ka-noa vi-r u k   d j-ʃ u  -la vi-rar] 

The canoe flipped. Who let her flip? 

 

Foi por cau-sa da (Ma-ri-a) que não sou-be re-mar? 

Foy pohr kah-ooz-ah dah Mah-ree-ah Kee nuh-oo soh-bee heh-mar? 

  ki nãu s u-bi h -mar f j por kau-za da ma-ri-a] 

It was because of (Mary) who didn‘t know how to row. 

 

Se eu fos-se um pei-xi-nho e sou-bes-se na-dar 

See-eh-oo fohs-see-um pay-shee-nyoo eh soh-beh-see nah-dahr. 

 si  u fos:si    p j-ʃi-ɲu   s u-b s:si na-dar] 

If I was a little fish and I knew how to swim  
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Eu ti-rava a (Ma-ria) lá do fun-do do mar. 

Eh-oo chee-rah-vah ah Mah-ree-ah lah doo foon-doo doo mahr. 

  u tʃi-ra-va a ma-ri-a la du f n-du du mar] 

I would take Mary away from the bottom of the sea. 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: The Canoe Flipped 

Source: Arrith Barreto da Rocha and Loyde do Silva Lima; Vila Velha, Espírito Santo, 

Brazil; June 10, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Vila Velha, Espírito Santo; Southeast Brazil 

Genre: Singing game 

Formal Type: Strophic 

Game Formation: Clockwise moving circle, hands joined 

Game Type: Large motor movement, reinforce individual 

Action: Phrases one and two:  The singer that is named in place of ―Maria‖ 

turns to face the outside of the circle without releasing their hands by bringing 

one hand over their head and crossing their arms in front of them.  These two 

phrases are sung repeatedly until everyone is facing outward 

Phrases three and four: The action is reversed and each player turns to face the 

inside of the circle 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Two older adult females, native Brazilians 

Setting: Small room 

Tone Description: Informal, free and spirited, slightly pinched and nasal; some 

disagreement of exact pitch and rhythm among informants 

Societal Function: Entertainment; conformity to social norms; stability and continuity of 

culture 

Expressive Characteristics: mezzo forte throughout; steady tempo, slight accent on 

―canoa‖ 
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Rhythmic Features 

 
 

Melodic Features 

Tone Set: m f s l t d‘ r‘ 

Appropriate Keys: A-D 

Range: 1-7 (M7) 

Scale/Mode: Major diatonic   

Tonality: Major 

Motivic Cadences: 1-4-5-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 4-1 

Extractable Melodic Intervals, Motives and Patterns: 

l-r’ 

s-f-m* 

d’-t-l 

r’-d’-t-l-s-f-m (final) 

melodic sequence 

 

Formal Features 

Overall Form: ||:A Av:|| 

Rhythmic Form:   ||: a a‘ b a:|| 

||: A    Av:|| 
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Melodic Form: ||:a b c av:|| 

   ||:A   B:|| 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic and phrasic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 4 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, IV, V 

Progressions: V| I . . . |IV . . . |V . . . |V. I . 

 

Terminology/ Vocabulary: Anacrusis, whole/half steps, melodic sequence 

Subject: Boats, water, fish, sea 
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A-do-lê-ta,  le pe-ti pe-ti co-lá 

Ah-doh-leh-tah, leh peh-chee peh-chee koh-lah 

[a-do-l -ta l  p  tʃi p  tʃi ko-la] 

Adoleta le peti peti cola 

 

Nes-ca-fé com cho-co-lá, a-do-lê-ta 

Nehs-kah-feh kohn sho-koh-lah,  Ah-doh-leh-tah 

 n -ska-f  kõ  ʃo-ko-la a-do-l -ta] 

Nescafe with chocolate, adoleta 

 

Pu-xa o ra-bo do ta-tú, quem sa-i-u foi tu! 

Poo-shoo  hah-boo-doo tah-too, kane sah- yoo foy too! 

 pu-ʃu ha-bu du ta-tu k   sa-ju f j tu] 

Pull the tail of the armadillo, the one who is out is you! 
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Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: A-Do-Lê-Ta 

Source: Lucilene Silva; São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil; May 28, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: São Paulo, São Paulo; South central Brazil 

Genre: Choosing rhyme 

Formal Type: Single strophe with spoken text 

Game Formation: Sitting or standing circle, all palms are facing up, with right hands in 

the palm to the right and left hands on the bottom of the right hand to the left. 

Game Type: Small motor movement/ reinforce individual and choose next player 

Action: Part 1: On the beat, one player slaps the palm to the left with their right hand 

and the play continues clock-wise.  On the last word of the song, ―tu.‖  The player whose 

hand is slapped tries to pull his or her right hand away.  If the hand is slapped, that player 

is out.  If the player can move their hand away avoiding the slap, the previous player is 

out.   This continues until there are two players left.   

 

Part 2, for the remaining two players:  

The two final players face with hands formed in fists.  While chanting, one player taps his 

chin, his left fist, his partner‘s right fist, his partners left fist, and his chin again, until the 

last word, ―tu.‖ The body part that is selected on ―tu‖ is out.  This chin or fist is removed 

from the chant, and the player has a fist or chin remaining last wins the game. 

Style: With a strong pulse 

Terminology/Vocabulary: Beat, rhythm     

Subject: Drinks, food, animals (armadillo), choosing 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Adult female 

Setting: Small room 

Tone Description: Informal, playful and purposeful, lyrical 

Societal Function: Entertainment; conformity to social norms; stability and continuity of 

culture 

Expressive Characteristics: Mezzo forte throughout; steady tempo with an accelerando 

to the end, strong accent on last word 
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Rhythmic Features 

 
 

Formal Features 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic 

Motivic ms. per Unit: 2 

Rhythmic Form: a b b a b c 

Overall Form: A A‘B 
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Ai o-na, o-na ê Ai mi-ni, mi-ni má 

Ahee  oh-na, oh-na eh , ahee   mee-ee mee-nee mah 

[aj o-na o-na e aj mi-ni mi-ni ma] 

Ai ona, ona e, ai mini, mini ma 

 

Ma-car-rão com tu-ti-fá Tu-ti-fá iá iá 

Mah-kah-ruh-oo kohn too-chee-fah Too-chee-fah, yah, yah 

 ma-ka-hãu kõ  tu-tʃi-fa tu-tʃi-fa ja ja] 

Spaghetti with tutifa, tutifa, ia ia 

 

Pa-pa-gá, iá iá , u-ni se-pe, se-pe, se-pe 

Pah-pah-gah, yah, yah , o-nee, seh-pee, seh-pee, seh-pee 

[pa-pa-ga ja ja u-ni s -pi s -pi s -pi] 

Papaga, ia ia, uni sepe, sepe, sepe 
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U-ni so-pe, so-pe, so-pe ,u-ni su-pe, su-pe, su-pe. 

Oo-nee saw-pee, saw-pee, saw-pee ,oo-nee soo-pee, soo-pee, soo-pee 

[u-ni s -pi s -pi s -pi u-ni su-pi su-pi su-pi] 

Uni sope, sope, sope, uni supe, supe, supe 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Ai Ona, Ona Ê, (nonsense) 

Source: Lucilene Silva; São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil; May 28, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: São Paulo, São Paul; South central Brazil 

Genre: Clapping game 

Formal Type: Motivic with spoken text 

Game Formation: Scattered partners 

Game Type: Hand clapping and tapping 

Action:  ―ai o-na, ona e”:   Hands cross leisurely over and under. 

―ai mi-ni mi-ni ma” Players clap own hands on ―ai‖ and clap partners 

hands on ―mi.‖  The clapping pattern is repeated until the end of the 

phrase ―pa-pa-ga ia ia.”   

―Uni:” players clap own hands. ―Sepe, sepe, sepe:‖ Clap partners hands 

three times.   

―uni sope, sope, sope, uni supe supe supe” pattern repeats.   

 

Style: Freely and playfully 

Terminology/Vocabulary: High and low, s and m,       

Subject: Spaghetti, nonsense 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Adult female 

Setting: Small room 

Tone Description: Informal, playful and purposeful, lyrical with pulse 

Societal Function: Entertainment; conformity to social norms; stability and continuity of 

culture, communication 

Expressive Characteristics: Fast tempo with focus on play, mezzo-forte, accent on 

strong beat 
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Rhythmic Features 

  

 
 

Melodic Features 

Tone Set: m   s 

Appropriate Keys: C-F 

Range: 1-3 (m3) 

Scale/Mode: Authentic mi bitone (childhood chant)  

Tonality: m3 centered 

Motivic Cadences: 1-1-1-1-1-1-1, one spoken motivic cadence 

Phrasic Cadences: 

Extractable melodic intervals, motives and patterns: s-m-s-m 

 

Formal Features 

Rhythmic Form: a a a‘ b b c c c 

Melodic Form: a a a‘ av av (+ 1 spoken motive)       

Unit of analysis: motivic 

Motivic measures per unit: 2   
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A-le-crim, a-le-crim dou-ra-do que na-sceu no cam-po sem ser se-me-a-do  
Ah-leh-kreen, ah-leh-kreen doh-rah-doo kee nah-seh-ooh noh kahm-poo sayn sehr seh-

meh-ah-doo 

 a-le-kr   a-le-kr   d u-ra-du ki na-s u no kãm-pu s   s r s -m -a-du] 

Rosemary, golden rosemary that grew in the field without being sown  

 

Foi meu a-mor quem me di-sse as-sim que a flor do cam-po é o a-le-crim  

Foy meh-oo ah-mohr kane meh jee-say-ah-seen kee ah flohr doo kahm-poo eh oo ah-leh 

kreen. 

 f j m u a-m r k   m  d is:se as:s   ki a fl r du kãm-pu   u a-le-kr  ] 

It was my love who told me this: that the flower of the field is the rosemary 
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Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Rosemary of the Field 

Source: Marcos and Dora Monteiro; Fortaleza, Ceará, Brazil; May 19, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Fortaleza, Ceará; Northeast Brazil 

Genre: Children‘s song 

Formal Type: Single strophe 

Game Formation: Moving circle 

Action: Players move, with joined hands, and perform the following dance step 

sequence: 1) the right foot steps in front and across the left foot.  2) Hop to the left foot 

and kick the right foot behind the left lower leg. 3) Step with the right foot behind the left 

leg, 4) Bring the left leg down across the front of the right foot and come back to a 

standing position. 

Style: Romantic and gentle 

Terminology/ Vocabulary: Sequence, half step, major scale, , , fa, ti 

Other Teaching Topics: Rosemary, spices, pastoral imagery 

Subject: Flowers, love, spices 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Adult woman 

Setting: Informant‘s living room 

Tone Description: Spirited, head tone, in tune, slight ornamentation 

Societal Function: Aesthetic, communication, emotional expression, entertainment 

Expressive Characteristics: Flexible moderate tempo, dynamic range of medium soft to 

medium loud, gentle and distinct phrasing, emphasis on strong beats 
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Rhythmic Features 

 
 

Melodic Features 

Tone Set: d  r  m f   s  l  t 

Appropriate Keys: D-Eb  

Range: VI-5 (M7) 

Scale/Mode: Major diatonic    

Tonality: Major 

Phrasic Cadences: 4-3-4-3-5-3-5-3 

 

Extractable melodic intervals, motives and patterns: 

d-l 

m-r-m 

s-f-m*, (final) 
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f-m-f 

l-s-f 

t-l-s 

melodic sequence 

 

Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A   A   B    B 

Rhythmic Form: A   A    B    B 

Melodic Form: A    A    B    B 

Unit of Analysis: Phrasic 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 4, with a 2/4 measure at the beginning of the A section 

Sectional Phrases per Unit: 2 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, IV, V
7
 

Progressions:  V
7 

. | I . | V
7 

. | . . | I . :|| 

. | IV . | . . | I . | V
7 

.| I . :|| 
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A-ti-rei o páu no ga-tô-tô, mas o ga-tô-tô não mor-reu-reu-reu 

ah-chee-ray oh pow noh gah toh toh mah-zoo gah-toh toh nuhoo moh-hehoo hehoo 

hehoo. 

 a tʃi r j u pau nu ga-to to ma-zu ga-to to nãu mo-heu heu heu] 

I threw a stick at the cat, but the cat did not die. 

 

Do-na Chi-ca-ca ad-mi-rou-se-se do be-rro, do be-rro que o ga-to deu Mi-au ! 

Doh-nah shee-kah-kah jee-mee roh seh-seh doo beh-hoh, doo beh-hoh keeoo gah-toh 

dehoo  mee-ahoo! 

[do-na ʃi-ka ka d i-mi-r -se se du be-ho du be-ho ki u ga-tu deu mi–au] 

Mrs. Chica was amazed at the yell the cat gave. Meow! 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: I Threw a Stick at the Cat 

Source: João and Pedro Lopez; São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil; May 28, 2008 

 

Location and Geographic Region: São Paulo; South central Brazil 

Genre: Humorous song 

Formal Type: Single strophe 

Game Formation: Standing circle, hands joined 

Game Type: Marching and falling down 

Action: Players move, with joined hands, and perform the following dance step 

sequence: 1) the right foot steps in front and across the left foot.  2) Hop to the left foot 

and kick the right foot behind the left lower leg. 3) Step with the right foot behind the left 

leg, 4) Bring the left leg down across the front of the right foot and come back to a 

standing position. On the last word, ―Miau!,‖ (Meow) players fall to the ground and play 

dead. 
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Style: Playfully 

 

Terminology/Vocabulary: Sequence, fa and ti, repetition of motives  

Subject: Cats, pets, humor 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): 10 and 6 year old males 

Setting: Subject‘s dining room 

Tone Description: Soft, in-tune, sung at the lowest part of the range with an attempt at 

chest voice 

Societal Function: Entertainment, physical response, integrates society and culture 

Expressive Characteristics: Andante moderato, slight accent on repeated syllables 

 

 

Rhythmic Features 

 

 
 

Melodic Features 

Tone Set: d  r  m f  s  l  t 

Appropriate Keys: D-F 

Range: 1-7 (M7) 
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Scale/Mode: Major diatonic 

Tonality: Major 

Motivic Cadences: 5-4-3-6-5-5-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 5-3-5-1 

 

Extractable Melodic Intervals, Motives and Patterns: 

d-l 

s-f-m-r-d (final)  

s-f-m     

 m-f-s 

s-f-m-r-m-f-s* 

l-s-f 

t-l-s 

melodic sequence 

 

Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A B B C 

Rhythmic Form: a b b b  b b c d 

       A          B 

Melodic Form: a b b2 b3   b2 b c d 

        A         B 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic and phrasic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 4 

Sectional Phrases per Unit: 2 

(Each motive repeats the last note of the motive twice, i.e. s-f-m-m-m) 

 

Harmonic Features 

Content:  I, IV, V
7
 

Progressions: I . . .| I . . . |V
7 

. . . | I . . .| 

  IV . . .|I . . .|I . V
7 

.|I . . .||  
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Bor-bo-le-tin-ha tá na co-zin-ha fa-zen-do cho-co-la-te para a ma-drin-ha. 

Bohr-boh-leh-cheen-yah tah nah koh-zeen-yah fah-zehn-doh shoh-koh-lah-chee pah-rah 

mah-dree-Nyah 

[bor-bo-l -tʃi-ɲa ta na ko-zi-ɲa fa-z n-do ʃo-ko-la-tʃi pa-ra ma-dri-ɲa] 

Little butterfly is in the kitchen making chocolate for the neighbor 

 

Po-ti po-ti, per-na de pau ol-ho de vid-ro e na-riz de pi-ca pau pau pau! 

Poh -chee poh-chee.  Pehr-nah jee pahoo oh-lyoo jee vee-droo eee Nah reez jee pee-kah 

pahoo pahoo pah-oo! 

[po-tʃi po-tʃi p r-na d i pau  -ʎu d i vi-dro   na-riz d i pi-ka pau pau pau]  

Poti, poti; a wooden leg.  A glass eye and the nose of a wood pecker. 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Little Butterfly 

Source: Group of unidentified preschool children, Paroquia São João, Goiânia, Goiás, 

Brazil; June 27, 2009 

Location and Geographic Region: Goiânia, Goiás; Central Brazil 

Genre: Humorous action song               

Formal Type: Single strophe 

Game Formation: Scattered as desired 

Game Type: Dramatization 

Action:   1
st
 motive (Borboletinha…cozinha):  players flap their arms like a 

butterfly.   

2
nd

 motive (Fazendo…madrinha): players imitate mixing with one hand 

while holding a bowl with the other hand 

3
rd

 motive (pote, pote):  the players wiggle on the beat, and (perna de pau) 

point to a leg. 
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4
th

 motive (olho de vidro): players point to an eye, and (nariz de pica-pau) 

place one thumb on the nose and the other thumb touching the pinky of the 

other hand while wiggling the fingers. 

Subject: butterfly, kitchen, chocolate, leg, eye, woodpecker 

Style: Accent the cadence of each motive 

Terminology/Vocabulary: Motive, phrase, internal anacrusis, bi-tim-bi  

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Unidentified preschool children 

Setting: Schoolyard playground 

Tone Description: Young child voice, emphasis on rhythm and play 

Societal Function: Symbolic representation, aesthetic enjoyment, physical response, 

integration of society 

Expressive Characteristics: upbeat tempo,  dynamics, strong accent on downbeat 
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Rhythmic Features 

 
Melodic Features 

Tone Set: s,  l,  t, d 

Appropriate Keys: D-A 

Range: V-1; (P4) 

Scale/Mode: Plagal do tetrachord   

Tonality: Major 

Motivic Cadences: 1-VII-VII-1-1-VII-VII-1 

 

 

Extractable melodic intervals, motives and patterns: 

d-s,-d 

s-l,-s,-d 

s,-l,-t,-d 
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s,-l,-s,-t, 

 

Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A Av 

Rhythmic Form: a a‘ a‘‘ b 

       A     Av 

Melodic Form: a av av  avv 

    A    Av 

Unit of analysis: Motivic and phrasic 

Motivic measures per unit: 2 

Phrasic measures per unit: 4 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, V
7
 

Progressions: V
7
 .| I . |V

7
 .|V

7 
.|I .| 

  I . |V
7
 . |  V

7
 . |  I . || 
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Cai, cai ba-lão Cai, cai ba-lão,  

Kye, kye, bah-luhoo, kye, kye, bah luhoo 

[kaj kaj ba-lãu kaj kaj ba-lãu] 

Fall, fall balloon, fall, fall balloon, 

 

Aqui na min-ha mão. 

Ah-kee nah meeng-ya muhoo. 

[a-ki na mi-ɲa mãu] 

Here in my hand. 

 

Não cai, não, não cai, não, não cai, não; 

Nuhoo kye nuhoo, nuhoo kye nuhoo, nuh-oo kye nuhoo 

[nãu kaj nãu] [nãu kaj nãu] [nãu kaj nãu] 

No, don‘t fall; no, don‘t fall; no, don‘t fall 

 

Cai na ru-a do sa-bão. 

Kye nah hoo-ah doo sah buhoo.  

[kaj na hu-a sa-bãu]  

Fall on Soap Street. 
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Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Fall, Fall, Balloon 

Source: Pedro Lopez; São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil; May 28, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: São Paulo, São Paulo, South Central Brazil 

Genre: Holiday Song (Festa Junina) 

Formal Type: Single strophe          

Game Formation: Simple ciranda; dancing circle 

Game Type: Stepping, dancing; reinforce group feeling 

Action: Players move, with joined hands, and perform the following dance step 

sequence: 1) the right foot steps in front and across the left foot.  2) Hop to the left foot 

and kick the right foot behind the left lower leg. 3) Step with the right foot behind the left 

leg, 4) Bring the left leg down across the front of the right foot and come back to a 

standing position. 

Style: With a strong beat. 

Other teaching topics: Festa Junina festivities 

Subject: Flying, balloons, festivals 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): 6 year old male 

Setting: Informant‘s dining room 

Tone Description: Lower part of range, almost spoken, tentative and slightly shy 

Societal Function: Conformity to social norms, validating social rituals, integrates 

society 

Expressive Characteristics: Andante tempo, mp dynamic level, clearly phrased 
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Rhythmic Features 

 
Melodic Features 

Tone Set: d  r  m f  s  l 

Appropriate Keys: D-F  

Range: 1-6 (M6) 

Scale/Mode: Authentic do hexachord    

Tonality: Major 

Motivic Cadences: 3-3-6-2-4-4-5-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 3-2-4-1 

 

 

Extractable melodic intervals, motives and patterns: 

s-f-m-r-d (final) 

s-f-m* 

l-s-f-m-r 
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r-m-f 

 melodic sequence 

Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A  B 

Rhythmic Form: a b c b‘ 

       A   B 

Melodic Form: a b c bv 

    A   B 

Unit of analysis: Motivic and phrasic 

Motivic measures per unit: 2 

Phrasic measures per unit: 4 

Sectional phrases per unit: 2 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, V
7
 

Progressions: I .| I . | I .| V
7 

.| 

  V
7 

.| . . | . .| I . ||  
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Cho-co milk-(ee) de (pri-mei-ra) 

Shoh-koh mih-oo-kee Jee (pree-may-rah) 

 ʃo-ko miuw-ki d i pri-m j-ra] 

Chocolate milk of the first  

 

Qua-li-da-de pé no chão! 

Kwah-lee-dah-jee peh noo shuh-oo 

[kwa-li-da-d i p  nu ʃãu] 

Quality foot on the floor! 

 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Chocolate Milk 

Source: Group of school children, Colegio Americano Batista, Vila Velha, Espírito 

Santo, Brazil; June 12, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Vila Velha, Espírito Santo, Southeast Brazil 

Genre: Playground rhyme                          

Formal Type: Single strophe with spoken text 

Game Formation: Standing circle, all palms facing up, right hands in the palm to the 

right and left hands on the bottom of the right hand to the left. 

Game Type: Competitive elimination game 

Action:  Objective:  A players is ―out‖ if their foot is stepped on, and the last player left 

in the game wins. 
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 Part 1: A player slaps the palm of the player to their left with their right hand on 

the beat and the play continues clockwise until the last word of the song (chão.)  The 

player who is slapped tries to pull away.  If their hand is slapped, they are ―it.‖ If they can 

move their hand away before it is slapped, the previous player is ―it.‖   

 

Part 2: ―It‖ tries to remove another player by stepping on their foot in one step at 

the end of the first verse (primeira).  

 

Additional verses: Parts one and two are repeated for the ―segunda‖ (second) 

verse, and ―it‖can step twice and potentially remove two players.  Play continues for the 

words ―terceira,‖ (third)-three steps,   ―quarta,‖ (fourth)-four steps ―quinta,‖ (fifth) 

―sexta,‖ (sixth) ―sétima,‖ (seventh) ―oitáva,‖ (eighth) and ―nona‖ (ninth).   If a player 

tries to step on a foot and is unsuccessful, he or she is out.   

 

  Optional play: All players may take one step (on verse one) and remove other 

players, but they are ―out‖ if the other player moves his or her foot before it is stepped on.  

Only ―it‖ remains in the game if he/she misses a foot and step on the ground. 

 

Style: With a strong pulse. 

Terminology/Vocabulary: Beat/ rhythm 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Group of unidentified middle and upper elementary school children 

Setting: School playground 

Tone Description: Loudly chanted with attention to the game 

Societal Function: Entertainment, conformity to social norms, physical response, 

contributes to the stability of culture 

Expressive Characteristics: Tempo fluctuates based on the game and each syllable is 

accented with a crescendo as the piece nears the end 
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Rhythmic Features 

 
Formal Features 

Overall Form: A Av 

Rhythmic Form:  

 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 4 

Sectional Phrases per Unit: 2 
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1. Es-ta-va sen-ta-da bor-dan-do pa-no vel-ho, 

Ehs-tah-vah sehn-tah-dah bohr-dah-doh puh-noh vehl-yoo 

  s-ta-va s n-ta-da bor-dã-du pa-nu ve-ʎu] 

I was seated embroidering an old cloth, 

 

A mal-di-ta des-ta pul-ga já mor-deu meu co-to-ve-lo. 

Ah mahw-jee-tah dehs-tah Pooh-gah zha mohr-deh-oo meh-oo koh-too-veh-loo. 

[a mau-d i-ta de-sta pu-ga  a mor-d u m u ko-tu-ve-lu] 

When this cursed flea bit my elbow.  

 

Refrain: 

Cuá cuá cuá, cuí cuí cuí, co-mo é bom es-tar a-qui!  

Koo-ah koo-ah koo-ah, koo-ee, koo-ee koo-ee, 

[kwa kwa kwa kwi kwi kwi kwi] 

Ha ha ha, Hee hee hee, oh how good it is to be here! 

 

Cuá cuá cuá, cuí cuí cuí, Co-mo é bom es-tar a-qui! 

Koo-ah koo-ah koo-ah, koo-ee koo-ee koo-ee, koh-moh eh bone ehs-tahr ah-kee! 

[ko-m  bõ   s-tar a-ki kwa kwa kwa kwi kwi kwi kwi] 
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Ha ha ha, Hee hee hee, oh how good it is to be here! 

2.  Es-ta-va sen-ta-da jun-to do cha-fa-riz 

Ehs-tah-vah sehn-tah-dah zhoon-too doo shah-fah-rees 

[ s-ta-va s n-ta-da   n-tu du ʃa-fa-ris] 

I was seated next to a garden fountain 

 

A mal-di-ta des-ta pul-ga já mor-deu o meu na-ríz 

Ah mahw-jee-tah deh-sta pooh-gah zhah mohr-deh-oo oo meh-oo nah-rees 

 [a mau-d i-ta de-sta pu-ga  a mor-d u u m u na-ris] 

When this cursed flea bit my nose. 

 

Refrain 

 

3.  Es-ta-va sen-ta-da to-man-do um bom ca-fé 

Ehs-tah-vah sehn-tah-dah toh-mahn-doh oon bone kah-feh 

[ s-ta-va s n-ta-da to-mãn-d   bõ  ka-f ] 

I was seated drinking a good cup of coffee 

 

A mal-di-ta des-ta pul-ga já mor-deu o meu pé 

Ah mahw-jee-tah dehs-tah poow-gah zha mohr-deh-oo oo meh-oo peh 

[a mau-d i-ta de-sta pu-ga  a mor-d u u m u p ] 

When this cursed flea bit my foot. 
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Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Ha, Ha, Ha, Hee, Hee, Hee 

Source: Andrade, M. Collector. ―Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí,‖ from a field recording at 

Fazendo São José, Santa Luzia, Patos, Paraíba, Brazil on April 7, 1938.  On 2006: Mário 

De Andrade: Missão de Pesquisas Folcórico: CD:2. São Paulo, Brazil: Centro Cultural 

São Paulo, Secretaria Municpal De Cultura, and the C=Prefeitura da Cidade de São 

Paulo. www.sescsp.org.br 

Location and Geographic Region: Santa Luzia, Patos, Paraíba, Northeast Brazil 

Genre: Ciranda 

Formal Type: Verse-chorus 

Game Formation: Single moving circle 

Game Type: Ciranda (dancing circle) 

Action: Players move, with joined hands, and perform the following dance step 

sequence: 1) the right foot steps in front and across the left foot.  2) Hop to the left foot 

and kick the right foot behind the left lower leg. 3) Step with the right foot behind the left 

leg, 4) Bring the left leg down across the front of the right foot and come back to a 

standing position.  During the refrain, players release hands and clap on the beat while 

continuing to walk.  Players walk slowly during the verse and quickly during the refrain. 

Style: Freely and entertaining 

Terminology/ Vocabulary: Fast/ slow, octave 

Subject: Humor, fleas 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Unidentified children 

Setting: Presumably outside in a yard as pictured in the cd jacket 

Tone Description: Unaffected, straight-tone, group singing, throaty, nasal, slightly tense 

Societal Function: Entertainment, conformity to social norms, contributes to the stability 

of culture  

Expressive Characteristics: Walking tempo at beginning and much faster at refrain, 

forte dynamic level, joyful singing 
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Rhythmic Features 

 

 
Melodic Features 

Tone Set: m f  s  l  t d’ r‘ m‘ 

Appropriate Keys: Bb-C 

Range: III-3 (P8) 

Scale/Mode: Major diatonic   

Tonality: Major 

Motivic Cadences: III-V-VII-III-3-1-3-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 5-3-1-1 

Extractable Melodic Intervals, Motives and Patterns: 

s-d-l-d’-’l-s 

                        s-d’ 

                        l-d’ 

                       d’-l 
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            s-r’ 

            s-f-m 

                       m-s-f-m* 

m-f-s-m’ 

d’-t-r’-d’ (final) 

r’-d’-t 

t-l-s 

 

Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A B C C 

 

Rhythmic Form:  

 

Melodic Form:  

 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic and phrasic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 2 

Sectional Phrases per Unit: 2 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, V
7
 

Progressions: I .| I .| I .| I . | V
7

 . |  V
7

 . |  V
7

 . |  I . | 

                 I . |I . | I V
7
| I . | I . | I . | I V

7
|  I . || 
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Dom Dom bei-be, Dom Dom Dom shake*  

Dohn dohn bay-bee Dohn  dohn dohn shake 

 dõ  dõ  b j-bi dõ  dõ  dõ  ʃek] 

 

Mi-ni mi-ni e-xo, Mi-ni mi-ni shake 

Mee-nee mee-nee ih- shoo Mee-nee mee nee shake 

[mi-ni mi-ni i-ʃu mi-ni mi-ni ʃek] 

 

Ba-de ba-de lo-go, ba-de ba-de shake  

Bah-dee bah-dee loh-goo, bah-dee bah-dee shake 

[ba-d i  ba-d i lo-gu ba-d i  ba-d i ʃek] 

 

E-cua-dor shake! 

Eh-kwah-dohr shake! 

  -kwa-dor ʃek] 

*No Translation needed- nonsense words 
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Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Dom, Dom, Beibe 

Source: Lucilene Silva; São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil; May 28, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: São Paulo, São Paulo; Southeast Brazil 

Genre: Clapping game song 

Formal Type: Single strophe with spoken text 

Game Formation: Partners scattered 

 

Game Type: Clapping, choosing 

Action:  Part one: 

1)  “dom, dom:” Clap partners hands with one palm up and one palm 

down twice.  

2)  “bei-be:” clap partner‘s hands with palms facing twice.  

3)  “dom, dom,”  clap own hands twice.   

4)  “Shake:”  Both thumbs are pointed over the shoulder. 

 

Repeat the sequence over and over until the word ―Equador.‖  observe the 

following sequence:  

 

1) “E:‖  partners clap hands, one palm up and one palm down once.  

2) “qua:” partners clap both palms facing each other once.  

3) ―dor:”  clap own hands once   

4) ―Shake:” partners form fists facing in front of body. Then proceed to 

part two. 

 

Part Two: 

While singing, one partner taps their right hand on the beat: their chin, left fist, 

their partner‘s right fist, their partners left fist, and their own chin again until 

―shake.‖  The body part that is selected on ―shake‖ is out.  As each part is selected 

on ―shake,‖ it is removed from the chanting cycle.  The player who has a body 

part left wins. 

 

Subject: nonsense syllables  

Terminology/ Vocabulary: Tie, syn-co-pa, tied notes, low l, and s, internal anacrusis. 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Adult female, music teacher 

Setting: Informant‘s living room 

Tone Description: Open, straight tone, lyrical, slightly ornamented 

Societal Function: Entertainment, physical response, integrates society 

Expressive Characteristics: Steady, constant tempo; dynamics dependent on 

surroundings; accented on beat 
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Rhythmic Features 

 
Melodic Features 

Tone Set: s, l,   d    m 

Appropriate Keys: G-D  

Range: III-1 (M6) 

Scale/Mode: Extended mi tetratonic 

Tonality: P4 centered 

Motivic Cadences: V-3-V-3-V-3 

Phrasic Cadences: 

Extractable Melodic Intervals, Motives and Patterns: 

d-m (final) 

d-l,s, * 

 

Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A A‘ A‘ b 

Rhythmic Form:  

 

Melodic Form:  

 

Unit of analysis: Motivic 

Motivic measures per unit: 2 

 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I 
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1.  Eu per-di o (“dó”) da mi-nha vi-o-la 

Ehoo pehr-jee  oo (daw) dah mee-nyah vee-aw-lah. 

  u p r-d i u d  da mi-ɲa vi- -la] 

I lost the (―do‖) from my guitar 

 

Da mi-nha vi-o-la, eu per-di o (“dó”) 

Dah mee-nyah vee-aw-lah, ehoo pehr-jee oo (daw) 

[da mi-ɲa vi- -la  u p r-d i u d ] 

From my guitar, I lost the (―do‖) 
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(Dor-mir) é mui-to bom, é mui-to bom,  

Dohr meer eh mooee too bohn eh mooee too bohn 

 d r-mir   mwi-tu bõ    mwi-tu bõ ] 

(Sleeping) is very good, is very good  

 

(Dor-mir) é mui-to bom, é mui-to bom.  

Dohr-meer eh mooee too bohn eh mooee too bohn 

 d r-mir   mwi-tu bõ     mwi-tu bõ ] 

(Sleeping) is very good, is very good  

 

É bom, ca-ma-ra-da,  é bom, ca-ma-ra-da, é bom, é bom, é bom, 

Eh bohn kah-mah-rah-deh, eh bohn kah-mah-rah-deh, eh bohn, eh bohn, eh bohn 

   bõ  ka-ma-rad (d)  bõ  ka-ma-rad (d)  bõ    bõ    bõ ] 

It‘s good, man, it‘s good man, it‘s good, it‘s good, it‘s good, 

 

É bom, ca-ma-ra-da,  é bom, ca-ma-ra-da, é bom, é bom, é bom. 

 Eh bohn kah-mah-rah-deh, eh bohn kah-mah-rah-deh, eh bohn, eh bohn, eh bohn 

   bõ  ka-ma-rad (d)  bõ  ka-ma-rad (d)  bõ    bõ    bõ ] 

It‘s good, man, it‘s good man, it‘s good, it‘s good, it‘s good. 

 

2.  Eu per-di o (“ré”) . . . . 

Ehoo pehr-jee oo “heh”. . . .  

  u p r-d i u h ]. . . .  

I lost the (―re‖) . . . . .  

. . . .  (Re-mar) é mui-to bom, é mui-to bom . . . . . .  

. . . . Heh-mahr  eh mooee too bohn eh mooee too bohn 

. . . .  h -mar   mwi-tu bõ    mwi-tu bõ ] 

. . . . Rowing is very good, is very good . . . .  

 

3.  Eu per-di o (“mi”). . . .   
Ehoo pehr-jee oo “mee”. . . .   

  u p r-d i u mi]. . . .  

I lost the (―mi‖). . . . .   

 

. . . . Min-gau  é mui-to bom, é mui-to bom . . . . .  

. . . . Meen-gah-oo eh moo-ee-toh bohn, eh moo-ee-toh bohn 

. . . .  m  -gau   mwi-tu bõ     mwi-tu bõ ] 

. . . . Porridge is very good. . . . .  

 

4.  Eu per-di o (“fá”) . . . . .  
Ehoo pehr-jee oo “fah”  

  u p r-d i u fa] 

I lost the (―fa‖). . . . 
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. . . . Fa-mí-lia é mui-to bom, é mui-to bom  

. . . . Fah-mee-lyah eh moo-ee-toh bohn, eh moo-too bohn 

. . . . [fa-mi-ʎa   mwi-tu bõ     mwi-tu bõ ] 

. . . . Family is very good . . . . 

  

5.  Eu per-di o (“so”). . . .  

Ehoo pehr-jee oo “soh” . . . . 

  u p r-d i u s ] 

I lost the (―so‖) . . . . .  

 

. . . . Son-har  é mui-to bom,  é mui-to bom . . . .   

. . . . Sohn-yahr eh moo-ee-toh bohn, eh moo-ee-toh bohn 

. . . .  s -ɲar   mwi-tu bõ     mwi-tu bõ ] 

. . . . Dreaming is very good . . . . .  

 

6.  Eu per-di o (“la”). . . .   

Ehoo pehr-jee oo “lah”. . . .   

  u p r-d i u la]. . . .   

I lost the (―la‖). . . . 

 

. . . La-var  é mui-to bom ,  é mui-to bom . . .   

. . . Lah-vahr eh moo-ee-toh bohn, eh moo-ee-toh bohn 

. . . [la-var   mwi-tu bõ     mwi-tu bõ ] 

. . . Washing is very good. . . . .  

 

7.  Eu per-di o “si”. . . .   

Ehoo pehr-jee oo “see”. . . .   

  u p r-d i u si] . . . .  

I lost the ―ti‖. . . .  

  

. . . . Si-len-cio  é mui-to bom ,  é mui-to bom  

. . . . See-lihn-see-oh eh moo-ee-toh bohn, eh moo-ee-toh bohn 

. . . .  si-l n-sjw  mwi-tu bõ     mwi-tu bõ ] 

. . . . Silence is very good 
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Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: I Lost the do 

Source: Marcos and Dora Monteiro; Fortaleza, Ceará, Brazil; May 19, 2008   

Location and Geographic Region: Fortaleza, Ceará; Northeast Brazil 

Genre: Nonsense song 

Formal Type: Strophic 

Terminology/ Vocabulary: Sequence, fa, solfa, half note, ti-ti-ka (or rhythm syllable). 

Subject: guitar, solfa 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Adult male and female, native Brazilians 

Setting: Informant‘s living room 

Tone Description: Informal, free, in-tune, unornamented, open, unaffected, slightly 

throaty, straight-tone, slightly tense, some disagreement about melody 

Societal Function: Entertainment, physical response, integrating society, contributes to 

the stability of culture 

Expressive Characteristics: Steady, constant tempo; slight accent on solfa names, 

mezzo forte dynamic level 

 

Rhythmic Features 
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Melodic Features 

Tone Set: s, d   r  m  f  s  l 

Appropriate Keys: F-G 

Range: V-6 (M9) 

Scale/Mode: Plagal do hexachord   

Tonality: Major 

Motivic Cadences: 3-V-5-3-3-4-2-3-3-2-4-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 3-3-4-3-2-1 

Extractable melodic intervals, motives and patterns: 

s-m 

 d-r-m* 

m-d-s’  

s-f-m 

            s-f-m-r-d (final) 

            s-f-m-r-m 

 m-f-s 

f-r 
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l-s-f-m-r 

s-f-m-r-m  

l-s-f-m-f 

melodic sequence 

 

Formal Features 

Overall Form: A A
3

 v B B2 C C2 

Rhythmic Form: A Av B B C C 

Melodic Form: A A
3

 v B B2 C C2 

Unit of Analysis: Phrasic 

Sectional Phrases per Unit: 6 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 2 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, V7 

Progressions: I. . . |I . . .|  I . . . |I . . .| 

  I . . .|V
7 

. . .| V
7 

. . .|I . . .| 

   I . . .|V
7 

. . .| V
7 

. . .|I . . .|| 
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Rica: 

Hee-kah: 

[hi-ka] 

Rich: 

Eu sou ri-ca, ri-ca, ri-ca de ma-ré, ma-ré, ma-ré, 

Eh-oo soh hee-kah, hee-kah, hee-kah, jee mah-heh, mah-heh, mah-heh 

  u s u hi-ka hi-ka hi-ka d i ma-h  ma-h  ma-h ] 

I am rich, rich, rich, of the tide, tide, tide 

 

Eu sou ri-ca, ri-ca, ri-ca de ma-ré, su-bi. 

Eh-oo soh hee-kah, hee-kah, hee-kah, jee mah-heh, soo-bee 

  u s u hi-ka hi-ka hi-ka d i ma-h  su-bi] 

I am rich, rich, rich, of the tide, I rose. 
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Pobre: 

Poh-bree: 

[po-bri] 

Poor: 

Eu sou pob-re, pob-re, pob-re de  ma-ré, ma-ré, ma-ré 

Eh-oo soh paw-bree, paw-bree, paw-bree jee mah-heh,  mah-heh, mah-heh 

  u s u p -bri p -bri p -bri d i ma-h  ma-h  ma-h ] 

I am poor, poor, poor, of the tide, tide, tide 

 

Eu sou pob-re, pob-re, pob-re de  ma-ré, des-ci. 

Eh-oo soh paw-bree, paw-bree, paw-bree jee mah-heh deh-see. 

  u s u p -bri p -bri p -bri d i ma-h  d  -si] 

I am poor, poor, poor, of the tide, I fell. 

 

Rica: 

Que-ro u-ma de vos-sas fil-has, de ma-ré, ma-ré, ma-ré 

Keh-roo oo-mah jee voh-sahs fee-lyas, jee mah-heh,  mah-heh, mah-heh 

 k -ru u-ma d i v s fi-ʎas d i ma-h  ma-h  ma-h ] 

I want one of your daughters, of the tide, tide, tide 

 

Que-ro u-ma de vos-sas fil-has, de ma-ré, su-bi. 

Keh-roo oo-mah jee voh-sahs fil-yas, jee mah-heh, soo-bee 

 k -ru u-ma d i v s fi-ʎas d i ma-h  su-bi] 

I want one of your daughters, of the tide, I rose. 

 

Pobre: 

Qual de-las que vo-cê quer,  De  ma-ré, ma-ré, ma-ré 

Kwahl deh-laz kee voh-seh kehr, jee mah-heh,  mah-heh, mah-heh 

 kwal de las ki v -se k r d i ma-h  ma-h  ma-h ] 

Which one do you want, of the tide, tide, tide? 

 

Qual de-las que vo-cê quer, de  ma-ré, de-sci. 

Kwah-oo deh-las kee voh-seh kehr, jee mah-heh, deh-see 

 kwal de las ki v -se k r d i ma-h  d  -si] 

Which one do you want, of the tide?  I fell. 

 

Rica: 

Que-ro a _______, de  ma-ré, ma-ré, ma-ré, 

Keh-roo ah _________   jee mah-heh,  mah-heh, mah-heh 

 k -ru a _______d i ma-h  ma-h  ma-h ] 

I want (________), of the tide, tide, tide. 
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Que-ro a (_________,)  de ma-ré, su-bi. 

Keh-roh ah jee mah-heh, soo-bee. 

 k -ru a fu-la-na-zi-ɲa d i ma-h  su-bi] 

I want (_________), of the tide, I rose. 

 

Pobre: 

Que o-fí-cio da-reis a e-la, de ma-ré, ma-ré, ma-ré, 

Kee oh-fee-see-oh dah-rayss ah-eh-lah jee mah-heh,  mah-heh, mah-heh 

 ki  -fi-sju da-r jz a e-la d i ma-h  ma-h  ma-h ] 

What job will you give her, of the tide, tide, tide? 

 

Que o-fí-cio da-reis a ela, de  ma-ré, des-ci. 

Kee oh-fee-see-oh dah-rayss ah-eh-lahs jee mah-heh, deh-see. 

 ki  -fi-sju da-r jz a e-la d i ma-h  d  -si] 

What job will you give her, of the tide? I fell. 

 

Rica: 

Dou  o-fí-cio de (pas-sa-dei-ra,) de ma-ré, ma-ré, ma-ré 

Doh oh-fee-cee-oh jee pah-sah-day-rah, jee mah-heh,  mah-heh, mah-heh 

 d u o-fi-sju d i pas:sa-d j-ra d i ma-h  ma-h  ma-h ] 

I give her the job of ironing the clothes, of the tide, tide, tide 

 

Dou o-fí-cio de (pas-sa-dei-ra,) de ma-ré, su-bi. 

Doh oh-fee-cee-oh jee pah-sah-day-rah jee mah-heh, soo-bee. 

 d u o-fi-sju d i pas:sa-d j-ra d i ma-h  su-bi] 

I give her the job of ironing the clothes, of the tide, I rose. 

 

Pobre: 

Es-te  o-fí-cio  nao me a-gra-da, de ma-ré, ma-ré, ma-ré 

Ehs-chee oh-fee-see-oh nuh-oo meh ah-grah-dah Jee mah-heh,  mah-heh, mah-heh 

  s-ʧ o-fi-sju nãu mi a-gra-da d i ma-h  ma-h  ma-h ] 

This job does not please me, of the tide, tide, tide. 

 

Es-te  o-fí-cio nao me a-gra-da, de  ma-ré, des-ci. 

Ehs-chee oh-fee-see-oh nuh-oo meh ah-grah-dah jee mah-heh, deh-see. 

  s-ʧ o-fi-sju nãu mi a-gra-da d i ma-h  d  -si] 

This job does not please me, of the tide, I fell. 

 

Rica: 

Dou  o-fí-cio de (ad-vo-ga-da,)  de ma-ré, ma-ré, ma-ré 

Doh oh-fee-see-oh jah-jee-voh-gah-dah, jee mah-heh, mah-heh, mah-heh 

 d u o-fi-sju d a-d i-vo-ga-da d i ma-h  ma-h  ma-h ] 

I give her the job of lawyer, of the tide, tide, tide 

 

Dou  o-fí-cio de (ad-vo-ga-da,)  de ma-ré, su-bi. 
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Doh oh-fee-see-oh jee ah-jee-voh-gah-dah, 

 d u o-fi-sju d a-d i-vo-ga-da] 

I give her the job of lawyer, of the tide, I rose. 

 

Pobre: 

Es-te  o-fí-cio  me a-gra-da, de ma-ré, ma-ré, ma-ré 

Ehs-choh-fee-see-oh mee ah-grah-dah Jee mah-heh, mah-heh, mah-heh 

  s-ʧo-fi-sju mi a-gra-da]  d i ma-h  ma-h  ma-h ] 

This job pleases me; of the tide, tide, tide, 

 

Es-te  o-fí-cio  me a-gra-da,  De  ma-ré, des-ci. 

Ehs-chee oh-fee-see-oh mee ah-grah-dah jee mah-heh, deh-see. 

  s-ʧo-fi-sju mi a-gra-da d i ma-h  d  -si] 

This job pleases me; of the tide, I fell. 

 

Todos: 

Toh-dohs: 

[to-dus] 

All: 

 

Vão fa-zer a fes-ta Jun-ha, de ma-ré, ma-ré, ma-ré 

Vuh-oo fah-zehr ah fehs-tah zhoon-ya Jee mah-heh,  mah-heh, mah-heh 

[vãu fa-zer a fe-sta  un-ja d i ma-h  ma-h  ma-h ] 

They‘ll have the June festival, of the tide, tide, tide 

 

Vão fa-zer a fes-ta Jun-ha,  de  ma-ré, des-ci. 

Vuh-oo fah-zehr ah fehs-tah zhoon-ya jee mah-heh, deh-see. 

[vãu fa-zer a fe-sta  un-ja d i ma-h  d  -si] 

They‘ll have the June festival, of the tide, I fell. 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: I Am Rich, Rich, Rich 

Source: Group of unidentified children, Igreja Batista Maysa, Trindade, Goiás, Brazil; 

June 29, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Trindade, Goiás; Central Brazil 

Genre: Singing game 

Formal Type: Dialogue 

Game Formation: Facing longways sets with joined hands, one ―rich‖ line and one 

―poor‖ line, with one ―rich‖ line leader and one ―poor‖ line leader.  These leaders begin 

singing and marching and choose which player will be traded to the other line. 

Game Type: Decision making; choosing next to follow 
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Action:  Rich: “Eu sou ri-ca, ri-ca, ri-ca:‖ (I am rich, rich, rich . . . :) the line sings and 

marches forward eight beats. ―De ma-ré, ma-ré, ma-ré. . . :” (of the tide I rose)  rich line 

marches back for eight beats.   

 

 Poor:  ―Eu sou pobre, pobre, pobre. . . ‖ (I am poor, poor, poor. . . :) the line 

sings and marches forward eight beats.  ―De ma-ré, ma-ré, ma-ré. . .:” the line marches 

back eight beats. 

 

Rich:“Quero uma de vossas filhas. . .” (I want one of your daughters. . . ) the  

line sings this verse while marching forward and backward.  

 

Poor:―Qual delas que você quer  . . .” (Which one do you want. . .)  the  line 

sings this verse while marching forward and backward. 

 

Rich: “Que-ro a _______, de  ma-ré, ma-ré, ma-ré,. . .” (I want _____, of the 

tide, tide, tide)  The line sings this while marching and names a player to join their line. 

 

Poor:“Que o-fí-cio da-reis a e-la . . .” (what job will you give her) the line 

marches backward and forward while singing as before. 

 

Rich: “Dou  o-fí-cio de pas-sa-dei-ra,”(I give her the job of ironing clothes) the 

leader sing the name of a job (e.g. lavadeira (woman who irons clothes,)  passadeira ( 

laundress,) advogada (lawyer,) costureiras (seamstress,) sapateiros (shoe shiner,) 

carpenteiros (carpenter). 

 

 Poor: ―Este oficio me agrada…/Este oficio nao me agrada. . . ‖  if the ―poor‖ 

leader likes the job, he or she sings and sends one player over to the ―rich‖ line.  If the 

―poor‖ leader dislikes the job, he or she sings: ―Este oficio nao me agrada…‖ and the 

―rich‖ leader has to offer a new occupation and gets a new player.  After each player 

except for the ―poor‖ line leader is transferred to the ―rich‖ line, both lines combine and 

join hands to form a circle that spins clockwise and sings. 

 

All: ―Vao fa-zer a fes-ta jun-ha…‖ This circle celebrates the end of the game.  

The game can be repeated by selecting new leaders. 

 

Style: Practice song at different tempi to determine appropriate tempo.  

Terminology/ Vocabulary: Triad, high/low, anacrusis, step/skip 

Subject: Rich/ poor, jobs 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Sunday morning class of children and workers 

Setting: church outdoor courtyard 

Tone Description: Informal, heavy, strong group singing 

Societal Function: Integration of society, entertainment, physical response, contributes 

to the stability of culture 
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Expressive Characteristics: Forte singing, steady andante tempo, accent on march steps 

 

Rhythmic Features 

 
Melodic Features 

Tone Set: d  r  m f  s l 

Appropriate Keys: D-F 

Range: 1-6 (M6) 

Scale/Mode: Authentic do hexachord   

Tonality: Major 

Motivic Cadences: 5-3-5-1-5-3-5-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 3-1-3-1 

Extractable Melodic Intervals, Motives and Patterns: 

d-m-s* 

 r-s-d (final) 

 r-m-f-r-m 

 

Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A Av 

 

Rhythmic Form:  

 

Melodic Form:  
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Unit of Analysis: Motivic and phrasic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 4 

Sectional Phrases per Unit: 8 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, V
7
 

Progressions: I .| I .| V
7 

. | I .| 

  I . | I .|V
7 

.| I . || 
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1.  Fui a (Chi-na-na,) pra ver que era (Chi-na-na)  

Foo-ee ah shee-nah nah prah vehr kee eh-rah shee-nah nah 

 fuj a ʃi-na-na pra v r ki e-ra  ʃi na na] 

I went to China, to see what was China. 

 

To-dos e-ram (Chi-na-na,) chi-que chi-que (Chi-na-na.) 

Toh-doos eh rah-oo shee-nah-nah shee-kee, shee-kee, shee-nah-nah! 

[to-dus e-rã  ʃi-na-na ʃi-ki ʃi-ki ʃi-na-na] 

Everyone was China, fancy, fancy China! 

 

2.  Fui a (Haus). . .  

Foo-ee ah Hah-oos 

[fui a haus]. . .  

I went to house. . . 

 

3.  Fui a (Clips). . .  

Foo-ee ah Kleeps 

[fui a klips]. . . . 

I went to clips. . .  

 

4.  Fui a (Cha-cha-cha). . . . 

Foo-ah ah Chah-chah-chah, 

 fui a ʧa-ʧa-ʧa]. . . .  

I went to cha-cha-cha. . . . 
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5.  Fui a Chi-na-na, pra ver que era Haus 

Foo-ee ah shee-nah nah prah vehr kee eh-rah Hah-ooz  

 fui a ʃi-na-na pra v r ki e-ra haus] 

I went to China to see what was House, 

 

To-dos e-ram Clips,  chi-que chi-que Cha-cha-cha 

Toh-doos eh rah-oo Kleeps, shee-kee, shee-kee chah-chah-chah 

[to-dus e-rã  klips ʃi-ki ʃi-ki ʧa-ʧa-ʧa ]  

Everyone was clips, fancy, fancy Cha-cha-cha 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: I Went to China 

Source: Carla Santos; Vila Velha, Espírito Santo, Brazil; June 12, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Vila Velha, Espírito Santo; Southeast Brazil 

Genre: Playground clapping and action song 

Formal Type: Single strophe 

Game Formation: Facing partners, scattered 

Game Type: Hand clapping 

Action:  First Verse:   

1) ―Fui: ― partners clap once, one palm up and one palm down,  

2) “a,” partners clap once both palms facing each other.   

3) “Chi-na-na:”  Partners pull the corners of their eyes while singing  

4) ―Chi-que, chi-que;” partners roll arms and then pull corners of their eyes on 

the last ―Chi-na-na.‖ 

 

Second Verse: Substitute step three from the first verse with:  partners place the 

right hand on the left elbow  (left arm is up forming an L shape) while singing 

―Haus.”  On the words ―Chique, chique,” partners roll arms and then place the 

right hand on the left elbow while singing the last ―Haus.” 

 

Third Verse: Substitute step three with:   partners cross arms in front of body 

forming an X and snap fingers while singing ―Clips.‖  On the words ―Chique, 

chique,‖ partners roll arms and then cross arms in front of the body forming an X 

and snap fingers on the last ―Clips.” 

 

Fourth Verse:  Substitute step three with: partners place hands on hips and move 

hips from side to side on ―Cha-cha-cha.”  On the words ―Chique, chique,” 

partners roll arms and then place hands on hips and move hips from side to side 

on the last ―Cha-cha-cha.” 

 

Fifth Verse: combine the actions from the previous verses for the signified word: 

―Chi-na-na,‖ “Haus,” ―Clips,” and ―Cha-cha-cha.” 
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Style: With emphasis on the downbeat.  

Terminology/ Vocabulary: Leading tone, downbeat, tonic 

Subject: China, houses, cha-cha 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Eight year old female, native Brazilian 

Setting: School playground 

Tone Description: Free, in-tune child voice 

Societal Function: Physical response, integration to society, contributes to the stability 

of culture 

Expressive Characteristics: Steady allegro tempo, slight accent on ―Chin-a-nah,‖ 

mezzo-forte to forte dynamic level 

 

Rhythmic Features 

 

 
 

Melodic Features 

Tone Set: s, l, t, d 

Appropriate Keys: G-D 

Range: V-1 (P4) 

Scale/Mode: Plagal do tetrachord   

Tonality: P4 centered 

Motivic Cadences: 1-VII-VII-1 

Phrasic Cadences: VII-1 

Extractable Melodic Intervals, Motives and Patterns: 

l,-s,-d* 

 l,-s,-t 
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 s,-l,-t,-d (final) 

 

 

Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A A‘ 

Rhythmic Form:  

 

Melodic Form:  

 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 4 

Sectional phrases per unit: 2 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, V7 

Progressions: I . | I . | V7  . | V7  . | 

  V7  . | V7  . | I . | I . || 
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Gru-po Can-ta: 

groo-poh kahn-tah: 

[gru-po kan-ta] 

Group sings: 

 

A Fu-la-na rou-bou pão na ca-sa do Jo-ão. 

Ah Foo-lah-nah hoh-boh puhoo nah kah-zah doo Joh-uhoo! 

[a fu-la-na h u-b u pãu na ka-za du  u-ãu] 

(Person‘s Name) stole bread from John‘s house. 

 

A Fu-la-na rou-bou pão na ca-sa do Jo-ão.  

Ah Foo-lah-nah hoh-boh puhoo nah kah-zah  doo  Joh-uhoo! 

[a fu-la-na h u-b u pãu na ka-za du  u-ãu] 

(Person‘s Name) stole bread from John‘s house. 

 

Gru-po Diz: 

Groo-poh jeez: 

[gru-po d iz] 

Group says: 
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Então quem foi? 

  n-tãu k   f j] 

Then who was it? 

 

Fu-la-na Diz: 

Foo-lah-nah jeez: 

[fu-la-na d iz] 

Fulana, (any person), says: 

 

Eu não! 

Ehoo nuhoo! 

  u nãu] 

Not me! 

 

Gru-po Diz: 

[gru-po d iz] 

Groo-poh jeez: 

Group says: 

 

En-tão quem foi? 

Ehn tuhoo kane foy? 

  n-tãu k   f j] 

Then who was it? 

 

Fu-la-na Diz: 

Foo-lah-nah jeez: 

[fu-la-na d iz] 

Fulana, or person, says: 

 

Foi  (_____) 

Foy (_____) 

 f j]  

It was (names another child) 
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Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Fulana Stole Bread 

Source: Group of schoolchildren, Escola Municipal de Educação Infantil Tom Jobim; 

São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil; May 28, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: São Paulo, São Paulo; South Central Brazil 

Genre: Choosing song 

Formal Type: Single strophe with spoken text 

Game Formation: Seated circle 

Game Type: Choosing, reinforce group feeling 

Action:  A player‘s name is chanted in place of “Fulana.”  When the group asks ―Foi 

voce?‖ The selected individual answers: “Eu nao!” The group then asks ―Entao quem 

foi?”  The individual responds by naming another player:  ―Foi ______ (insert new 

name).‖  The song repeats with the group singing the name of the new player.   

Terminology/ Vocabulary: l, and s,, tie, syncopation. 

Subject: Crime, bread 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Group of upper elementary students 

Setting: City bus 

Tone Description: On pitch, almost yelling 

Societal Function: Reinforce stability of culture, entertainment, conformity to social 

norms 

Expressive Characteristics: Allegro tempo, sung and chanted loudly because of 

surroundings, accented 
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Rhythmic Features 

Time Signature:   

Meter: simple duple 

 
 

Melodic Features 

Tone Set: s  l    d  r  m 

Appropriate Keys: G-Bb 

Range: 1-6 (M6) 

Scale/Mode: Authentic so pentatone    

Tonality: Pentatonic with an implied major quality 

Motivic Cadences: 4-1-4-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 1-1 

Extractable Melodic Intervals, Motives and Patterns: 

s,-d* 

 d-l,-s, 

r-m-r-d-l,-s, (final) 
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Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A A Bspoken 

 

 

Rhythmic Form:  

 

Melodic Form:  

 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 4 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I 
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Ho-je é do-min-go, Pe-de ca-chim-bo 

Oh-jeh doo-meen-goo Peh-jee kah-sheen-boo  

[o- j  du-mi -gu p -d i ka-ʃim-bu] 

Today is Sunday, ask for a pipe. 
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O ca-chim-bo é de ou-ro, Ba-te no tou-ro  

Oo kah-sheen-bweh jee oh-roo Bah-chee noo toh-roo 

[u ka-ʃin-bw  d i  u-ru ba-ʧi nu t u-ru]  

The pipe is made of gold, it hits the bull. 

 

O tou-ro é va-len-te, Ba-te na gen-te. 

Oo toh-rooeh vah-lehn-chee. Bah-chee nah zhayn-chee. 

 u t u-rwe va-l n-ʧi ba-ʧi na   n-ʧ(j)a] 

The bull is valiant, it hits people 

 

 A gen-te é fra-co, Cai no bu-ra-co.  

 Ah zhayn-chyeh frah-koo kye-noo boo-rah-koo . 

[(a)   n-ʧ(j)  fra-ku kai nu bur-a-ku] 

The people are weak, they fall in the hole. 

 

O bu-ra-co é fun-do,  A-ca-bou-se o mun-do. 

Oo boo-rah koheh foon-doo-ah kah-boh-sy-oo moon-doh. 

 u bur-a-kw  f n-dwa (a) ka-b u-sju m n-du] 

The hole is deep, the world has ended. 

 

Vai tra-ba-lhar, Seu va-ga-bun-do! 

Vye trah-bah-lyahr sehoo vah-gah-boon-doo! 

[vai tra-ba-ʎar s u va-ga b n-du]  

Go to work, you vagabond! 

 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Today is Sunday 

Source: Group of schoolchildren, Escola Municipal de Educação Infantil Tom Jobim; 

São Paulo, São Paulo, Brazil; May 28, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: São Paulo, São Paulo; Southeast Brazil 

Genre: Nonsense rhyme 

Formal Type: Motivic 

Style: Accented on the first beat of every measure. 

Terminology/Vocabulary:  
Subject: Work, bulls, nonsense 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Group of upper elementary/middle school children, all native Brazilian 

Setting: City bus 

Tone Description: Informal, loudly spoken 

Societal Function: Entertainment, contributes to the stability of culture 
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Expressive Characteristics: Forte throughout, allegro tempo throughout, slight accent 

on each strong beat 

 

Rhythmic Features 

 
 

Formal Features 

Overall Form: A   A‘   Av  A‘‘A‘‘‘ Avv 

Rhythmic Form: a a a‘ a a avb avbvav a b‘ 

       A   A‘   Av  A‘‘A‘‘‘ Avv 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 
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Lá no pân-ta-no, lá no pân-ta-no 

Lah noo puhn-tah-noo, lah noo  puhn-tah-noo, 

[la nu pãn-ta-nu la nu pãn-ta-nu] 

 There in the swamp, there in the swamp 

 

O sa-pin-ho pos-se a can-tar  

Oo sah-pee-nyo pohs-see ah cahn-tahr. 

 u sa-p -ɲu p j-s:si a kãn-tar] 

The little frog began to sing.  

 

Lá no pân-ta-no, lá no pân-ta-no 

Lah noh  puhn-tah-noo, lah noh  puhn-tah-noo, 

[la nu pãn-ta-nu la nu pãn-ta-nu] 

There in the swamp, there in the swamp 

 

 O sa-pin-ho pos-se a can-tar  

Oh sah-pee-nyo pohs-see ah cahn-tahr.  

 u sa-p -ɲu p j-s:si a kãn-tar] 

The little frog began to sing.  

 

 Cua-ri, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí , Cua-ri, cuá, cuá, cuá, cuá, cuá 

Kwa-ree kwee, kwee, kwee, kwee, kwee, Kwah-ree kwah, kwah, kwah, kwah, kwah. 

[kwa-ri kwi kwi kwi kwi kwi kwa-ri kwa kwa kwa kwa kwa] 

Cuari, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí; Cuari, cuá, cuá, cuá, cuá, cuá; 

 

Cua-ri, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí Cuari, cuá, cuá, cuá, cuá, cuá  

Kwa-ree kwee, kwee, kwee, kwee, kwee, kwah-ree kwah kwah kwah kwah kwah.   

[kwa-ri kwi kwi kwi kwi kwi kwa-ri kwa kwa kwa kwa kwa] 

Cuari, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí; Cuari, cuá, cuá, cuá, cuá, cuá; 

 

Cua-ri, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí, Cua-ri, cuá, cuá, cuá, cuá, cuá 

Kwah-ree kwee, kwee, kwee, kwee, kwee, Kwah ree kwah kwah kwah kwah kwah. 

[kwa-ri kwi kwi kwi kwi kwi kwa-ri kwa kwa kwa kwa kwa] 

Cuari, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí; Cuari, cuá, cuá, cuá, cuá, cuá; 

 

Cua-ri, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí, cua-ri cuá! 

Kwah-ree kwee kwee kwee kwee kwee, Kwa-ree kwah! 

[kwa-ri kwi kwi kwi kwi kwi kwa-ri kwa]  

Cuari, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí, cuí; cuari, cuá! 
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Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: There In the Swamp 

Source: Marcos and Dora Monteiro; May 19, 2008   

Location and Geographic Region: Fortaleza, Ceará; Northeast Brazil 

Genre: Humorous song                          

Formal Type: Verse-chorus 

Game Formation: Single moving circle 

Game Type: Ciranda (dancing circle) 

Style: Legato and in complete phrases 

Terminology/Vocabulary: triad, I and V7 chord,   

 

Subject: Animals (frog), swamp 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Native Brazilian adult male and female 

Setting: Informants‘ living room 

Tone Description: Informal, free, in-tune, unornamented, open, unaffected, slightly 

throaty, straight-tone, slightly tense 

Societal Function: Entertainment, physical response, integrating society, contributes to 

the stability of culture 

Expressive Characteristics: Mezzo forte, steady allegro tempo 

 

Rhythmic Features 
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Melodic Features 

Tone Set: d    m f  s  l  t d’  

Appropriate Keys: D-E 

Range: I-1(P8) 

Scale/Mode: Major without re 

Tonality: Major triadic 

Motivic Cadences: V-V-V-III-V-V-V-III-VI-V-VII-1-VI-V-VII-1  

Phrasic Cadences: V-III-V-III-V-1-V-1 

Extractable Melodic Intervals, Motives and Patterns: 

d-m-s* 

 f-m-f-s 

 l-t-d’ (final) 

 d’-t-l 

 t-l-s 

 l-s-t 

            melodic sequence 
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Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: ||:A B::||: C  Cv:|| 

Rhythmic Form:  

 

 

Melodic Form:  

 

 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic and phrasic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 1 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 2 

Sectional phrases per unit: 8 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, IV, V
7
 

Progressions:  I . |I . . .| I . . .| I . V
7 

 . | I . . .| I . . .| I . . . | I. V
7 

 . | I . . .| 

                                IV . . .|I . . .|V
7
 . . .| I . . . | IV . . .|I . . .|V

7
 . . .| I . . . || 
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Len-ga la len-ga, la-gos-ta e-la-go-ê* 

Lehn-gah, lah lehn-gah lah goh-steh lah-goo-eh. 

 l  -ga la l  -ga] [la-go-st -la-gu-e] 

 

La-gos-ta em pa-pa La-gos-ta e-la-go-ê 

Lah-goh-stayn pah-pah. Lah goh-steh lah goo-eh 

 la-go-st   pa-pa la-go-st -la-gu-e] 

 

La-gos-ta em gô-gô La-gos-ta e-la-go-ê 

Lah goh- stayn goh goh. Lah goh-steh lah-goh-eh. 

 la-go-st   go-go la-go-st -la-gu-e] 

 

La-gos-ta em nhe nhe La-gos-ta e-la-go-ê 

Lah goh- stayn nyeh nyeh Lah-goh-steh lah goo eh 

 la-go-st   ɲe ɲe la-go-st -la-gu-e] 

 

*No translation needed.  All nonsense words. 
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Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: No translation; nonsense words 

Source: Group of school children, Colegio Americano Batista in Vila Velha, Espírito 

Santo, Brazil; June 12, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Vila Velha, Espírito Santo, Southeast Brazil 

Genre: Clapping game 

Formal Type: Motivic 

Game Formation: Scattered partners facing, hands joined right to right and left to left 

Game Type: Small motor; hand clapping 

Action:   

1) ―Len-ga la len-ga‖ Joined hands cross over and under 

2) ―la-gos-ta e la-go-e,‖ clap own hands twice on the beat and each player places 

fingers out to represent a number, one through ten.   

3) ―la-gos-ta em nhe-nhe:‖  The partner with the lowest number claps twice on the 

beat and waves the right palm twice backward down by the right hip while 

chanting: At the same time, the partner with the highest number claps twice on the 

beat and waves the right hand backward twice above  the right shoulder while 

chanting: ―la-gos-ta -em pa-pa.”   

If both partners display the same number, then both clap twice and tap chin twice 

while chanting: “la-gos-ta em go-go.‖  This cycle continues going faster and 

faster until one player makes a mistake. 

Subject: Nonsense, competition, speed 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Eight year old female, native Brazilian 

Setting: Informant‘s living room 

Tone Description: Chanted with attention to the game 

Societal Function: Entertainment, conformity to social norms, physical response, 

contributes to the stability of culture 

Expressive Characteristics: Tempo fluctuates based on the game; each syllable is 

accented with a crescendo as the piece nears the end 
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Rhythmic Features 

 
Formal Features 

Overall Form: A B B B 

Rhythmic Form:  

 

Unit of Analysis: motivic and phrasic 

Motivic measures per unit: 2 
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Mar-cha sol-da-do, ca-be-ça de pa-pel. 

Mahr-shah soh-dah-doo kah-beh-sah jee pah-pehoo.  

[mar-ʃa s u-da-du ka-b -sa d i pa-p w] 

March soldier, paper head. 

 

Se não mar-char di-rei-to, vai pre-so no quar-tel. 

See nuhoo mahr-shahr jee-ray-too, vye preh-zoo noo kwar-tehoo.  

[si nãu mar-ʃa d i-r j-tu vai pr -zu nu kwar-t w] 

If you don‘t march well, you‘ll be locked up at quarters. 
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O quar-tel pe-gou fo-go, a po-lí-cia deu si-nal:  

Oh kwar-tehoo peh-goh foh-goo, ah poo-lee-seeya dehoo see nah-oo.  

[u kwar-t u p -gõ fo-gu a pu-li-sja d u si-naw] 

The quarters caught on fire, the police gave the signal: 

 

A-cor-da, a-cor-da, a-cor-da! A ban-dei-ra na-cio-nal.  

 Ah kor-dahah, kor-dahah, kohr-dah ah Bahn-day-rah nah syeeoh-nah-oo. 

[a-kor-da-kor-da-kor-da a bãn-d j-ra na-sj -naw] 

Wake up, wake up, wake up! The national flag. 

 

Bra-sil! 

Brah-zeeoo! 

[bra-ziw] 

Brazil! 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: March Soldier 

Source: Marcos and Dora Monteiro; Fortaleza, Ceará, Brazil; May 19, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Fortaleza, Ceará Northeast Brazil 

Genre: Action song 

Formal Type: Single strophe with coda 

Game Formation: Ciranda; standing circle 

Game Type: Marching; role playing 

Action: Players march in a clock-wise circle while holding the right hand up to the 

forehead in a salute. 

Style: With a marching, accented feel 

Terminology/Vocabulary: Triad, pentachord, I chord, , melodic contour 

Subject: Soldier, the national flag 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Adult male and female; native Brazilians 

Setting: Informant‘s living room 

Tone Description: Informal, free, in-tune, unornamented, open, unaffected, slightly 

throaty, straight-tone 

Societal Function: Entertainment, physical response, integrating society, contributes to 

the stability of culture 

Expressive Characteristics: Steady, constant tempo; mezzo forte dynamic level 
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Rhythmic Features 

 
 

Melodic Features 

Tone Set: d  r  m f  s  l   d’ 

Appropriate Keys: D-E 

Range: I-1 (P8) 

Scale/Mode: Major without ti  

Tonality: Major triadic 

Motivic Cadences: I-II-V-I-I-II-V-I-1 

Phrasic Cadences: II-1-II-1 

 

Extractable Melodic Intervals, Motives and Patterns: 

s-m-d* 

l-s-f-m-r-d (final) 

f-r-s 

 

Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A  B     Av   B 
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Rhythmic Form:  

 

Melodic Form:  

 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic and phrasic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 1 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 2 

Sectional Phrases per Unit: 4 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, V
7
 

Progressions: I . . .| I . V
7 

.| V
7 

. . . |V
7 

. I . | I . . .| I . V
7 

.| V
7 

. . . |V
7 

. I . | I .:|| 
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Na-na ba-na-na, ve-ge-ta-ri-a-na  

Nah-nah buh-nah-nah, veh-zhe-tah-ree-ah-nah 

[nã-na bã-nã-na v - ə-ta-ri-ã-na] 

Nana banana, vegetarian 

 

Vin-te-qua-tro ho-ras, splash! 

Veen-chee kwah-troh aw-rahs, splash! 

 v n-ʧi-kwa-tro  -ras splæʃ]  

Twenty-four hours, splash! 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Nana Banana 

Source: Carla Santos; Vila Velha, Espírito Santo, Brazil; June 12, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Vila Velha, Espírito Santo; Southeast Brazil 

Genre: Playground action rhyme 

Formal Type: Single strophe 

Game Formation: Scattered partners, facing 

Game Type: Large motor movement, competitive, elimination 

Action: 1). Partners clap one palm up and one palm down  

  2) Partners clap both palms facing each other  

  3) Clap own hands.  Repeat the sequence until the word ―Splash!‖   

  4) On this word, each player jumps and spreads legs apart.  On each repetition of 

the song, player‘s legs are further and further spread.  The first player to fall loses 

the game. 

Terminology/Vocabulary: One and two sounds on a beat, , , speaking voice 

Subject: Bananas, vegetarian, time (hours/day,) nonsense 
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Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Eight year old female, native Brazilian 

Setting: Informant‘s living room 

Tone Description: Free, child voice 

Societal Function: Physical response, integration to society, contributes to the stability 

of culture 

Expressive Characteristics: Steady allegro tempo, slight accent on strong beat, mezzo-

forte throughout 

 

Rhythmic Features 

 
Formal Features 

Overall Form: abbc 

Rhythmic Form: abbc 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 1 
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1.  O sa-po não la-va o pé.  Não la-va por-que não quer. 

Oh sah-poo nuhoo lah-voo peh.  Nuhoo lah-vah pohr-keh nuhoo kehr. 

[u sa-pu nãu la-vu p  nãu la-va por-k  nãu k r] 

The frog does not wash his feet.  He doesn‘t wash them because he doesn‘t want to. 

 

E-le mo-ra lá na la-goa, não la-va o pé por-que não quer. 

Eh-lee moh-rah lah nah la- goh-ah, nuhoo lah-voo peh pohr-keh nuhoo kehr.  

  -li mo-ra la na la-goa nãu la-vu p  por-k  nãu k r] 

He lives at the lake. He doesn‘t wash them because he doesn‘t want to. 

 

Mas que chu-lé! 

Mahs kee shoo-leh! 

 ma ski ʃu-l ] 

 

For additional verses, the same words are sung with the vowels of the Portuguese 

language. 

 

2. A sa-pa na la-va a pá na la-va par-qua na quar. 

Ah sah-pah nah lah-vah ah pah nah lah-vah pahr-kah nah kahr. 

[a sa-pa na la-va pa na la-va par-ka na kar] 
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A-la ma-ra lá na la-gaa, na la-va pá par-qua na quar. 

Ah-lah mah-rah lah nah lah gah-ah nah lah vah pah pahr-kah nah kahr. 

[a-la ma-ra la na la-ga na la-va pa par-ka na kar] 

 

Mas qua cha-lá! 

Mahs kah shah lah! 

 mas ka ʃa-la] 

What stinky feet! 

 

3.  E se-pe ne le-ve e pé. . . . . 

Eh seh-peh neh leh-veheh peh.  

   s -p  n  l -v  p ] 

 

4. I si-pi ni li-vi i pí. . . . .  

Ee see-pee nee lee-veeee pee.  

[i si-pi ni li-vi pi] 

 

5.  O so-po no lo-vo pó. . . . . .  

Oh soh-poh nohoo loh-vohoh poh  

   s -p  n  l -v  p ] 

 

6. U su-pu nu lu-vu pu. . . . .  

Oo soo-poo noo loo-voo poo.  

[u su-pu nu lu-vu pu] 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: The Frog Does Not Wash His Feet 

Source: Arrith Barreto da Rocha and Loyde do Silva Lima; June 10, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Vila Velha, Espírito Santo, Southeast Brazil 

Genre: Humorous song              

Formal Type: Single strophe with spoken text 

Game Formation: Moving circle 

Game Type: 

Action: Players move, with joined hands, and perform the following dance step 

sequence: 1) the right foot steps in front and across the left foot.  2) Hop to the left foot 

and kick the right foot behind the left lower leg. 3) Step with the right foot behind the left 

leg, 4) Bring the left leg down across the front of the right foot and come back to a 

standing position. 

Style: With a slight accelerando to the last spoken phrase 

Terminology/Vocabulary: , leading tone 

Subject: Frogs, stinky feet 
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Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Two older adult females, native Brazilian 

Setting: Small room adjoining informant‘s church 

Tone Description: Informal, free and spirited, slightly pinched and nasal; some 

disagreement of exact pitch and rhythm among informants 

Societal Function: Entertainment; conformity to social norms; stability and continuity of 

culture  

Expressive Characteristics: Mezzo forte throughout; alternating between a free and 

steady tempo 

 

Rhythmic Features 

 
 

Melodic Features 

Tone Set: s,  l,  t, d 

Appropriate Keys: G-D 

Range: V-1 (P4) 

Scale/Mode: Plagal do’ tetrachord 

Tonality: P4 centered 

Motivic Cadences: 1-VII-V-1 

Phrasic Cadences: VII-1 

Extractable melodic intervals, motives and patterns: 
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s,-l,-s,-d* 

 s,-l,-t,-d’ (final) 

 s,-l,-s,-t,  

 

Formal Features 

Overall Form: A B c(spoken) 

Rhythmic Form:  

 

Melodic Form:  

 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic 

Motivic measures per unit: 2 

Phrasic measures per unit: 4 

Sectional phrases per unit: 2 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, V
7
 

Progressions: I . | I . | I . | V
7 

. | V
7 

. | V
7 

. | V
7 

. |I .| I .|| 
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Pai Fran-cis-co en-trou na ro-da to-can-do seu vi-o-lão, ba, ra, rão, rão, rão 

Pye Frahn-sees-kooehn troh nah hoh-dah. Toh-cahn-doh sehoo vee-oh luhoo bah rah 

ruhoo ruhoo, ruhoo 

[pai fran-si-sku en-tr (u) na ho-da to-kãn-do s u vi-o-lãu ba ra rãu rãu rãu] 

Father Francis entered the circle playing his guitar, ba ruh-oo ruh-oo ruh-oo ruh-oo  

 

Vem de lá seu de-le-ga-do e Pai Fran-cis-co foi pa-ra a pri-são. 

Vane jee lah, sehoo jee leh-gah-doo eh Pye Frahn-sees-co foy pah-rah pree zuhoo. 

 v   d i la s u de-le-ga-du   pai fran-si-ku f j pa-ra pri-zãu] 

From away came the sheriff and Father Francis went to the jail. 

 

Co-mo e-le vem to-do re-que-bra-do pa-re-ce um bo-ne-co de-sen-gon-ça-do 

Kohm-oo eh-leh vane toh-doo heh-keh-bra-doo pa- re-ceh um boh-ne-koo deh-sehn-

gohn-sah-doo.  

 ko-mu e-le-v   to-du he-k -bra-du pa-r -sj   bo-n -ku d i-s  -gõn-sa-du] 

How he walks in a broken manner. He looks like a drunken doll. 
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Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Father Fransisco 

Source: Ana Maria ―Nininha‖ Militão; Fortaleza, Ceará, Brazil; May 20, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Fortaleza, Ceará; Northeast Brazil 

Genre: Ciranda 

Formal Type: Single strophe 

Game Formation: Standing circle, hands held.  A player is chosen and stands outside the 

circle as ―Pai Fransisco.‖ 

Game Type: Dramatization 

Action: 1)“Como ele vem todo requebrado…”( how he walks in a broken manner:)  Pai 

Fransisco enters the circle imitating a wounded man.  2) At the end of the song, 

Pai Fransisco chooses a new player to act the part of ―Pai. 

Style: with an accented downbeat and an accelerando in the last section 

Terminology/Vocabulary: Triad, , melodic sequence 

Subject: Priest, guitar 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Older adult female 

Setting: Medium size room in local city church 

Tone Description: Informal, nasal, in-tune, lyrical, light 

Societal Function: Integration of society, conformity to social norms, entertainment 

Expressive Characteristics: Steady throughout, moderato tempo throughout, emphasis 

on extra-musical elements of performance such as movements and humor 

 

Rhythmic Features 
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Melodic Features 

Tone Set: d  r  m f  s  l 

Appropriate Keys: D-G 

Range: 1-6 (M6) 

Scale/Mode: Major without ti  

Tonality: Major triadic 

Motivic Cadences: 1-5-5-1-4-3-2-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 5-1-1 

 

Extractable Melodic Intervals, Motives and Patterns: 

s-m-d* 

 d-m-s 

 m-r-d (final) 

 s-f-m-r-d 

 s-f-m 

 l-s-f 

 f-m-r 

 t-l-s-f-m-r 

 melodic sequence 

 

Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A B C 

Rhythmic Form:  

 

Melodic Form:  

 

 

 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic and phrasic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 
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Phrasic Measures per Unit: 4 

Sectional Phrases per Unit: 3 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, IV, V
7
 

Progressions: I . . . | I . . . | I . . . |V
7 

. . . |  

V
7 

. . . | I . . . | V
7 

. . . | I . . . | IV . . .| I . . . | V
7 

. . . | I . . . ||     
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Pas-sa, pas-sa ga-vi-ão. To-do mun-do é bom. 

Pahs-sah, pahs-sah, gah-vee-uhoo toh-doh moon-doheh bohn. 

[pas:sa pas:sa ga-vi-ãu to-du mun-du e bõ ] 

Pass, pass, hawk, everyone is good. 

 

Pas-sa, pas-sa ga-vi-ão. To-do mun-do é bom. 

Pahs-sah, pahs-sah, gah-vee-uhoo toh-doh moon-doheh bohn. 

[pas:sa pas:sa ga-vi-ãu to-du mun-du e bõ ] 

Pass, pass, hawk, everyone is good. 

 

(As  la-va-dei-ras) fa-zem, as-sim,as-sim, as-sim. 

Ahs( lah-vah-day-rahs) fah zaynahz-seen, ahz-seen, ahz-seen. 

[as la-va-d j-ras fa-z   a-s   a-s    a-s  ] 

The (laundresses) go like this, like this, like this. 
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2. . . . (Os car-pen-tei-ros). . .  

Ohs kahr-pehn-tay-roo 

 us car-p n-t j-rus]   

. . . The carpenters. . .  

 

3. . . . Os sa-pa-tei-ros. . . .  

Ohs sah-pah-tay-roos  

[us sa-pa-t j-rus] 

. . . The shoe shiners. . .    

 

4. . . . As cos-tu-rei-ras. . .  

. . . The seamstresses. . . . 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Pass, Pass Hawk 

Source: Victor Monteiro; Fortaleza; Fortaleza, Ceará, Brazil; May 18, 2008   

Location and Geographic Region: Fortaleza; Fortaleza, Ceará; Northeast Brazil 

Genre: Action song                            

Formal Type: Verse-chorus 

Game Formation: Clockwise moving circle, hands held. 

Game Type: Role playing 

Action: Players move, with joined hands, and perform the following dance step 

sequence: 1) the right foot steps in front and across the left foot.  2) Hop to the left foot 

and kick the right foot behind the left lower leg. 3) Step with the right foot behind the left 

leg, 4) Bring the left leg down across the front of the right foot and come back to a 

standing position. 

 

Each time an occupation is named: ―as lavadeiras fazem assim,‖   (the laundresses go like 

this,) the circle stops moving and players imitate that occupation in whatever manner they 

wish.  The game repeats with a new occupation being named each time. 

Style: With energy and an accent on the pulse. 

Terminology/Vocabulary: The pitch:  f, the rhythmic figure:  

Subject: Jobs, pantomime/role playing 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Eight year old male, native Brazilian 

Setting: Room of informant‘s home 

Tone Description: Light, child‘s voice, unornamented 

Societal Function: Integration of society, contributes to the stability of culture 

Expressive Characteristics: Accent on strong beat, freedom of tempo during 

performance 
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Rhythmic Features 

 
Melodic Features 

Tone Set: s, d r m f 

Appropriate Keys: F-B 

Range: V-4 (m7) 

Scale/Mode: Plagal do pentachord 

Tonality: Implied major 

Motivic Cadences: 1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 1-1-1-1 

Extractable Melodic Intervals, Motives and Patterns: 

d-r-d-s,* 

 r-s,-d 

 f-m-r-d (final) 
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Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A Av 

Rhythmic Form:  aavaava‘av‘a‘av‘ 

       A   A   Av   Av 

Melodic Form:   ababavbvavbv 

                             A A  Av    Av 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 4 

Sectional Phrases per Unit: 2 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, V
7
 

Progressions: I| I . |I . |V
7
 .| I . | I . |I . |V

7
 .| I . | V

7
 .| I . | V

7
 .| I . | V

7
 .| I . | V

7
 .| I . || 
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1.  Co-mo po-de um pei-xe vi-vo vi-ver fo-ra da á-gua fri-a? 

Koh-moo paw-jYoom pay-shee vee-voo vee-vehr faw-rah dah-gwah free-ah? 

 ko-mu p -d j   p j-ʃi vi-vu vi-v r f -ra da-gwa fri-a] 

How can a fish live, live outside of the cold water?  

 

Co-mo po-de um pei-xe vi-vo vi-ver fo-ra da á-gua fri-a?  

Koh-moh  paw-jee-oom pay-shee vee-voh vee-vehr faw-rah dah-gwah free-ah? 

[ko-mu p -d j   p j-ʃi vi-vu vi-v r f -ra da-gwa fri-a] 

How can a fish live, live outside of the cold water? 
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Co-mo po-de-rei vi-ver, co-mo po-de-rei vi-ver? 

Koh-moh poh-deh-ray vee-vehr koh-moh poh-deh-ray vee-vehr 

[ko-mu p -de-r j vi-v r ko-mu p -de-r j vi-v r] 

How will I live, how will I live, 

Sem a tua, sem a tua, Sem a tua com-pa-nhia? 

Sayn yah too-ah, sayn  yah  too-ah sayn  yah  too-ah kohm-pah-nyee-ah 

 s   a tua s   a tua s   a tua kõm-pa-njia] 

Without your, without your, without your company?   

 

Sem a tua, sem a tua, Sem a tua com-pa-nhia? 

Sayn yah too-ah, sayn  yah  too-ah sayn  yah  too-ah kohm-pah-nyee-ah 

 s   a tua s   a tua s   a tua kõm-pa-njia] 

Without your, without your, without your company?   

 

2.  Os pas-to-res lá da al-dea já me fa-zem zom-ba-ria.  

Ohs pahs-toh-rehs lah dah-ahl-day-ah zha mee fah-zayn zohm-bah-ree-ah 

 us pa-sto-ris la da al-dea  a mi fa-z   zõm-ba-ri-a] 

All the shepherds at the village make such fun of me  

 

Os pas-to-res lá da al-dea já me fa-zem zom-ba-ria.  

Ohs pahs-toh-rehs lah dah-ahl-day-ah zha mee fah-zayn zohm-bah-ree-ah 

 us pa-sto-ris la da al-dea  a mi fa-z   zõm-ba-ri-a] 

All the shepherds at the village make such fun of me  

 

Por me ver as-sim cho-ran-do, por me ver as-sim cho-ran-do 

Pohr meh vehr ahs-seen shohr-rahn-doh, pohr meh vehr ahs-seen shohr-rahn-doh 

 por mi v r a-s   ʃo-rãn-du por mi v r a-s   ʃo-rãn-du] 

Because they see me crying; because they see me crying; 

 

Sem a tua, sem a tua, Sem a tua com-pa-nhia. 

Sayn yah too-ah, sayn  yah  too-ah sayn  yah  too-ah kohm-pah-nyee-ah 

 s   a tua s   a tua s   a tua kõm-pa-njia] 

Without your, without your, without your company.   

 

Sem a tua, sem a tua, Sem a tua com-pa-nhia. 

Sayn yah too-ah, sayn  yah  too-ah sayn  yah  too-ah kohm-pah-nyee-ah 

 s   a tua s   a tua s   a tua kõm-pa-njia] 

Without your, without your, without your company. 
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Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Live Fish 

Source: Victor Monteiro; Fortaleza; Fortaleza, Ceará, Brazil; May 18, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Fortaleza; Fortaleza, Ceará; Northeast Brazil 

Genre: Courting song                  

Formal Type: Verse-refrain 

Game Formation: Ciranda; clockwise moving circle, hands joined 

Game Type: Dancing circle 

Action: Players move, with joined hands, and perform the following dance step 

sequence: 1) the right foot steps in front and across the left foot.  2) Hop to the left foot 

and kick the right foot behind the left lower leg. 3) Step with the right foot behind the left 

leg, 4) Bring the left leg down across the front of the right foot and come back to a 

standing position. 

Style: With romantic longing, energy, and emphasis on phrasing 

Terminology/Vocabulary: , , melodic sequence, ternary form 

Subject: Fish, romance, courting 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Eight year old male; native Brazilian 

Setting: Informant‘s living room 

Tone Description: Light, child‘s voice, unornamented 

Societal Function: Integration of society, contributes to the stability of culture 

Expressive Characteristics: Accent on strong beat, freedom of tempo during 

performance 

 

Rhythmic Features 
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Melodic Features 

Tone Set: d  r  m f  s  l  t d‘ 

Appropriate Keys: C-F 

Range: 1-8 (P8) 

Scale/Mode: Major diatonic   

Tonality: Major 

Motivic Cadences: 5-3-5-1-5-5-5-3-5-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 3-1-5-3-1 

Extractable melodic intervals, motives and patterns: 

r-m-d (final) 

 m-s-f* 

 f-l-s 

 r-f-m 

 d-l-t-d’-t-l-s 

 

Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: AABAA 

Rhythmic Form:  

 

Melodic Form:  

 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic and phrasic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 4 

Sectional Phrases per Unit: 5 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, IV, V
7
 

Progressions: V
7 

. |I . | V
7 

. |I . | V
7 

. |I . | V
7 

. |I . | 

 IV
 
. |I . | IV

 
. |I . | V

7 
. |I . | V

7 
. |I . | V

7 
. |I . | V

7 
. |I . | 
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1. Pi-ru-li-to que ba-te, ba-te, pi-ru-li-to que já ba-teu 

Pee-roo-lee-too kee bah-chee-bah-chee, pee-roo-lee-too kee zhah bah tehoo. 

[pi-ru-li-tu ki ba-ʧi ba-ʧi pi-ru-li-tu ki  a ba-t u] 

Lollipop that hit, hits, lollipop that hit. 

 

Quem gos-ta de mim é e-la quem gos-ta de-la sou eu. 

Kayn goh stah jee meen eh eh-lah kayn goh-stah deh lah soh eh-oo. 

 k   go-sta d i m   e e-la k   go-sta de-la s u  u] 

The one who likes me is her, the one who likes her is me 

 

2. Pi-ru-li-to que ba-te, ba-te pi-ru-li-to que já ba-teu 

Pee-roo-lee-too kee bah-chee-bah-chee, pee-roo-lee-too kee zhah bah tehoo. 

[pi-ru-li-tu ki ba-ʧi ba-ʧi pi-ru-li-tu ki  a ba-t u] 

Lollipop that hit, hits, lollipop that hit. 

 

A me-ni-na que eu a-ma-va, coi-ta-di-nha, já mor-reu. 

Ah meh-nee-nah keh eh-oo ah-mah-vah, koy-tah-jee-nyah, zhah-moh-heh-oo. 

[a mi-ni-na k   u a-ma-va koj-ta d i-ɲa  a mo-h u] 

The girl that I loved, poor thing, she died. 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Lollipop 

Source: Gabriel Bastos; Goiânia, Goiás, Brazil; June 24, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Goiânia, Goiás; Central Brazil 

Genre: Action song 
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Formal Type: Strophic 

Game Formation: Standing circle 

Game Type: Dancing circle 

Action:  Game 1: Players step to the beat, hands held.  On the word ―bate‖ (hit) the 

player hits one fist in the palm of the other hand.  On the word ―morreu‖ (died) all 

players fall to the ground as if dead. 

Game 2: With scattered partners, players clap own hands and partners hands on the beat. 

Style: Free and dancelike 

Terminology/Vocabulary: , melodic sequence, major scale 

Subject: Lollipop, courting 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Twelve year old male; native Brazilian 

Setting: Home of informant‘s relative 

Tone Description: Light, child‘s voice, unornamented 

Societal Function: Integration of society, contributes to the stability of culture, physical 

response 

Expressive Characteristics: Accent on strong beat, freedom of tempo during 

performance 

 

Rhythmic Features 
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Melodic Features 

Tone Set: d  r  m f  s  l  t d‘ 

Appropriate Keys: C-F 

Range: 1-8 (P8) 

Scale/Mode: Major diatonic   

Tonality: Major 

Motivic Cadences: 6-5-8-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 5-1 

Extractable melodic intervals, motives and patterns: 

r-s 

 l-d’ 

 m-f-s-f-m* 

 t-l-s-f-m-r-d (final)    

 melodic sequence 

 

Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A B 

Rhythmic Form: a a‘ a‘‘ b 

       A     B 

Melodic Form: a a2   avv b 

    A        B 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic and phrasic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 4 

Sectional Phrases per Unit: 2 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, IV, V
7
 

Progressions: I | I . | IV . | V
7 

. | I . | I . | IV . | V
7 

. | I . || 
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Al-fa-ce já nas-ceu. Chu-va que-brou o ga-lho (repeat)  

Ahl-fah-see zhah nahs-cehoo. Ah shoo-vah keh-broh oo gah-lyoh. 

 [al-fa-si  a na-s u a ʃu-va k -br u u ga-ʎu] 

The lettuce has sprouted.  The rain has broken the branch. 

 

Re-bo-la, xu-xu, re-bo-la, xu-xu, re-bo-la, se não eu ca-io. 

Heh-baw-lah, shoo-shoo, heh- baw-lah, shoo-shoo, heh- baw-lah see nuhoo ehoo 

kyeoh. 

[h -b -la ʃu-ʃu h -b -la ʃu-ʃu h -b -la si nãu  u ka-ju] 

Dance, cutie, dance, cutie, dance, or I‘ll fall down. 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Dance Xuxu 

Source: Group of school children, Colegio Americano Batista in Vila Velha, Espírito 

Santo, Brazil; June 12, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Vila Velha, Espírito Santo, Southeast Brazil 

Genre: Dance ciranda                             

Formal Type: Single strophe 

Game Formation: Ciranda; moving circle with joined hands  
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Game Type: Dancing 

Action:  Phrases one and two: (Al-fa-ce já nas-ceu, a chu-va que-brou o ga-lho): players 

move, with joined hands, and perform the following dance step sequence: 1) the right 

foot steps in front and across the left foot.  2) Hop to the left foot and kick the right foot 

behind the left lower leg. 3) Step with the right foot behind the left leg, 4) Bring the left 

leg down across the front of the right foot and come back to a standing position. 

 

Phrases three and four:  (Rebola, se não) players stand with hands planted on hips and 

shake hips from side to side.  On the word ―caiu,‖ (fall down) All players squat down 

low. 

 

Style: Dancelike, with a slight emphasis on syncopations and melodic sequences 

Terminology/Vocabulary: , t, 

Subject: Dancing, courting 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Group of early elementary students 

Setting: School playground 

Tone Description: Free, spirited, playful, almost a yell 

Societal Function: Integration of society, contributes to the stability of culture, physical 

response 

Expressive Characteristics: Andante tempo, attention on play, forte dynamic, 

unaccompanied 

 

Rhythmic Features 
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Melodic Features 

Tone Set: t, d  r  m f  s 

Appropriate Keys: D-A 

Range: VII-5 

Scale/Mode: Incomplete plagal do hexachord    

Tonality: Major 

Motivic Cadences: 5-1-5-1-1-1-1-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 1-1-1-1 

Extractable Melodic Intervals, Motives and Patterns: 

s-m-d 

m-r-d 

r-s-d (final) 

f-m-r 

 f-m-f 

 t,-d-r-m-f-s* 

            melodic sequence 

 

Formal Features 

Overall Form: A A B  B 

Rhythmic Form: a b  a b  bv bvv  bv bvv 

       A    A     B            B  

Melodic Form: abab bv2 bvv bv2 bvv 

    A A    B            B 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic and phrasic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 4 

Sectional phrases per unit: 4 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, V
7
 

Progressions: I . . . |V
7 

. I . | I . . . |V
7 

. I . | V
7 

 . I . | V
7 

 . I . | V
7 

 . I . | V
7 

 . I . || 
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1.  Sam-ba-lê-lê ta do-en-te, tá com a ca-be-ça que-bra-da. 

Sahm-bah-leh-leh tah doo-ehn-chee Tah kwah kah-beh sah keh-brah-dah. 

 sãm-ba-le-le ta du- n-ʧi ta kwa ka-b -sa ke-bra-da] 

Samba-Le-Le is sick, his head is broken. 

 

Sam-ba-lê-lê pre-ci-sa-va, é de u-mas bo-as lam-ba-das! 

Sahm-bah leh-leh preh-see-zah-vah. Eh  jYoo mahs boh-ahs lahm-bah-dahs! 

 sãm-ba-le-le pr -si-za-va   d u-mas bo-as lãm-ba-das] 

Samba-Le-Le really needs a good set of whippings. 

 

Refrain: 

Sam-ba, sam-ba, sam-ba ô lê lê, Sam-ba, sam-ba, sam-ba ô la la, 

Sahm-bah, sahm-bah, sahm-boh leh leh, Sahm-bah, sahm-bah, sahm-boh lah lah,  

  sãm-ba  sãm-ba  sãm-bo le le sãm-ba  sãm-ba  sãm-bo la la] 

Samba, samba, samba o le le, samba, samba, samba o la la, 
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Sam-ba, sam-ba, sam-ba ô lê lê, pi-sa na bar-ra da sai-a_ô la la. 

sahm-bah, sahm-bah, sahm-boh leh leh. Pee-zah nah bah-ha dah syeoh lah lah! 

 sãm-ba  sãm-ba  sãm-bo le le pi-za na ba-ha da sai o la la] 

Samba, samba, samba, o le le; step on the hem of the skirt, o la la! 

 

2.  Ó mo-re-ni-nha bo-ni-ta, a-on-de é que tu mo-ras? 

Oh mohr-eh-nee-nyah boh-nee-tah, Ah-ohn-jee eh kee too moh-rahs? 

   mo-r -ni-ɲa bo-ni-ta aõn-d i   ki tu m -ras] 

Oh pretty brown-skinned girl, where do you live? 

 

Mo-ro na beir-ra da pra-ia On-des os pei-xi-nhos na-mo-ram. 

Moh-roh nah bay-hah dah prye-ah Ohn-jYoos pay-shee-nyohs nah-moh-rah-oo. 

 m -ro na b j-ha da pra-ja õ-d us p j-ʃi-ɲos na-m -rãu] 

I live at the edge of the beach, where the little fish court. 

 

Refrain 

 

3.  Ó mo-re-ni-nha bo-ni-ta Co-mo é que se na-mo-ra 

Oh mohr-eh-nee-nyah boh-nee-tah, Koh-moh eh kee see nah-moh-rah. 

   mo-r -ni-ɲa bo-ni-ta k -mu   ki si na-m -ra] 

Oh pretty brown-skinned girl, how does one court? 

 

Põe o len-ci-nho no bo-lso Dei-xa a pon-ti-nha de fo-ra 

Poy-ee oh lehn-see-nyo noh bohl-soo, Day-shah pohn-chee-nyah jee foh-rah. 

 põ-ju l -si-ɲu nu b l-su d j-ʃa põ-tʃi-ɲa di f -ra] 

Put your handkerchief in your pocket and let the tip show. 

 

Refrain 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: 

Source: Gabriel Bastos; Goiânia, Goiás, Brazil; June 24, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Goiânia, Goiás, Brazil; Central Brazil 

Genre: Action song                       

Formal Type: Verse-chorus 

Game One Formation: Ciranda, moving circle 

Game One Action: Players move, with joined hands, and perform the following dance 

step sequence: 1) the right foot steps in front and across the left foot.  2) Hop to the left 

foot and kick the right foot behind the left lower leg. 3) Step with the right foot behind 

the left leg, 4) Bring the left leg down across the front of the right foot and come back to 

a standing position. 

Game Two Formation: Ciranda; clockwise moving circle, hands joined, with one player 

in the middle as ―Samba lê-lê.‖ 
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Game Two Action: The chosen players imitate Samba lê-lê:  

Verse one; group sings: 

1) ―Samba lê-lê ta doente‖ (Samba lê-lê is sick) ―Samba lê-lê” acts sick. 

2) ―Ta com a cabeça quebrada:” (with a headache)  holds head in hands. 

3) ―Samba lê-lê precisava‖: (Samba lê-lê really needs)―Samba lê-lê” acts sick. 

4) ―E de umas boas lambadas,‖ (a good whipping) ―Samba lê-lê‖ slaps his thighs. 

 

Refrain:  ―Samba, samba…,” ―Samba lê-lê ―dances freely.    

 

Verse two, sung by Samba lê-lê and the girl he chooses:  

5) ―A moreninha bonita, aon-de é que tu mo-ras?‖ Samba lê-lê chooses a partner. The 

partner joins ―Samba lê-lê.‖ 

6) ―Moro na beirra da praia, onde os peixinhos namoram.” (I live at the edge of the sea 

where the little fish court.) ―Samba lê-lê‖ dances around the partner while the partner 

sings. 

 

Refrain:  the couple continues to dance while the outer circle sings.   

 

Verse three, sung by the outer circle and the girl with ―Samba lê-lê‖ 

7) “O moreninha bonita, co-mo é que se na-mo-ra? (oh pretty brown skin girl, how do 

you court?): ―Samba lê-lê” replies while continuing to dance around the girl.  

8) “Põe o len-ci-nho no bo-lso, dei-xa a pon-ti-nha de fo-ra (put a handkerchief in your 

pocket and let the tip show:) the girl dances and acts out the motions. 

 

Refrain:  the group sings the refrain while the players dance.  At the end of the song, the 

player in the center chooses a new Samba lê-lê. 

Game Type: Dancing  

Style: Dancelike, with a slight emphasis on the syncopation 

 

Terminology/Vocabulary: , triad, I and V7 chord 

Subject: Dancing, courting 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Twelve year old male, Brazilian native 

Setting: House of informant‘s relative 

Tone Description: Light, child‘s voice, unornamented 

Societal Function: Integration of society, contributes to the stability of culture, physical 

response 

Expressive Characteristics: Accent on strong beat, freedom of tempo during 

performance 
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Rhythmic Features 

 
Melodic Features 

Tone Set: t d r  m f  s 

Appropriate Keys: D-G 

Range: V-3 

Scale/Mode: Major without la 

Tonality: Major triadic 

Motivic Cadences: 2-1-2-1-2-1-2-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 1-1-1-1 

Extractable Melodic Intervals, Motives and Patterns: 

d-m (final) 

            s-m-d (d-m-s-m-d) 

 d-m-s* (d-m-s-m-d) 

 r-f 

 t,-r-f 

 t,-r 
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Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A A B Bv 

Rhythmic Form: a a a a b b b bv 

      A   A   B   Bv  

Melodic Form: a a2 a a2 b b2 b b2 

    A   A     B   Bv 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic 

Motivic measures per unit: 1 

Phrasic measures per unit: 2 

Sectional phrases per unit: 2 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, V
7
 

Progressions: I . V
7 

. | V
7
 . I . | I . V

7 
. | V

7
 . I . |  

     refrain: 
I . V

7 
. | V

7
 . I . | I . V

7 
. | V

7
 . I . || 
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Sa-po Ju-ru-ru, na bei-ra do ri-o. 

Sah-poo zhoo-roo-roo, nah bay-rah doo hee-oh.  

[sa-pu  u-ru-ru na b j-ra du hi-u] 

Jururu Frog, on the banks of the river 

 

Quan-do o sa-po can-ta, ô Ma-ni-nha, é que fa-ze fri-o. 

Kwan-doo sah-poo  kuhn-toh Muh-nee-nya, eh kee fah-zee free-oh. 

[kwãn-du sa-pu kãn-to ma-ni-ɲa]   ki fa-zi fri-u] 

When the frog sings, Oh Maninha, it‘s because of cold weather. 

 

A mu-lher do sa-po fi-ca lá por den-tro. 

Ah moo-lyehr doo sah-poo fee-kah lah pohr den-troo. 

[a-mu-ʎ r du sa-pu fi-ka la por den-tru] 

The frog‘s woman stays inside 
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Fa-zen-do ren-di-nha, ô Ma-ni-nha, pa-ra o ca-sa-men-to. 

Fah-zehn-doo hen jee-nYoh Muh-nee-nyah pah-roo kah-zah-mehn-too. 

 fa-z n-du h n-ji-ɲo ma-ni-ɲa pa-ru ka-za-m n-tu]  

Making hand-made lace, Oh Maninha, for her wedding. 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Melancholy Frog 

Source: Dora Monteiro; Fortaleza, Ceará, Brazil; May 25, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Fortaleza, Ceará; Northeast Brazil 

Genre: Humorous song 

Formal Type: Single strophe 

Style: Gentle, lyric phrasing 

Terminology/Vocabulary: high d’-r’-m’,   

Subject: Frogs, romance, wedding 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Older adult female  

Setting: Informant‘s living room 

Tone Description: Light, free, unaccompanied and unornamented, in-tune, and lyrical 

Societal Function: Entertainment, aesthetic, symbolic representation, contributes to the 

stability of culture 

Expressive Characteristics: Attention to phrasing, mezzo piano dynamic level 
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Rhythmic Features 

 
Melodic Features 

Tone Set: m, f  s  l  t  d‘  r‘  m‘ f‘ 

Appropriate Keys: A-Db 

Range: 1-9 (M9) 

Scale/Mode: Major diatonic   

Tonality: Major triadic 

Motivic Cadences: 6-6-3-1-6-6-3-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 6-1-6-1 

Extractable melodic intervals, motives and patterns: 

s-l-s-m-d’* 

m’-r’-m’ 

 f’-r’-t-s 

 l-s-f-m (final) 

 

Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A   B    Av    Bv 

Rhythmic Form: a b c b b b c b 

       A   B   Av  Bv 
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Melodic Form: a av b c av av b c 

 

    A   B    Av    Bv 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic and phrasic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 4 

Sectional phrases per unit: 4 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I, V
7
 

Progressions: I . . .| I . . .| I . V
7 

. | V
7 

. I . | I . . .| I . . .| I . V
7 

. | V
7 

. I . || 
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Si, si Guer-ro, si, si, o-lê, o-lá 

See, see geh-roo, see, see, oh leh, oh lah.  

 si si g -ru si si o-le o-la] 

 

Mi-ni, mi-ni a-te mi-ni, mi-ni Guer-ro 

Mee-nee, mee-nee ah chee, Mee-nee, mee-nee geh-roh. 

[mi-ni mi-ni a-tʃi mi-ni mi-ni a-tʃi] 

 

Ô pa-pa, ô pa-pa, ô pa-pa Guer-ro 

Oh Pah-pah, oh, pah-pah, oh, pah-pah, geh-roo. 

[o pa-pa o pa-pa o pa-pa g -ru] 
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Ô pa-pa, ô pa-pa, ô pa-pa Guer-ro e já! 

Oh, pah-pah, oh, pah-pah, Oh, pah-pah, geh-roh eh zhah! 

[o pa-pa o pa-pa o pa-pa g -ru e  a]  

 

No translation needed. Nonsense words only. 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: N/A (nonsense) 

Source: Carla Santos; Vila Velha, Espírito Santo, Brazil; June 12, 2008 

 

Location and Geographic Region: Vila Velha, Espírito Santo; Southeast Brazil 

Genre: Hand clapping song    

Formal Type: Motivic 

Game Formation: Scattered facing partners 

Game Type: Small motor- hand clapping 

Action:  Part One:   

1) ―si si,‖ partners clap twice with one palm up and one palm down.  

2)  ―Guer-ro,‖ players clap own hands twice with palms facing.   

3)  ―Si si,‖ players clap own hands twice.  

4)  ―O-lê, o-lá,‖ players shake own hands twice downward on the beat.  Repeat 

sequence over and over until the song is finished. 

 

Part Two: 

While singing, one partner taps their right hand on the beat: their chin, left fist, 

their partner‘s right fist, their partners left fist, and their own chin again until 

―guerro."  The body part that is selected on ―guerro‖ is out.  As each part is 

selected on ―guerro,‖ it is removed from the chanting cycle.  The player who has a 

body part left wins. 

 

Style: With an accent on the first beat of each measure 

Terminology/vocabulary: Tie 

Subject: Nonsense 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Eight year old female, Brazilian native 

Setting: School playground 

Tone Description: Free, in-tune child voice, unaccompanied 

Societal Function: Physical response, integration to society, contributes to the stability 

of culture 

Expressive Characteristics: Steady allegro tempo, emphasis on play, mezzo-forte to 

forte dynamic level 
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Rhythmic Features 

 
 

Melodic Features 

Tone Set: s,  l,    d  r 

Appropriate Keys: F-B 

Range: V-2 (P5) 

Scale/Mode: Plagal do tetratone   

Tonality: P4 centered 

Motivic Cadences: V-2-V-1-VII-1-VII-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 2-1-1-1 

Extractable melodic intervals, motives and patterns: 

d-r-d 

 d-l,-s, 

 d-l,-d 
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Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A     B     C    C   dspoken        

Rhythmic Form: a av b bv c cv c cv dspoken 

       A     B    C    C   dspoken 

Melodic Form: a b av bv avv bvv avv bvv cspoken 

    A    B     C        C dspoken 

Unit of Analysis: Motivic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 4 

Sectional Phrases per Unit: 4 

Harmonic Features 

Content: I 

Progressions: I . | I . | I . | I . | I . | I . | I . | I . | I . || 
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1.  Te-re-zi-nha de Je-sus De u-ma que-da foi ao chão. 

Teh-reh-zee-nya jee zheh-zoos Dehoo mah keh-dayeh foy ahoh chuhoo. 

 t -r -zi-ɲa d i   -zus d  u-ma k -da e f j ao ʃãu] 

Theresa of Jesus fell to the floor. 

 

A-cu-di-ram três ca-va-lhei-ros. Ca-da um cha-péu na mão. 

Ah-koo-jee-rah-oo trehs kah-vah-lay-roos. Kah-dah oom, shah-pehoo nah muhoo. 

[a-ku-d i-rãu tres ka-va-l j-rus ka-da    ʃa-p u na mãu] 

Three gentlemen rescued her, each one with hat in hand. 

 

2.  O pri-mei-ro foi seu pai, O se-gun-do, se-u ir-mão. 

Oo pree-may-roh foy seh-oo pye, Oo seh-goon-doh, seh-oo ear-muh-oo. 

 u pri-m j-ru f j s u pai u se-g n-du s u ir-mãu] 

The first one was her father, the second was her brother, 

 

O ter-cei-ro foi a-que-le Que a Te-re-za de-u a mão.   

Oo tehr-say-roh foy ah-keh-lee. kYah Teh-reh-zah deh-oo ah muh-oo. 

 u t r-s j-ru f j a-k -li kja t -re-za d -u a mãu] 

The third was the one to which Theresa gave her hand. 

 

3.  Quan-ta la-ran-ja ma-du-ra! Quan-to li-mão pe-lo chão! 

Kwan-tah lah-rahn-zha mah-doo-rah! Kwan-too lee-muh-oo peh-loo shuh-oo! 

[kwãn-ta la-rãn- a ma-du-ra kwãn-tu li-mãu p -lu ʃãu] 

How many ripe oranges! How many limes on the floor! 
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Quan-to san-gue de-rra-ma-do Den-tro do meu co-ra-ção! 

Kwan-too sahn-gee deh-hah-mah-doo. Dehn-troo doo meh-oo kohr-uh-suh-oo! 

[kwãn-tu sã(ɲ)-gi d -ha-ma-du d n-tru du m u ko-ra-sãu] 

How much blood has been spilled within my heart! 

 

4.  Te-re-zi-nha le-van-tou-se, Le-van-tou-se la do chão. 

Teh-reh-zee-nya leh-vah-toh-see, Leh-vahn-toh-see lah doo shuh-oo. 

 t -r -zi-ɲa l -vã-t u-si l -vã-t u-si la du ʃãu] 

Theresa got up, got up from the floor, 

 

E so-rrin-do dis-se a o noi-vo Eu te dou me-u co-ra-ção . 

Ee soh-heen-doo jee-see yah-oo noy-voo, Eh-oo chee doh meh-oo kohr-uh-suh-oo. 

[i so-hin-du d i-sjau n j-vu  u tʃi d u m u ko-ra-sãu] 

And smiling, told her fiancé: ―I give you my heart.‖ 

 

5.  Da la-ran-ja eu quer-o um go-mo, Do li-mão que-ro um pe-da-ço. 

Dah lah-rahn-zheh-oo kay-room goh-moo, Doo lee-muh-oo kay-room peh-dah-soo. 

 da la-rãn- a  u k -r   go-mu du li-mãu k -r   p -da-su] 

Of the orange I want a slice, of the lime I want a piece, 

 

Da me-ni-na mais bo-ni-ta, Que-ro um bei-jo e um a-bra-ço. 

Dah meh-nee-nah myes boh-nee-tah, Kay-room bay-zhoo-ee-oom ah-brah-soo.  

 da m -ni-na mais bo-ni-ta k -r   b j- ui  ɲ a-bra-su] 

Of the most beautiful girl, I want a kiss and a hug. 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: Little Teresa of Jesus 

Source: Lucine Pereira; Vila Velha, Espírito Santo, Brazil; June 10, 2008 

Location and Geographic Region: Vila Velha, Espírito Santo; Southeast Brazil 

Genre: Role playing song 

Formal Type: Strophic 

Game Formation: Clockwise moving circle with joined hands; one player as 

―Teresinha‖ in the center. 

Game Type: Dramatization 

Action:  Verse one:  the circle moves clock-wise to the beat.   

Verse two:  ―Teresinha‖ selects three players to join him/her in the middle of the 

circle, pulling them in when the song names ―pai, (father)‖ ―irmao, (brother)‖ 

and ―aquele (the one that Teresinha chose.‖  On ―Teresa deu a mao,” at the end 

of the second verse, the four players in the middle form a moinho*.   

Verse three: the moinho spins counter-clockwise while the remaining players 

continue the clockwise circle on the outside.   
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Verse four: the three players in the middle return to their places in the outer  

circle.  On the phrase: ―Da menina mais bonita…,‖  ―Teresinha‖ hugs a player 

in the circle, selecting him/her to be the new ―Teresinha.‖ 

 

*Moinho – A moinho is formed when four children stand in a circle, partners facing.  

Partners join right hands across the circle, placing the left hand on the forearm of the 

person to the left, forming a star. 

 

Style: Mournful, moderato to adagio, legato  

Terminology/Vocabulary: time signature, la minor 

Subject: Courting, romance, fruit 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Adult female, native Brazilian 

Setting: Small room of a local church 

Tone Description: Lower alto chest voice, unornamented, slightly breathy, in-tune 

Societal Function: Entertainment, conformity to social norms 

Expressive Characteristics: Mezzo piano dynamic level, emphasis on story 

 

Rhythmic Features 

 
 

Melodic Features 

Tone Set: l, t, d di  r  m f  s 

Appropriate Keys: Dm-Fm 

Range: 1-7 (m7) 
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Scale/Mode: Aeolian 

Tonality: Aeolian 

Motivic Cadences: 1-1-4-4-6-5-5-1 

Phrasic Cadences: 1-4-5-1 

Extractable melodic intervals, motives and patterns: 

d-m-l,* 

 s-f—r-t, 

 m-r-d-t,-l, (final) 

 r-di-r 

 

Formal Features 

 

Overall Form: A B 

Rhythmic Form: a a av a 

       A   Av  

Melodic Form: a b c d 

    A   B 

Unit of Analysis: Phrasic 

Motivic Measures per Unit: 2 

Phrasic Measures per Unit: 4 

Sectional Phrases per Unit: 2 

Harmonic Features 

Content: vi,ii, III
7
 

Progressions: vi . .| vi . .| ii . .| ii . . |III
7
 . .| vi . . | III

7
 . . | vi . . || 
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Um, dois, fei-jão com ar-roz, 

Oon-doyz, fay-zhuhoo kohnah-hoiz.  

 uɲ d js f j- ãu kwa-h jz] 

One, two, beans and rice 

 

Três, quat-ro, fei-jão no pra-to. 

Trayz, kwat-troo, fay-zhuhoo noh prah-too.  

[tres kwa-tru f j- ãu nu pra-tu] 

Three, four, beans on the plate 
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Cin-co, seis, fa-lar in-glês. 

Seen-koo, says, fah-lahr een-glayss.  

 si -ku s js fa-lar in-gles] 

Five, six, to speak English 

 

Se-te, oi-to, co-mer bis-coi-to. 

Seh-chee, oy-toh, koh-mehr bees-koy-toh. 

 s -tʃi  j-tu ko-m r bi-sk j-tu] 

Seven, eight, to eat cookies 

 

No-ve, dez, co-mer pas-teis. 

Naw-vee dayz, koh-mehr pahs-tayz. 

 n -vi d z ko-m r pa-st js] 

Nine, ten, to eat pastries 

 

 

Musical Analysis 

General Information 

Translated Title: One, Two, Rice With Beans 

Source: Victor Monteiro; Fortaleza; Fortaleza, Ceará, Brazil; May 18, 2008   

Location and Geographic Region: São Paulo, São Paulo; South central Brazil 

Genre: Counting rhyme             

Formal Type: Motivic 

Terminology/Vocabulary: ,  

Subject: Black beans and rice, pastry, cookies, counting 

 

Performance Characteristics 

Informant(s): Eight year old male, native Brazilians 

Setting: Informant‘s living room 

Tone Description: Lower part of range, spoken, tentative and slightly shy 

Societal Function: Conformity to social norms, entertainment, integrates society 

Expressive Characteristics: Andante tempo, mp dynamic level, clearly phrased 

 

Rhythmic Features 

Time Signature:  

Meter: simple duple 

Content:    
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  ,  

Extractable rhythmic elements, motives, and patterns 

 

 

  
 

Formal Features 

Overall Form: a b av avv a  

Rhythmic Form: a b av avv a  

Unit of analysis: Motivic 

Motivic measures per unit: 1 
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APPENDIX B 

 

International Phonetic Alphabet Legend 

 

Written word 

parts 

IPA 

symbol 

Sounds like (in English)... 

"ão" [ãu] Similar to "bound"  baʊnd], but VERY nasal. 

"em", "en"    ] Like "bang"  be ], but quite nasal, and the   ] should 

barely be pronounced. 

"om", "on"  õ ] Follows same principle as "em/en", but with nasal, closed 

[o]. 

"um", "un"    ] Follows same principle as "em/en", but with nasal, closed 

[u]. 

Initial "r", or 

internal "rr"  

(as "Rio" or 

"arroz") 

[h] Similar to the English/German "h" [h] sound but more 

guttural almost like the ―ch‖ in the word ―Bach‖ 

Single, internal 

"r" 

[r] Like Italian/Spanish flipped "r", ex: "caro" ['karo]. 

"ti" or "te"  tʃi] Like English "cheese"  tʃiz]. 

"di" or "de"  d ] Like English "jeans"  d inz]. 

―l‖ at the end of  

a word 

[w] or [u] Very de-emphasized, barely pronounced 
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  [: ] means an elongated sound, specifically in the case of repeating consonants.  

 Ex: "disse" [dis:se] 

 [~] this symbol above a vowel shows that the vowel underneath it should be 

pronounced nasal. Ex: See    ] above 
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APPENDIX C 

 

Curwen Hand Signs as Used by Kodály 
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APPENDIX D 

 

Permission Form 

 

By signing this form I grant permission to Brad and Lucy Green to use and retain the 

name, image and sound recording for educational and other related and appropriate 

purposes.  I understand that all material obtained will be securely stored and used only for 

the purpose of examining Brazilian culture as it relates to children‘s songs and games, 

and that all use of the recordings will be used with respect to the individuals involved and 

will be displayed in positive light.   

I understand that I will receive no compensation for my permission to participate. 

  

I agree to be bound by this consent form. 

 

Location___________________________________ 

 

Organization________________________________ 

 

Printed name_______________________________ 

 

Signature _________________________________ 

 

Date _____________________________________ 

 

Brad Green 

7001 Utica Ave. #1801 

Lubbock,Tx, U.S.A. 

bradbeebranch@yahoo.com 
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Portuguese Translation of Permission Form 

 

Ao assinar esse documento, estou dando permissão a Brad e Lucy Green para usar o meu 

nome e gravação audio visual para fins educativos somente, não esperando nenhuma 

compensação financeira. Eu compreendo que esse material obtido ficara guardado em 

segurança e usado somente com o proposito de examinar a cultura Brasileira atraves de 

canções e jogos infantís.  

 

Lugar/organização_________________________________________ 

 

Nome___________________________________________________ 

 

Assinatura_______________________________________________ 

 

Data___________________________________________________ 
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APPENDIX E 

 

Musical Indices 

 

Formal Type Index 
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Extractable Rhythmic Patterns 

 

 

A-do-lê-ta 

Choco-Milk 

Hoje É Domingo 

 

 

Fui A China ( ) 

 

 

 

A-do-lê-ta 

Fui A China 

 

 

Nana Banana 

 

 

A-do-lê-ta 
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Hoje é Domingo 

Lenga la Lenga ( ) 

Marcha Soldado ( ) 

Nana Banana 

Si, Si, Guerro  ( ) 

 

 

Si, Si, Guerro 

 

 

Choco-Milk 

 

 

Eu Perdo o Dó 

 

 

Lá No Pântano 
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 internal anacrusis 

Dom, Dom Beibe 

Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí 

Fulana Robou Pão 

Hoje é Domingo 

Lenga la Lenga 

March Soldado 

Pai Francisco 

Pirulito 

 

internal anacrusis 

 

Ai Ona, Ona Ê 

Atirei O Pau No Gato 

Cai, Cai Balão 

Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí 

Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica 

Lá No Pântano 

Marcha Soldado 

Pai Francisco 

Passa, Passa, Gavião 
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Peixe Vivo 

Pirulito 

 

 internal anacrusis 

Passa, Passa, Gavião 

external anacrusis 

 

Ai Ona, Ona Ê 

external anacrusis 

Cai, Cai, Balão 

Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí 

Rebola Xuxu 

 

external anacrusis 

A Canoa Virou 

Eu Sou Rica 

Lá No Pântano 

Passa, Passa, Gavião 

Peixe Vivo 

Pirulito 

Teresinha de Jesus 
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Fulana Roubou Pão 

 

 

Dom, Dom, Beibe 

 

  

Si, Si, Guerro 

 

 

Eu Perdi o Dó  ( ) 

Um, Dois, Feijão Com Arroz ( ) 

 

 

Atirei o Pau no Gato ( ) 

Eu Perdi o Dó ( ) 

Pai Francisco ( ) 
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in various rhythmic configurations 

Cai, Cai, Balão ( ) 

Peixe Vivo ( ) 

Sapo Jururu ( ),( ) 

Um, Dois, Feijão Com Arroz ( ), ( ) 

 

internal anacrusis 

Alecrim Do Campo  

Peixe Vivo 

Pirulito 

 

in various rhythmic configurations 

O Sapo Não Lavo o Pé ( ), ( ) 

Pirulito ( ), ( ), ( ) 

Rebola Xuxu ( ),(  ) 

Samba Lê Lê ( ), ( ),(

) 

Sapo Jururu ( ) 
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Um, Dois Feijão Com Arroz ( ) 

 

 anacrusis 

Borboletinha 

O Sapo Não Lava o Pé 
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Extractable Melodic Patterns 

 

s-m 

s-m-s-m 

Ai Ona, Ona Ê 

Eu Perdi o Dó 

do 

 s-m-d 

 Marcha Soldado 

 Pai Francisco (l-s-m-d) 

 Rebola Xuxu 

 Samba Lê Lê (d-m-s-m-d) 

  

 d-m-s 

 Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica 

 Lá No Pântano 

 Marcha Soldado 

 Pai Francisco 

 Samba Lê Lê (d-m-s-m-d) 

 

 s-d 

 Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica 

 Rebola Xuxu  
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 d-m 

 Dom, Dom, Beibe 

 

 d-l 

 Alecrim Do Campo 

 Atirei o Pau no Gato 

  

re 

 m-r-d 

 Pai Francisco 

 Rebola Xuxu 

 

 d-r-m 

 Eu Perdi o Dó 

  

 r-s 

 Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica 

 Marcha Soldado 

 Pirulito 

 Rebola Xuxu 

 

 m-r-m 

 Alecrim do Campo 
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 r-m-r 

 Fulana Roubou Pão 

 

r-d-r 

 Sapo Jururu 

 Si, Si, Guerro (d-r-d-r) 

  

 r-m-d 

 Peixe Vivo 

  

do’ 

 s-d’ 

 Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí (s-d’-l-d’-l-s) 

  

 m-d’ 

 Sapo Jururu 

  

 l-d’ 

 Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí (s-d’-l-d’-l-s) 

 Pirulito 
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re’ 

 l-r’ 

 A Canoa Virou 

  

 s-r’ 

 Sapo Jururu  

 

mi’  

 s-m’ 

 Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí (s-d’-l-d’-l-s) 

  

 m’-r’-m’ 

 Sapo Jururu 

 

l, 

 d-l-d 

 Si, Si, Guerro 

s, 

 d-l,-s, 

 Dom, Dom, Beibe 

 Fulana Roubou Pão 

 Si, Si, Guerro 
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l,-s,-d 

Fui A China 

Dom, Dom, Beibe (d-l,-s,) 

  

 d-s, 

 Borboletinha 

O Sapo Não Lava o Pé (d-s,-l,-s,-d) 

 Passa, Passa, Gavião 

  

s,-d 

 Borboletinha 

 Fulana Roubou Pão 

O Sapo Não Lava o Pé (d-s,-l,-s,-d) 

 

r-s,-d 

Passa, Passa, Gavião 

 

f 

 s-f-m-r-d 

 Atirei o Pau no Gato 

 Cai, Cai, Balão 

 Eu Perdi o Dó 

 Marcha Soldado (l-s-f-m-r-d) 
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 Pai Francisco 

 

 s-f-m 

 A Canoa Virou 

 Alecrim Do Campo 

 Atirei o Pau no Gato 

 Cai, Cai, Balão 

 Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí  

 Eu Perdi o Dó (s-f-m-r-m) 

 Pai Francisco 

 Sapo Jururu (l-s-f-m) 

  

 l-s-f 

 Alecrim Do Campo 

 Cai, Cai, Balão (l-s-f-m-r) 

 Eu Perdi o Dó (l-s-f-m-r) 

 Pai Francisco 

 

 f-m-r 

 Pai Francisco 

 Rebola Xuxu 

 

  f     stepwise 
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 Peixe Vivo 

 Passa, Passa, Gavião 

  

f      stepwise 

 Atirei o Pau no Gato (m-f-s) 

 Cai, Cai, Balão (r-m-f) 

 Eu Perdi o Dó (m-f-s), (s-f-m), (m-f-s-f-m) 

 Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica (r-m-f-r-m) 

  

 f         stepwise 

 Alecrim Do Campo 

 Atirei o Pau no Gato 

 Eu Perdi o Dó 

 Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica 

 Lá No Pântano 

 Pirulito 

 Rebola Xuxu 

 Teresinha de Jesus 

 

 r-f 

 Peixe Vivo (r-f-m) 

 Samba Lê Lê 
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 f-r 

 Eu Perdi o Dó 

 Marcha Soldado (f-r-s) 

 Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica (r-m-f-r-m) 

  

 f-l 

 Peixe Vivo 

 

 s,-l,-t,-d 

 Borboletinha 

 Fui A China 

  

 

l-t-d’ 

Lá No Pântano 

 

d’-t-l 

A Canoa Virou 

Lá No Pântano 

 

t-l-s 

A Canoa Virou 

Alecrim Dourado 
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Atirei o Pau no Gato 

Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí  

Lá No Pântano 

 

r’-d’-t 

Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí  

 

t     stepwise 

Rebola Xuxu (t,-d-r-m-f-s) 

 

t         stepwise 

Peixe Vivo (l-t-d’-t-l-s) 

 

f-r-t 

Samba Lê Lê 

Sapo Jururu (f’-r’-t’-s) 

Teresinha de Jesus 

 

t,-r 

Samba Lê Lê (t,-r),(t,-r-f) 

 

s-t 

Borboletinha 
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Fui A China 

Lá No Pântano 

O Sapo Não Lava o Pé 

 

la pentachord 

  

 Teresinha de Jesus (m-r-d-t,-l,),(d-m-l,) 

 

melodic sequence 

 

 A Canoa Virou 

 Alecrim do Campo 

 Atirei o Pau no Gato 

 Cai, Cai, Balão 

 Eu Perdi o Dó 

 Lá No Pântano 

 Pai Francisco 

 Rebola Xuxu 

 

major scale 

 A Canoa Virou 

 Pai Francisco ( without d’) 

 Pirulito 
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di (in minor) 

 Teresinha de Jesus 

 

I-V
7 

 A Canoa Virou 

 Borboletinha 

Cai, Cai, Balão  

Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí  

Eu Perdi o Dó 

Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica  

Fui A China 

Marcha Soldado 

 O Sapo Não Lava o Pé 

Pai Francisco 

 Passa, Passa, Gavião 

Rebola Xuxu  

Samba Lê Lê 

Sapo Jururu 

  

IV 

 Alecrim do Campo 

Atirei o Pau no Gato  
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Lá No Pântano 

 Peixe Vivo 

 Pirulito 

 

i 

 Teresinha de Jesus 
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Tone Set Index 

 

3. Ai Ona, Ona Ê 

     
m 

 

s 

     10. Dom, Dom, Beibe s, l, 

 

d 

 
m 

       28. Si Si Guerro s, l, 

 
d r 

        14. Fulana Roubou Pão s, l, 

 

d r m 

       7. Cai, Cai, Balão 

   
d r m f s l 

    21. Pai Francisco 

   
d r m f s l 

    11. Eu Perdi O Dó 

   
d r m f s l 

    12. Eu Sou Rica Rica Rica 

   
d r m f s l 

    18. Marcha Soldado 

   

d r m f s l 

 
d' 

  22. Passa Passa Gavião s, 

  
d r m f 

      4. Alecrim Do Campo 

   

d r m f s l t 

   5. Atirei O Pao No Gato 

   
d r m f s l t 

   6. Borboletinha s, l, t, d 

         16. La No Pântano 

   

d 

 

m f s l t d' 

  20. O Sapo No Lavo Pé 

     

m f s l t d' 

  23. Peixe Vivo 

   
d r m f s l t d' 

  24. Pirulito 

   
d r m f s l t d' 

  13. Fui A China s, l, t, d 

         25. Rebola Xuxu 

  

t, d r m f s 

     26. Samba Lê Lê 

  

t, d r m f s 

     1. A Canoa Virou 

     
m f s l t d' r' 

 

9. 

Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, 

Cuí 

     

m f s l t d' r' m' 

27. Sapo Jururu 

     

m f s l t d' r' m' 

29. Teresinha de Jesus 

 
l, t, di r m f s 
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Scale Index 
 

1. A Canoa Viriou   major diatonic     

2. A-do-le-ta    N/A, spoken     

3. Ai Ona, Ona Ê    authenic mi bitone    

4. Alecrim Do Campo   major diatonic     

5. Aterei O Pau No Gato   major diatonic     

6. Borboletinha    plagal do tetrachord    

7. Cai, Cai Balão    authentic do hexachord (major without ti)  

8. Choco-Milk    N/A, spoken     

9. Cuí, Cuí, Cuí, Cuá, Cuá, Cuá  major diatonic      

10.  Dom, Dom Beibe   extended mi tetratonic    

11.  Eu Perdi O Dó   plagal do hexachord (major without ti)  

12.  Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica  major with ti    

13.  Fui A China    plagal do tetrachord    

14.  Fulana Robou Pão   authentic so pentatone    

15.  Hoje E Domingo   N/A, spoken    

16.  Lá No Pântano   major without re    

17.  Lenga La Lenga   N/A, spoken     

18.  Marcha Soldado   major without ti    

19.  Nana Banana    N/A, spoken 

20.  O Sapo Não Lavo Pé   plagal do tetrachord    

21.  Pai Fransisco    major without ti    

22.  Passa Passa Gavião   plagal do pentachord    

23.  Peixe Vivo    major diatonic    

24.  Pirolito    major diatonic    

25.  Rebola Xuxu    incomplete plagal do hexachord   

26.  Samba Lê Lê    major without la    

27.  Sapo Jururu    major diatonic    

28.  Si Si Guerro    plagal do tetratone    

29.  Teresinha De Jesus   Aeolian with di    

30.  Um, Dois, Fejão Com Arroz  N/A, spoken  
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Form Index 

Motivic 

 A-do-lê-ta 

a b   b a   b c 

 A     A’    B 

 

Ai Ona, Ona Ê 

a a  a’ b  b c c  cspoken 

 

Choco-Milk 

 a a a av 

  A   Av 

 

 Dom, Dom, Beibe 

a b   a b   a b   cspoken 

 A      A      A    b 

 

Fui a China 

a av     av a 

  A      A’ 
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 A Fulana Robou Pão 

 a b   a b  (c c)spoken 

 A      A       B 

  

 Hoje É Domingo 

 a a   a’ a   a av   b av   bv av   a b’ 

 A       A’    Av      A”      A”’    Avv 

  

 Lenga la Lenga 

a b    bv b    bv b   bv b 

A        B        B        B 

  

 Nana Banana 

 a b b c 

  

 O Sapo Não Lava O Pé 

a av  b bv 

   A     B 

  

 Passa, Passa, Gavião 

 a b   a b  avbv   avbv 

 A      A     Av     Av 

      A            Av 
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 Samba Lê Lê 

 a a2  a a2  b b2  b b2 

   A    A      B      Bv 

  

 

 Si, Si, Guerro 

 a b   av bv   avv bvv    avv bvv    cspoken 

                    A      B       C            C        dspoken 

  

 Um, Dois, Feijão Com Arroz 

 a b av avv a  

  

Phrasic 

 Alecrim do Campo 

A  A  B  B 

  

 Eu Perdi o Dó 

 A Av
3  

B B2 C C2 

  

 Peixe Vivo 

 a a2  a a3  b b   a a2   a a3 

  A      Av     B      A      Av 
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 Pirulito 

  a a2    avv b 

              A        B  

  

Rebola Xuxu 

 a b  a b  bv2 bvv   bv2 bvv 

  A    A       B          B 

    

 Teresinha de Jesus 

    
a b  c d 

                      
A    B 

 

Motivic and phrasic 

 

A Canoa Virou 

||:a b   c av:|| 

     ||:A     B:|| 

 

Atirei o Pau no Gato 

a b b2 b3       b
2
 b c d 

A                       B 
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 Borboletinha 

a av    av avv 

  A        A 

 

Cai, Cai, Balão 

a b   c bv 

 A      B 

 

Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí 

a b   c d   e e’   e e’ 

  A     B      C     C 

 

Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica 

||:a b   a c:|| 

  ||:A   Av:|| 

 

Lá no Pântano 

||:a a  av b”:||: c c2  c
2
 c

3
:|| 

 ||:A    Av    :||:   B      Bv:|| 

 

Marcha Soldado 

a b  c d  av b  c d 

A     A     Av   B 
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Pai Francisco 

                      d d2     d3 d4 

A Av      B C     D        Dv 

  A         B       C        Cv 

 

Sapo Jururu 

a av   b c  av av  b c 

 A     B      Av     Bv 
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Harmonic Index 

 

I: 

The following songs can be accompanied with a simple drone (d-s) on a barred 

instrument or a I chord on a chorded instrument (autoharp, dulcimer, guitar, etc.): 

 

Ai Ona, Ona Ê 

Dom, Dom, Beibe 

Fulana Roubou Pão 

Si, Si, Guerro   

 

I-V
7 

The following songs can be accompanied with shifting bourdon (d-s and s-r’) on a barred 

instrument or I and V
7
 chords on a chorded instrument  

 

A Canoa Virou 

Borboletinha 

Cai, Cai, Balão  

Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí  

Eu Perdi o Dó 

Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica  

Fui A China 

Marcha Soldado 

O Sapo Não Lava o Pé 
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Pai Francisco 

Passa, Passa, Gavião 

Rebola Xuxu  

Samba Lê Lê 

Sapo Jururu 

 

I-IV-V
7 

The following songs can be accompanied with shifting bourdon (d-s, f-d, s-r’) on a 

barred instrument or  I, IV, and V
7
 chords on a chorded instrument (autoharp, dulcimer, 

guitar, etc): 

 

Alecrim Do Campo 

Atirei o Pau no Gato  

Lá No Pântano 

Peixe Vivo  

Pirulito 

 

i-iv-V
7 

The following songs can be accompanied with shifting bourdon (l-m, r-l, m-t) on a barred 

instrument or  I, IV, and V
7
 chords on a chorded instrument (autoharp, dulcimer, guitar, 

etc): 

 

Teresinha de Jesus ( i-iv-iv-i-V
7
-i)  
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Metric Index 

Simple Duple 

 

Simple Quadruple 

 

Simple Triple 

   

 

A-Do-Lê-Ta 

Borboletinha 

Cai, Cai, Balão 

Choco-Milk 

Dom, Dom, Beibe 

Fui a China 

Fulana Roubou Pão 

Hoje É Domingo 

Lenga La Lenga 

Marcha Soldado 

Nana Banana 

O Sapo Não Lava o Pé 

Passa, Passa Gavião 

Peixe Vivo 

Pirolito 

Rebola Xuxu 

Samba Lê Lê 

Sapo Jururu 

Si, Si Guerro 

Um, Dois, Feijão com Arroz 

 

A Canoa Virou 

Ai Ona Ona Ê 

Alecrim do Campo 

Atirei o Pau no Gato 

Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, 

Cuí 

Eu Perdi o Dó 

Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica 

La no Pântano 

Pai Fransisco 

 

Teresinha de Jesus 
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APPENDIX F 

 

Extramusical Indices 

 

Genre Index 
 

Singing Game (2 cirandas) 

1. A Canoa Virou 

12.  Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica 

26.  Samba Lê Lê 

 

Playground Rhymes and Songs 

 

Counting 

30.  Um, Dois, Feijão Com Arroz 

 

Choosing Rhyme        

2. A-do-lê-ta 

14.  Fulana Roubou Pão 

 

Clapping Game         

3.    Ai Ona, Ona Ê 

  10.  Dom, Dom Beibe  

  13.  Fui A China 

17.  Lenga La Lenga 

28.  Si Si Guerro  

 

Circle Game 

  8. Choco-Milk  

 

Children‘s Song        

4. Alecrim Do Campo (ciranda) 

 

Humorous Song       

5. Atirei o Pau no Gato (ciranda) 

6.  Borboletinha 

16.  Lá No Pântano 

20.  O Sapo Não Lava o Pé 

27.  Sapo Jururu 

Action Song 

 6. Borboletinha 

 18.  Marcha Soldado (ciranda) 

19.  Nana Banana 

22.  Passa Passa Gavião (ciranda) 
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Holiday Song 

7. Cai, Cai Balão (ciranda)       

  

 

Ciranda 

1. A Canoa Virou  

4. Alecrim Do Campo 

5. Atirei o Pau no Gato 

 

  7.   Cai, Cai Balão  

9.   Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí 

21.  Pai Fransisco 

22.  Passa Passa Gavião 

23.  Peixe Vivo  

24.  Pirulito 

25.  Rebola Xuxu 

26.  Samba Lê Lê 

27.  Sapo Jururu 

29.  Teresinha De Jesus 

 

Nonsense Song 

  11.  Eu Perdi o Dó      

  15.  Hoje É Domingo  

Courting Song        

23.  Peixe Vivo       

Love Song 

  29.  Teresinha De Jesus       

 

Role Playing Song 

  29.  Teresinha De Jesus 
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Subject Index 

Actions 

1. A Canoa Virou (rowing, swimming)      

  

11.  Eu Perdi o Dó (sleeping, rowing, eating porridge, dreaming, washing, silence)  

13.  Fui A China (dance) 

25.  Rebola Xuxu (dance) 

29.  Teresinha de Jesus (kiss) 

Animals 

 1. A Canoa Virou (fish) 

 2. A-do-lê-ta (armadillo) 

 5. Atirei o Pau no Gato (cat) 

 6. Borboletinha (butterfly) 

 9. Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí (flea) 

15. Hoje É Domingo (bull) 

16.  Lá No Pântano (frog) 

20.  O Sapo Não Lava o Pé (frog) 

22.  Passa Passa Gavião (hawk) 

23.  Peixe Vivo (fish) 

26.  Samba Lê Lê (fish) 

27.  Sapo Jururu (frog) 

 

Boats 

1. A Canoa Virou (canoe) 

 

Body 

 6. Borboletinha (leg, glass eye) 

 7. Cai, Cai, Balão (hand) 

20.  O Sapo Não Lava o Pé (feet) 

26.  Samba Lê Lê (head) 

 

Buildings 

 6. Borboletinha (kitchen) 

 13.  Fui A China (house) 

 14.  Fulana Roubou Pão (house) 

 18.  Marcha Soldado (barracks) 

 21.  Pai Fransisco (jail) 

 

Colors 

4. Alecrim do Campo (golden) 

 

Clothing 

 26.  Samba Lê Lê (skirt) 
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 29.  Teresinha de Jesus (hat) 

 

Dates/Occasions 

 15.  Hoje É Domingo (Sunday) 

 19.  Nana Banana (24 hours) 

 27.  Sapo Jururu (wedding) 

 

Emotions  

 4. Alecrim do Campo (love) 

 5. Atirei o Pau no Gato (amazement) 

 23.  Peixe Vivo (sadness, crying) 

 24.  Pirulito (romance, love) 

 

Family/Relationships 

 11.  Eu Perdi o Dó  (family) 

12.  Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica (daughter) 

29.  Teresinha de Jesus (father, brother, fiancé) 

 

Food and Drink 

 2. A-do-lê-ta (coffee, chocolate) 

 3. Ai Ona, Ona Ê (spaghetti) 

 6. Borboletinha (chocolate) 

8. Choco-Milk (chocolate milk) 

 14.  Fulana Roubou Pão (bread) 

 19.  Nana Banana (banana)        

 24.  Pirulito (lollipop) 

 25.  Rebola Xuxu (lettuce) 

 29.  Teresinha De Jesus (oranges, lemons) 

 30.  Um, Dois, Feijão Com Arroz (beans and rice, cookies, biscuits, pastries) 

   

Geography 

 13.  Fui A China (China) 

 18.  Marcha Soldado (Brazil) 

 23.  Peixe Vivo (village) 

 

Holidays 

7. Cai, Cai Balão (São João) 

12.  Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica (São João) 

 

Land and Water 

 1. A Canoa Virou (sea) 

 4. Alecrim do Campo (field) 

 12.  Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica (tide)       

  

 16.  Lá No Pântano (swamp) 
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 20.  O Sapo Não Lava o Pé (lake) 

 23.  Peixe Vivo (water) 

 25.  Rebola Xuxu (rain) 

 26.  Samba Lê Lê (beach) 

 27.  Sapo Jururu (river) 

Music/ Musical instruments 

 11.  Eu Perdi o Dó (guitar) 

 21.  Pai Fransisco (guitar) 

 27.  Sapo Jururu (singing) 

 

Nonsense 

10.  Dom, Dom Beibe        

17.  Lenga La Lenga        

28.  Si Si Guerro  

Objects 

 7. Cai, Cai Balão (balloon) 

15.  Hoje É Domingo (gold pipe) 

 18.  Marcha Soldado (Brazilian flag) 

 26.  Samba Lê Lê (handkerchief) 

 27.  Sapo Jururu (lace) 

 

Occupations 

 12.  Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica (rich, poor, iron clothes, lawyer, job) 

 15.  Hoje É Domingo (vagabond) 

 18.  Marcha Soldado (soldier) 

 21.  Pai Fransisco (priest, sheriff) 

 22.  Passa Passa Gavião (laundress, carpenter, shoe shiner, seamstress) 

 23.  Peixe Vivo (shepherd) 

 

Plants 

 4. Alecrim do Campo (rosemary flowers) 

 25.  Rebola Xuxu (branch) 

 

Weather 

 27.  Sapo Jururu (cold) 
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Game Formation Index 
 

Action to Depict Text: 

6.   Borboletinha 

11.  Eu Perdi o Dó  

13.  Fui A China 

22.  Passa Passa Gavião  

24.  Pirulito       

Choosing Next to Follow: 

1.   A Canoa Virou 

12.  Eu Sou Rica, Rica, Rica  

14.  Fulana Roubou Pão 

Ciranda/Circle Dance Step: 

4.   Alecrim Do Campo  

5.   Atirei o Pau no Gato       

7.   Cai, Cai Balão  

9.   Cuá, Cuá, Cuá, Cuí, Cuí, Cuí      

16.  Lá No Pântano  

22.  Passa Passa Gavião  

23.  Peixe Vivo  

20.  O Sapo Não Lava o Pé         

25.  Rebola Xuxu  

26.  Samba Lê Lê        

Clapping: 

3.   Ai Ona, Ona Ê 

10.  Dom, Dom Beibe 

13.  Fui A China 

17.  Lenga La Lenga  

28.  Si Si Guerro  

27.  Sapo Jururu  

Counting: 

30. Um, Dois, Feijão Com Arroz 

Dancing: 

25.  Rebola Xuxu  

Dramatization: 

21.  Pai Fransisco  

26.  Samba Lê Lê  

29.  Teresinha de Jesus  

21.  Pai Fransisco  

Elimination/ ―out:‖ 

2. A-do-lê-ta  

8. Choco-Milk        

 19.  Nana Banana 

Marching: 

 18.  Marcha Soldado 
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Societal Functions of Music 

1.  Aesthetic enjoyment 

2.  Emotional expression 

3.  Symbolic representation 

4.  Communication 

5.  Physical response 

6.  Entertainment 

7.  Integrating the individual into society 

8.  Validating social and religious institutions 

9.  Promoting the stability of culture 

10. Enforcing conformity to social norms 


